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NOW-
the quickest, most accurate way 
to check CATV equipment response 

from 1 MHz to 300 MHz 

New Solid State RF Test Set from JERROLD 
This new multi-purpose test set provides for pre-
cise, repetitive MBC (measurement-by-compari-
son) tests of any active or passive electronic equip-
ment for gain, loss, and cable structural return loss 
(VSWR). It's a laboratory-quality instrument 
that's loaded with features: 

• Automatic leveling without frequency shift 

• Calibrated marker generator provides crystal-con-
trolled variable marker 

• Balance dial permits calibration of attenuator in 
0.1 dB steps 

• Oscilloscope compensation eliminates the need for 

external adjustment of scope when changing mea-
surement or unit under test 
• All solid-state circuitry simplifies maintenance 

Make sure your CATV system is up to par with the 
new Jerrold Solid-State RF Test Set Model TS-
300-7F. Ask your Jerrold CATV salesman for more 
information. Or write, phone, or TWX, Jerrold 
Electronics Corporation, CATV Systems Division, 
401 Walnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
19105. Phone: (215) 
925-9870. TWX: 
710-670-0263. 
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Dean Sob, 

I would like to take thca oppottuu tty to day  w much YchOdf'd codthaat cable, Futuna denies  ampliSiens, and passiv  ho 

e equipment has helped out 

openations.  

I believe that gout engineeting design and quality to be supetion to 
anything on the matket today.  The equipment Sailune nate is negligible 
and my technicians nepott speciSicatcon4 ate being met with ease. 
Vromunentai lepefeeonestteovt4hcto,c,sons 

ttuction eicedute Z bu!rechav: not had 
Z lost lam due to lack oi equipment. 

We ahe medentty installing yout Futuna ampliSiens, aluminum sheath 
coatial cable, dinectionals, and otheA AUddtve equ4ment 4,1 oven 600 
•u °6 plant in Suntington and Raleigh, Notth CaRotena.  The ndodutah 
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We ate now sending oun technicians thnough youn &mining school and  
have been thatou hly pleased with not only thein cheheaded systen know-
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We packed 
six major 
improvemen s 
into the 
smallest 
suitcase in 
the industry 
and still left 
room foot 
your 
knuck e . 

The new SMT 
universal 
tapoff. 
If you're going to do something, do it right! That's 
why Entron's new SMT multitap has so many 
important features, a unique combination that you 
won't find in any other unit. And they're all neatly 
packed in a sleek, unobtrusive "suitcase" that's the 
easiest yet to work with. What other unit gives you 
all these extra values? 

0-( compact 29/16" x 51/16" x 2/8" size with clean, 
modern appearance 

0-C interchangeable snap-in tap module fastened at 
four points with slotted hex-head bolts and weather 
sealed with silicone gasket 

0-C seized center conductor for strand mounting or 
900 angle connection for installation in pedestals 
as small as 6" I.D. 
0-C balanced output with greater than 20 db isolation 
between tapoff terminals 

0-( systems can be economically pre-tapped by 
installing thruline units with blank base plate as you 
build ... when you sign up subscriber, just snap in 
base module and return blank for credit ... no 
service interruption ever 
0-C optional 4 db loss base plate eliminates later 
readjustment of line extenders to save time and 
money 

Add a bandwidth that's usable from 10 to 
300 MHz and you've got a tap that really 
gives you more for your money ... 
including plenty of knuckle room to 
make fast, easy hookups. 
When Entron packs a suitcase, 
it's ready to go places! 
Write or call for a look at it. 

NIIIIIE NTFIC1/41 
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2141 Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Md. 20904 • (301) 622-2000 
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Combination Trunkline 
--  Bridging Amplifier 

RB-6T 
Up to our outputs S perating 
level of bridging module is 35 
dbrnv on each of four outputs. 

Trunkline Amplifier 
R-6T 

ape anal gain, ALC 
Switchable input pads, fullway. 
30-v ac power supply. Remot 

Intermediate Bridging 
Amplifier B-3 

in the trunkline, 
vi  up to four distribJtion out-
puts. Variable pads on input for 
flexibility of installatior . Oper-
ating level is 35 dbmv on four 

OutDuts. 

Low-cost Line Extender 
Amplifier E-6C 

Universal Tapoff 
SMT Series 

mu -ew p e tapo  s completely 
waterproof and pressure tight. 
Tapoffs changed without 
disturbing thruline signal. Dual 
thruline openings with seized 
center conductor for overhead or 
underground, fits 6" diameter 
pedestal. High, 20 db minimum 

Weatherproof. Provides 
plexing 30 Vac or dc capab 
to cable-power remotely located 
amplifiers. 

all-solid-state, temperature-
compensated cable-powered. 
Gain is 33 db. low band; 26 db, 
high band. 

the most respected name in CATV 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Some Collective Ideas 

Subscriber invoicing problems 
can be significantly reduced when' 
the new coupon billing or com-
puterized billing systems are ap-
plied to CATV. The article begin-
ning on page 42 shows how a 
"staggered" monthly billing pro-
gram combined with coupon 
books has netted a significant 
savings in time and money for 
system operator W. E. Wade. For 
larger systems, computerized bill-
ing is now available. For details, 
see the article beginning on page 
46 of this issue. 

It's Part of Your Image 

The special staff article begin-
ning on page 54 outlines basic 
ideas for good office front ap-
pearance. Several photographs of 
exemplary office operations are 
also featured. 

The Bright, Professional Touch 

Beginning on page 48 of this 
issue is part one of a compre-
hensive treatise on the basics of 
CATV studio lighting. Professional 
looking cablecasts require top 
quality lighting. The first in-
stallment of this article describes 
the various types of lighting equip-
ment which can be used. Part two. 
to be published next month, will 
deal with the other components of 
a complete lighting system. 

Promoting Your Own Interests 

Two articles in this issue deal 
with advertising and promotion. 
In his article beginning on page 
56, author Craig Janes provides 
some concrete ideas for the CATV 
operator who wishes to evaluate 
the effectiveness of his advertising 
program. On page 62, Flagstaff, 
Arizona cableman Bob Cowley 
outlines the steps necessary to 
build an effective public relations 
program for your cable system. 
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blue chip 
c city 

Pt 

Anaconda is the blue chip company in CATV. We've got what it takes to 
build CATV systems and equipment the way they should be built. 
Nothing you can buy gives you more capability or quality. It's as 
simple as that. 

And when it comes to meeting commitments, we don't cut cor-
ners. We don't have to. We can't afford to. When equipment 
—or a contract—bears the Anaconda name, it performs 
as advertised.There's too much invested in our name to 
jeopardize it. 

It all adds up: blue chip company; blue chip CATV. 
Anaconda CATV. Sound investment. High return. 

That's our kind of blue chip. We think it's 
yours, too. 

0 ANACONDA electronics 
Anaconda Electronics Company, Subsidiary Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, 1430 South Anaheim Boulevard, Anaheim, California 92803 
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EDITORI AL 

"Brick Walls... Futile Ritual" 

About the only things that Nicholas 
Johnson and Sol Schildhause have in 
common are that both work at the FCC 
and both made speeches in California 
last month. But in their unrelated talks, 
the two Commission spokesmen defined 
the complex bureaucratic obstacle which 
confronts CATV. 
Schildhause, addressing cablemen in 

San Diego, declared that UHF stations 
"need cable help in broadening their 
audiences," —but pointed out that "it 
is easy (for the FCC) to rationalize a 
restrictive CATV program . . ." on the 
assumption that cable systems might 
have an adverse impact on UHF. 
Referring to efforts to disprove the 

economic impact theory, Schildhause 
stated that, "Brick walls being what 
they are, there's no point in repeated 
performances of the same futile ritual. 
A new direction is indicated." 
The reason, of course, for the futility 

of the cable industry's arguments is 
that the Commission is totally dom-
inated by wealthy VHF broadcasters. 
Commissioner Nicholas Johnson told 

a Los Angeles broadcaster audience, 
"You've always had a majority at the 
FCC and you always will . . ." The 
power possessed by broadcasters has 
risen "beyond check. . . by any institu-
tion in our country today—the Presi-
dent, the Congress, the FCC, the 
academic institutions," Johnson stated. 
In short, "you've got them captured," 
he said, referring to the Commission. 
So, there's the twofold problem. An 

Stanley M. Searle 
Editor 

FCC that has been "captured" by the 
powerful broadcast industry, according 
to Commissioner Johnson—and ded-
icated to forcing the expansion of UHF 
broadcasting, according to Schildhause. 
So far, the situation has been most 

convenient—for VHF broadcast in-
terests. Cable television has been 
thwarted on the grounds of protecting 
potential UHF operations. . . but little 
else has been done to advance the V's 
potential UHF competitors. 
In his San Diego speech, CATV Task 

Force Chief Schildhause suggested 
CATV-broadcaster cooperation to bring 
about a government subsidy for UHF 
stations. This, he predicted, might 
break the impasse which has arisen over 
alleged impact of CATV upon UHF. 
While lacking enthusiasm for govern-
ment subsidy of commercial broad-
casting, we must yield to the Task 
Force Chief's reasoning on at least two 
counts. 
First, there is no question that cable 

operators are indeed up against a brick 
wall at the Commission. 
Secondly, as Schildhause emphasized, 

"There is nothing in the development of 
UHF which can be anything but bene-
ficial for the cable industry." 
Viewing the remarks of Commissioner 

Johnson and Sol Schildhause, we have 
to agree with the Task Force Chief. 
A new direction is indicated. Some 
creative thinking on the part of cable 
television operators—and interested 
legislators—is urgently needed. 

8  December, 1968 



INTRODUCING: MODEL 1100 
The first Center-Conductor Seized Directional 
Tap that performs from 54 to 400 MHz while 
maintaining a minimum of 20 db input and 
output return loss.  crafts man 

Write or call, collect, for free literature 133 West Seneca St., Manlius, N.Y. 13104 Area Code 315 682-9105 



Perspective 
on the ne ws 

Robert A. Searle 
Executive Editor 

In an election race as close as the one just past, there's widespread specu-

lation on the effect of TV in creating a winner. Broadcast's already substantial 
role in this area can only expand...and that's even more the case with CATV's 
role. For the first time, presidential candidates organized a CATV campaign; 

and politicians are respectful of the 4.5 million and 3.5 million CATV viewers 
reached by president-elect Nixon and vice president Humphrey respectively. 
Many systems, too, did an outstanding job of presenting candidates and issues 
at the local level--an effort that not only emphasizes the public service cable-
casting ideal but wins legislative friends for the industry. 

The elections, however, did not change the federal Congressional face as 
far as cable operators are concerned. Figures to keep an eye on in the 91st 
Congress are Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.) who heads the Senate Commerce 
Committee and Appropriations Subcommittee that deals with FCC funds; Commu-
nications Subcommittee Chairman John Pastore (D.-R.I.); Rep. Harley Staggers 
(D-W. Va. ) who heads the House Commerce Committee; Rep. Torbert Macdonald 
(D-Mass.), Chairman of the Communications Subcommittee, and Rep. John Dingell 
(D-Mich.) who heads the Small Business Subcommittee which deals with the FCC 
and frequently with CATV-related matters. Dingell, along with other Congressional 
colleagues, is deeply concerned with multiple ownership, mergers, etc., might 
well instigate move on cable-broadcast cross-ownership. 

No question that the single most important Congressman these days in the 
eyes of cablemen is Sen. John McClellan, Chairman of Copyright Subcommittee. 

It's his move next, now that he has position papers from interested parties on 
possible CATV copyright liability under the next copyright law. Broadcasters 
and motion picture people have proved obdurate despite months of negotiations 
and hopeful statements of progress. But the mood has changed since the last 
copyright bill passed the House, and using copyright as the lever by which to 
control and stunt the growth of cable television no longer seems a reasonable 
goal for anti-CATV forces, especially now that a representative of the Copyright 
Office has admitted that the "trigger" provisions of the proposed bill (provisions 
under which certain actions such as local origination would "trigger" full liability), 
are less appropriate as legislation than as policy decisions from the FCC. 

The FCC Commissioners, forced to come to grips with cable TV issues, 
are taking a longer, harder look at the problems. There are few indications of 
what will come of recently staged "think-tank" on the topic--but their calling in 
high-powered objective experts on telecommunications is evidence that commis-
sioners may be trying for a real solution, not just a freeze. 

10 December, 1968 



AMECO — THE PERFECT-PICTURE-PEOPLE 

ow Cable 
ir.. 'nage. 

Aineco, Inc. PO Box 13741 Phoenix, Arizona 85002 • Manufacturer of Custom Cable TV Systems! 

TURN PAGE 10 



A MECO IS BUILDIN G 

CUSTOMIZED CONTROL CENTERS 
WE LL STACK 'EM ANY WAY YOU WANT! 

Not just a 'headend', this is a CATV Control Center 
that's custom-designed to your specifications and 
requirements! We start with the basic headend 
using Ameco proven performance* Channeleer/ST 
Signal Processors, then we build the Control Center 
up to provide you with everything you need. 

You need a weather reporting package — we pro-
vide it. You need a program origination package — 
we install it. You need complete testing instru-
ments, or background music tape, or FM radio, or 

program monitors, etc. — we can include that, too! 

You tell us your requirements; the signals you want 
to carry, the test and monitor equipment you need, 
the specifications you have to meet . . . we take it 
from there. We build up the Control Center as you 
specify; check it out on the most modern laboratory 
test equipment; then, upon satisfactory proof of 
specified performance, we'll ship it to your system, 
recheck it and then instruct your Engineer in all 
phases of its operation and maintenance. 

Sound easy? It is when you rely on Ameco to design your Customized Control 
Center! Call us today for full details. We'll send an AMECOMAN to show you 
Custom Cable TV — the practical way to serve your customers profitably! 

*We've delivered & installed more than 600 Channeleers! 

WHEN IT COMES TO CUSTOMIZED CABLE TV AMECO MEANS BUSINESS! 

REGISTER NOW FOR THE NEXT AMECO 
REGIONAL SEMINAR IN YOUR AREA 

p. o. box 13741 Phoenix, Arizona 85002 
phone (602) 262-5500 



Construction Reports 

Northeastern States 
Haverhill, Mass., Stan-Fran, construction begins 

soon.... Derry and Salem, N.H., Derry Cable, SKL 
awarded construction contract.... Greene, N.Y., Greene 
Cablevision, educational channel added.... Coal Hollow 
and Toby, Pa., Toby Valley, construction underway, 6 
channels.... Oil City, Pa., Oil City Cable, rebuild nearing 
completion, 12 channels. 

Mid-Western States 
Crawfordsville, I nd., Commu n ity Cable, Vikoa awarded 

construction contract; constructior begun.... Jasper, 
Ind., Dubois Cablevision, formed company for produc-
tion on local origination channel.... LuVerne, Iowa, 
hook-ups begun; grand opening November 16.... Dodge 
City, Kansas, Dodge City CATV, nearing completion, 9 
channels, local origination. 
Coshocton, Ohio, Tower Antennas, rebuilding nearing 

completion, 10 channels.... Xenia, Ohio, Xenia Cable, 
first house drops soon, 11 channels.... Zanesville, 
Ohio, Better Television, completed, 5,000 sub-
scribers.... Pierre, So. Dak., Pierre Cable, house drops 
being made: microwave tower under construction. 

Southern States 
Moulton, Ala., Lawrence Co., tower up, head-end con-

struction begins soon... . Prattville, Ala., Prattville Ca-
blevision, house drops, 500 subscribers.... Brinkley, 
Ark., tower construction to begin.... Bentonville, Ark., 
Bentonville Cable, new tower, 9 channels.... Mt. View, 
Ark., Mt. View Telephone, Davco awarded turnkey. 
Dawson Springs, Ky., Dawson Springs Cable, cable up, 

in operation soon.... Middlesboro, Ky., Middlesboro 
Cable, ready to install house drops; 10 channels. 
Avalon, Sea Isle City and Stone Harbor, No. Car, Na-
tional Cable, construction begun, 9 channels. 
Orangeburg, So. Car., Orangeburg Cable, system en-

ergized, 9 channels. . .. Tullahoma, Tenn., Coffee County, 
tower completed soon, 9 channels.... Washington 
County, Tenn., SKL awarded turnkey.... Austin, Tex., 
Capital. construction underway.... Anson, Tex., Cable 
Electronics, nearing completion, 7 channels.... Fair-
field and Teague, Tex., Cen-Tex. operational shortly, 
9 channels. 

Western Mountain States 
Ajo, Ariz., Ajo TV, construction on new tower to begin 

soon.... Leisure World, Calif., Pacific Cable, nearing 
completion.... Mission Viejo, Calif., Cablevision, im-
provements being made, new tower in.... Tracy, Calif., 
GE, operational by Thanksgiving.... Vacaville, Calif., 
GE, system completed, 12 channels, 15-20 FM. 
Springfield, Colo., General Communications, will com-

pletely rebuild system.... Billings, Mont., Montana 
Video, construction begins soon, 8 channels plus numer-
ous public services. 

Canadian Systems 
Campbell River, B.C., Campbell River TV, $50,000 re-

build nearing completion.... Fredericton, N. Brunswick, 
City Cablevision, extensive rebuilding underway.... 
Wallaceburg, Ont., tower and parabolic screen under 
onstruction. 

K.E.S. IS READY TO 
SERVE YOUR EVERY 
CATV SUPPLY NEED! 

14 

• 

The famous brand names you have 
learned to know and trust in the 
cable television industry can all be 
found in our inventory. Because 
we specialize in only the quality 
products that are proven and well 
accepted by the CATV industry. 

Our reputation as one of the most 
capable suppliers of the Mid-west 
has been gained through years of 
experience. Cable operators through-
out the region rely on us for fast, 
convenient service. And they all know 
our full capabilities. If you are not 
totally familiar with our full line of 
CATV products, extra services, and 
competitive pricing policies . . . call 
us soon. We would enjoy the op-
portunity of serving you. 

KLUNGNESS 
ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
107 Kent St. • Iron Mountain, Michigan 49801 • 906/774-4251 

TV Communications 13 
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Broadcast 
Video 
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... and 
more 
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; 
Tele Mation... 
The CATV local origination 
equipment supplier! 

TeleMation can now offer the CATV industry the 
most complete line of television studio and 
control equipment available from any single 
manufacturer. We can design, supply and install 
any kind of system from a single-camera 
automated cablecasting unit, such as WEATHER 
CHANNELr", to a complete multi-camera 
production studio with live cameras, film chains, 
and all necessary control devices. All of this 
equipment is available now from TeleMation. 
We designed it ... we manufacture it ... 
we'll even install it. 

Every TeleMation product is built for maximum 
performance and reliability. In a TeleMation 
system, equipment is interchangeable without 
special modifications, providing unprecedented 
system flexibility. TeleMation equipment either 
meets or is instantly convertible to EIA (FCC) 
specifications. 

We can also supply a complete line of color 
cablecasting equipment. 

Let us handle all of your local origination needs. 

TLI.[ MATION INC. 
2275 South West Temple 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
Telephone (801) 486-7564 



HV 
SERIES 

CATV 

TRUNKLINE 

and 

DISTRIBUTION 

AMPLIFIERS 

• 12 CHANNELS—OR MORE! 

IN FLEXIBILITY OF APPLICATION 

• HIGH PERFORMANCE 
SPECIFICATIONS 

• BUILT-IN RELIABILITY 

II IMPROVED MAINTAINABILITY 

MI PROVISIONS FOR 
SUB VHF MODULE 

For service before and 
after the sale 

4V-1 11.140 1,,,  

ALL 
IS 

I WELL 
WITH 
HTV 

J. 4. 

Call or write for 
detailed information 

HTV SYSTEMS INC. 
10 MONROE STREET 

EAST ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14445 

PHONE (716) 385-1200 

Ikr  Management Guidelines 

Patrick T Pogue 

A Good Manager: 
Employees' Viewpoint 
What makes a good manager? In 

the eyes of his men, the ideal manag-
er has many of the virtues, such as 
fairness, that one would expect; he 
is, moreover, a highly competent 
worker himself. He prefers to avoid 
extensive mixing with employees; he 

does not overdo in trying to help 
workers with their personality prob-
lems; and he is not "all sweetness and 
light"—he can get tough when the 
situation demands it. 
These traits are the highlights of a 

composite portrait that came out of 
interviews with 110 hourly paid 
workers in different companies. The 
interviews were conducted off the 
job; the men knew that what they 
said would be kept in strict confi-
dence. The cable system manager can 
learn much from the characteristics 
mentioned by these employees. 
Although men vary in their indivi-

dual desires and needs, there seem 

to be universal traits every employee 
expects of a manager. The first factor 
is personal consideration. In other 
words, employees want to be treated 
with courtesy and kindness, and with 
respect for their individuality. 
The other fundamental expecta-

tion is that a manager should be im-
partial and play no favorites. Unless 
the supervisor is fair, the employees 
say they do not feel they can count 
upon fair treatment necessary to 
their security and peace of mind. 
With a few exceptions, employees 

strongly ,emphasized the belief that a 
good supervisor must be technically 
competent. 

The workers interviewed decisively 
indicated that they wanted their 
manager to have thorough knowledge 
of how well each member of the 
group performed his job. 
Associated with the desire for the 

supervisor to have complete knowl-
edge of his men's job performance is 
the feeling that he ought to have 
reasonable control over his work 
group. There was a general feeling 
among workers that to be worth 
respecting as a man, a manager 
should have the backbone to correct 
men who need correcting, and to see 
that his operation is run properly. 
The workers in many cases felt a 

supervisor should avoid over-familiar-
ity. The main reason for this feeling 

seemed to be that employees tend to 
feel insecure when supervisor and 
worker mix socially to any great ex-
tent. Such mixing appears to breed 
suspicion and jealousy because men 
feel they must compete socially for 
the boss's favor to protect job inter-
ests. 
It is natural to expect that, in the 

worker's eyes, the supervisor's main 
justification for existence is his abil-
ity and willingness to help the work-
er attain his goals and satisfy his 
needs. Thus employees said a super-
visor should be well informed about 
the way his men performed their 
jobs, because only then will a man re-
ceive credit for good work. Similarly 
employees said a foreman should be 
technically proficient, because this 
proficiency enabled him to show his 
men easier ways of doing their jobs. E) 

16 December, 1968 



Raytheon 
reliability 
keeps you 
turned on... 

and on...and on... 
Raytheon's KTR series of hot standby micro-
wave relay equipment can be serviced during 
normal working hours, eliminating after-
hours maintenance and added expense. 
KTR-2, -3, and -4 solid-state systems cover 

microwave-frequency band assignments from 
2 to 13 gHz. All three meet or exceed applica-
ble DCA standards, Bell System specifications, 
EIA standards, NTSC color requirements, 
and CCIR and CCITT recommendations. 
The KTR-2 consists of solid state, base-

band-type terminal equipment with extremely 
wide bandwidths for handling up to 960 FDM 
( Frequency Division Multiplexed) channels, 
NTSC color TV with up to four program 
audio channels, or 40-megabit wide-band data 
communications. 
The KTR-3 is made up of solid state, long-

haul, heterodyne repeater equipment with 
heavy route applications for transmitting up to 

1800 FDM channels, NTSC 
color TV with up to four 15 
KHz program audio chan-
nels, or wide-band data 
communications. 

The KTR-4 is solid state auxiliary terminal 
equipment complying fully with Bell System 
spec KS-20098, Issue 2. It is designed to handle 
up to 72 message channels as well as order 
wire and alarm information over wide-band 
radio routes. 
The KTR line has set performance and reli-

ability standards for the communications in-
dustry. Our delivery schedule is better than 
ever. So turn to Raytheon and keep turned on. 
For more information, contact: Jack Banister, 
Raytheon Company, Communications and 
Data Processing Operation, 
1415 Providence Turnpike, 
Norwood, Mass. 02062. 

RAYTHEON 
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where A$ 
Personnel 
in 
CITY 1 
COUNTS 
you Can COM 
on 

MIDWEST 
For the Finest in CATV 

(Lots of Other 
Critical Buyers Do) 

MID WE_S4ii M 

TELEPH O NE 
a:SUPPLY, INC. 

(Distributors of Midwest Utility Plows) 
925 North Bluemound Drive 
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911 
Phone 414-734-5632 

414-739-6341 

FINANCIAL 
R EPO RTS 

Cox Broadcasting Corp. reports 
per share earnings of $ .42 for the 
quarter ending September 30, 1968. 
This compares with per share earn-
ings of $ .49 for the same period 
last year. Earnings figures are 
based on net incomes of $1,218,992 
and $1,393,997 for the two periods 
respectively. Gross revenues were 
given as $12,838,839 and $11,381,-
536 for the two periods. Also re-
ported were figures for the 9-month 
period ending September 30, 1968. 
Per share earnings for this period 
were given as $1.66 as compared 
with $1.96 for the same period last 
year. Net incomes for the two 
periods respectively were $4,783,-
646 and $5,538,663. Gross revenues 
were given as $40,461,719 for 1968 
and $35,638,279 for 1967. 

Livingston Oil Company reports 
per share earnings of $ .10 for the 
quarter ending August 31, 1968. 
This compares with per share earn-
ings of $ .05 for the same period 
last year. Earnings figures are 
based on net incomes of $546,000 
and $284,000 for the two periods 
respectively. Total revenues were 
given as $4,313,000 and $4,214,000 
for the two periods. 

H&B American Corp. reports per 
share earnings of $ .29 for the year 
ending July 31, 1968. This compares 
with per share earnings of $ .29 
for the same period last year. Earn-
ings figures are based on net in-
comes of $901,482 and $783,367 
for the two periods respectively. 
Gross revenues were given as $7,-
461,849 and $6,424,750 for the two 
periods. 

North American Communications 
reports per share earnings of $ .55 
for the year ending June 30, 1968. 
This compares with per share earn-
ings of $ .44 for the same period 
last year. Earnings figures are 

based on operating revenues of $5,-
900,000 and $4,500,000 for the two 
periods respectively. Also reported 
were figures for the 6-month period 
ending June 30, 1968. Per share 
earnings for this period were given 
as $ .29 as compared with $ .23 
for the same period last year. 
Operating revenues for the two 
periods respectively were $3,200,-
000 and $2,400,000. 

Kaufman & Broad, Inc. reports 
per share earnings of $ .48 for the 
quarter ending August 31, 1968. 
This compares with per share earn-
ings of $ .37 for the same period 
last year. Earnings figures are 
based on net incomes of $720,403 
and $509,668 for the two periods 
respectively. Sales were $22,177,-
333 for 1968 and $12,612,541 for 
1967. Also reported were figures for 
the 9-month period ending August 
31, 1968. Per share earnings for 
this period were given as $1.21 as 
compared with $ .98 for the same 
period last year. Net incomes for 
the two periods respectively were 
$1,805,826 and $1,355,581 with 
sales at $47,384,095 and $32,097,-
728. 

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. reports 
per share earnings of $ .14 for the 
year ending June 30, 1968. This 
compares with per share earnings 
of $ .75 for the same period last 
year. Earnings figures are based 
on net incomes of $118,000 and 
$591,000 for the two periods re-
spectively. Sales were $11,012,000 
for 1968 and $12,717,000 for 1967. 

Gulf & Western Industries re-
ports per share earnings of $3.24 
for the year ending July 31, 1968. 
This compares with per share earn-
ings of $2.76 for the same period 
last year. Earnings figures are based 
on net incomes of $68,842,000 and 
$59,054,000 for the two periods re-
spectively.  71 E 
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QUALITY 
LOCAL-ORIGINATION 

PROGRAMMING 

Jus s ar s 
you on your way 

LOW COST... FIELD-PROVEN DESIGN ... 

EXTREME FLEXIBILITY 

If you are planning a local origination studio, you'll need all three. 
And you get all three in DYN AIR equipment, which provides pro-
fessional quality and professional effects in your local-origination 
distribution and programming at true budget prices. 

Want to start small? For just $220 you can use the VS-220A 

MINI-FADE (above) to mix or fade between the outputs of two 
cameras or other non-composite video sources. 

Or would you like complete color-compatible facilities for any 
degree of lade-in, fade-out, lap dissolve or superimposition, with up 
to 12 inputs and preview buss? The solid-state VS-I21B Broadcast 
Switcher-Fader (below) will do it all for just $1750. 

Model VS-121B 

FOR THE IMPORTANT EQUIPMENT 

BETWEEN CAMERA AND MONITOR... 

Switches.. .Sync Generators. ..Video and Pulse Distribution 

Amplifiers.. .Screen Splitters...Audio/Video Modulators. . 

LOOK TO DYNAIR 

HERE'S WHAT TO DO: 

First: Send today for a set of DYNAIR Appli-
cation Engineering IDEAS. Second: Outline 

your requirements. Third: look over our firm 

quote on a programming system designed 
specifically for your job. Finally: just turn on 
the equipment and send your subscribers 

programs equal to the best. 

am. . 

I - 411 V& 010 
406 

••••••• 

• 1/11:11 4.1 ••• 

•••••..; 

4 

,;Cki-0 7,:.*44474 4z-: 

DYNAIR 
S C T R O NI CS, IN C. 

SAN OIEGO,  CAlliOINIA 

6360 Federal Blvd., San Diego, Calif., Zip 92114 
Phone (714) 582-9211 

Name   

Title  

Company   

Address   

City   

State  Zip No   



the Cohu compacts 
TV accessories in the 
small, economy size 

SPLIT 
FULL • • • QUAD 

111 
QUAD 

00% 

• 

BAL  BAR AMP 

_ 4 r  C O L O R B A R G E N 

 fr 
Cohu's Color Bar Generator facilitates ad-
justment of color monitors, encoders and 
other studio equipment requiring RGB 
I-Y-Q signals which meet EIA specifica-
tions. Video bar outputs are switchable 
from 100 to 75%. Special test pulses allow 
adjustment of quadrature without use of a 
vectorscope. 

OUPT BLK 

BAL  SETUP  AM  BALCHRO MA LVL 

BRST  BLK 

(h) 

C O L O R  B A R  E N C 

Cohu's Color Bar Encoder expands the 
basic usefulness of the color bar generator 
by adding an accurate and stable matrix 
and phasing circuit to provide encoded 
color bars which meet EIA RS-189 speci-
fications. Television transmission charac-
teristics can be checked with the encoded 
bar signals. 

Compact, modular design of Cohu's 2610/2620 Accessory 
Series results from the use of integrated and solid-state cir-
cuits and provides reliable and versatile operation. Each com-
pact is 11/2" high by 43/4 " wide and plugs into a frame which 
occupies only 13/4 " of a standard 19" rack. In addition to the 
color bar generator and color bar encoder, other accessories 
include a drive generator, colorlock, black burst generator, 
dot • bar • crosshatch generator and background generator. 
For specific data on each accessory, contact your local Cohu 

representative, or call Bob Boulio 
direct at 714-277-6700 in San 
Diego. Box 623, San Diego, Califor-
nia 92112. TWX 910-335-1244, 

R  N.it c s,irq c 
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Late Ne ws 

OBSERVERS FORECAST ACTION ON CATV 

This month has been forecast as critical for CATV at the FCC.  Commis-

sion observers say the cable television logjam is "about to be dynamited loose," 
but refuse to predict what the outcome will be.  One possibility reported is that 

Chairman Rosel Hyde will completely freeze some markets, open up others 
within certain boundaries.  But there are numerous other proposals before 

the Commission, any one of which might shape the expected decision. 

SENATE PRESSES FOR COPYRIGHT LA W 

With the failure of negotiations between copyright holders and cablemen, 
Sen. John McClellan's Copyright Subcommittee is faced with much the same 

stalemate as plagued the last Congress.  There is constantly mounting pressure 

to revise the ancient Copyright Bill--but little chance of doing so without some 

provision made for CATV. 

In hope of forcing a compromise agreement, Sen. McClellan has taken 

several steps.  He has scheduled a closed Senate session January 8 for the 
parties--a much-modified version of the locked-doors labor-management 

negotiating sessions. And the Subcommittee's general counsel has requested 
the Copyright Office to draw up three drafts of a CATV bill to be sent out over 

Sen. McClellan's signature.  When the interested parties meet at the Senate 
next month, they will present their comments on the three drafts; then the 

Subcommittee staff will decide on an aggregate version and recommend action. 
Focus of disagreement between cablemen on the one hand and broadcasters 

and copyright holders on the other is the compulsory licensing which NCTA is 

demanding.  Broadcasters favor the complicated liability formula embodied in 

Section 111 of last year's House bill; the film industry's approach is different, 
but also sets up degrees of liability for various categories of cable systems. 

NAB SPEAKERS EMPHASIZE CABLE TV 

Speakers at the NAB Fall Conferences have been hammering at the theme 

of CATV-broadcast relations. At the Atlanta meeting, FCC CATV Task Force 
head, Sol Schildhause, repeated his earlier caution to broadcasters--that they 
can only benefit from a unity with cablemen. He also expanded on a suggestion 

that federal aid to UHF could assure financial stability and growth for U's 
while freeing the cable industry from the interminable and impossible task of 

proving that cable systems do not hamper the growth of UHF.  He added that 
federal aid, perhaps in the form of tax relief, would draw large corporations 
into UHF and strengthen both broadcasting and CATV. 

a 
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Late Ne ws (Continued) 

Another Commission representative, Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox, 

denied to a Cincinnati NAB gathering that he had ever claimed "the CATV indus-

try would 'destroy broadcast television' . . ." He reaffirmed his belief in con-

tinued regulation of the industry, but admitted that "our existing regulatory 

scheme has not worked well and some change must be made." Cox discussed 

with the broadcasters the factors that have changed since the adoption of the 

Second Report & Order. 

ABC PROPOSES STIFF REGULATORY PLAN 

The American Broadcasting Company, as an interested party, has jumped 

into the fray over CATV regulation.  In response to a plea by FCC Chairman 

Rosel Hyde that all parties help the Commission formulate an overall policy, 

the giant broadcast network has submitted a proposal that includes banning all 

distant signals in the top-50 markets, banning all but the most basic program 

origination and simplifying nonduplication procedures in favor of broadcasters. 

In outlining its severe limitations on CATV, ABC contended that "distant 

signals" should be defined as those outside the Grade A contour of a station 
rather than the current Commission standard of Grade B.  Systems serving 

the bottom half of the top-100 markets could import distant signals if necessary 
to provide the three network signals and one independent.  If that many Grade 

A stations serve the market, however, no distant signals would be allowed. 

In the area of nonduplication, ABC recommended that stations be allowed 

simply to inform cable systems of what network--rather than what specific 
programs--they should not duplicate. 

Besides submitting the lengthy 47-page proposal to the Commission, ABC 

sent a letter to Sen. John L. McClellan's Copyright Subcommittee suggesting 

that Congress should take no action on CATV copyright legislation until the 

FCC has determined its own policy toward the cable television industry. 

PUTNA M WINS PROTECTION AGREE MENT 

For the first time, an agreement has been formulated between a broad-

caster and a cable system which provides nonduplication for a UHF 's syndicated 

and feature film programming for the full term of the license. Bill Putnam, 

president of Springfield Television Broadcasting Corp., and fervent anti-cable 

disciple, announced the agreement with Xenia Cable TV, Inc. for the protec-
tion of Putnam's station in Dayton, Ohio. 

Putnam has petitioned the FCC for special relief which would provide the 
unique nonduplication permanently.  He claimed the 24-hour ban on duplication 

was insufficient to protect the UHF outlet in a major market. 
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(and have a happier holiday) 
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News 

SPECT RU M 

Bell Members War With Cablemen 
Despite Headquaters' Peace Move 
AT&T officials seemed to be 

trying "white hats" on for size when 
they announced Bell systems are 
dropping bans on CATV orgination 
from pole attachment agreements 
and leaseback tariffs. A cordial note 
sounded in the letter from AT&T 
vice president J. Kenneth Looloian 
to NCTA president Frederick W. 
Ford. 
Moves on the part of member 

systems, however, occurring almost 
simultaneously, did much to dispel 
the apparently hoped-for "good 
guy" image. Both Mountain States 

Attorney John Cole counsels Rocky 
Mountain operators on legal recourse 
against telco. 

Telephone Co. and New England 
Telephone and Telegraph announced 
drastically hiked rate charges. 
Mountain States' pole attachment 

rate raise applied across the board 
to cable systems in Colorado, 
Arizona, Wyoming, Utah, Montana 
and New Mexico. The new figure is 
$4, up from $2.50, for a 5-year con-
tract. When asked about the possi-
bility of negotiations, Mt. States 
representative Paul Harward said, 
"I don't intend to discuss the 
matter." But John Cole, Jr., counsel 
for the Rocky Mountain CATV As-

sociation commented, "The most 
disastrous position they could take 
is a failure of negotiation because 
now I think we've got to think about 
legal action. And that legal action 
probably would be an anti-trust 
complaint." 
The telephone company attempt-

ed to justify its rate increase in a 
letter to Gene Schneider, president 
of the Rocky Mountain CATV group. 
According to the company, Mt. 
States owns or is attached to two and 
one-half million poles. The telco 
arrived at a total yearly cost break-
down for original cost and main-
tenance expense, then assigned 40% 
of that cost to CATV, based on 
space used. 
Replying to the telco statement, 

Schneider contended that figuring 

back from the telco's figures would 
mean they were claiming a basic de-
preciated investment of $111.50 per 
pole. The investment, Schneider 
contended, could not be that high 
for the 35 to 40-foot poles in ques-
tion. 
Although NCTA is attempting to 

bring about negotiation through 
the AT&T headquarters in New 
York, there has been no move toward 
good faith bargaining yet. 
And in New England, a cable 

system is suing a telco over a rate 
increase. High Fidelity Cable Tele-
vision Company, Great Barrington, 
Mass., charges that its original 
agreement with New England T&T 
called for an equivalent price for 
extension of service to communities 
adjacent to Great Barrington. When 
the system proposed extending serv-
ice to nearby Lenox, however, the 
telco applied a different rate struc-
ture. 
"The special rate structure apply-

ing to only the town of Lenox," 
charged the suit ,"more than doubles 
the rates in effect for the equivalent 
channel service in Great Barring-
ton." As an example, the system 
said, in Great Barrington the 
monthly charge for one street mile 
and 25 drops in $83. The price for 
Lenox is $200.75. 

Threats And Hints Endanger 
Cable Origination In NewYork City 
The nation's largest city has be-

come the battle ground for bitter 
controversy over cable television 
local origination; and Mayor John 
Lindsay's staff in charge of corres-
pondence has had a busy several 
weeks. 
Conflict stems from plans an-

nounced months ago by Manhattan 
Cable TV to originate a series of 
feature films, to be carried unin-
terrupted by commercials. Amidst 
the furor raised by motion picture 
theater owners over the proposal, 
the New York City Board of Es-
timate, which controls CATV op-
eration in New York, called on 
Manhattan Cable to postpone ac-
tion until the Board could conduct 
hearings on the subject of enter-
tainment origination. 
Despite cries of "back-door to 

pay-TV," several straws were bend-
ing in a favorable wind for CATV. 
First, the court denied theater 
owners petition for in injunction 
against Manhattan Cable. The New 
York Times, in an analytical article, 
supported CATV as "free enter-
prise." And, most significant, the 
Mayor's Advisory Task Force on 
CATV and Telecommunications re-
leased a report urging that the en-
tire city be wired within the next 
few years. 
But not only New Yorkers were 

concerned with the imminent Board 
rulings. Two FCC Commissioners, 
Cox and Lee, alarmed that city 
officials might give carte blanche 
to originations, including adver-
tising, drafted a rulemaking pro-
posal to "restrict" CATV origina-
tion of advertising. A letter to 
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NATIONAL STEEL AND SHIPBUILDING COMPANY 

We build big... 
No job is too big for Kaiser 

on time. Remember the 

Liberty Ships? They 

said it couldn't be done 

... but Kaiser launched 

one a day. We're still 

launching ships . . . 

to get out  system construction schedule no matter 

how big the job or tight 

the deadline. 

When you deal with 

KAISER CATV, you are 

dealing with a substan-

tial company which 

assures your CATV job will be done right 

And, KAISER CATV can meet your CATV  . . . and on time! 

bigger, better and faster than ever. 

KAISER Division of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation 
P.O. Box 9728, Phoenix, Arizona 85020, Phone (602) 944-4411 

Gick‘ 
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Mayor Lindsay's latest letter is from 
NCTA's Bruce Lovett, outlining CATV 
position. 

Mayor Lindsay was also drafted to 
accompany the proposal. The letter 
reminded New York officials that 
the FCC has authority over cable 
television and is presently engaged 
in "studies (to) clarify the Com-
mission's policies." The message, 
characterized as a "scare tactic" 

by one Washington official, was an 
open hint that the Board of Es-
timate should come to no decisions 
on CATV matters pending FCC 
action. 
The proposed rulemaking failed 

to win the support of the FCC 
majority, but it was decided to send 
at least the letter. Although Com-
missioner James Wadsworth claims 
to have delivered it to a staff mem-
ber, the Mayor's assistants say it 
must have gone astray since they 
never saw it. And Werner Kamar-
sky, special assistant to Mayor 
Lindsay, added, "The reports I've 
read and copies of the letter that I 
have seen fail to show me that the 
letter was inhibitive. I fail to see 
how this letter can be called a warn-
ing to our city government." 
But capitol observers continued 

to call it more than a warning. One 
CATV spokesman said the "letter 
was nothing more than a ploy de-
signed to intimidate Mayor Lind-
say." 
While the FCC letter missed the 

mailbox, following messages did 
not. The National Association of 
Broadcasters referred specifically 

to the up-coming Board hearing and 
pointed to the authority of the FCC. 
"In view of the fact that the courts 
have reserved to the FCC the mat-
ter of regulating program origina-
tion by CATV systems using tele-
vision signals (which would include 
those systems franchised by the 
city of New York) it is evident that 
any determination made by the 
Board of Estimate relative to CATV 
programming would necessarily be 
subject to later FCC action in this 
area," the letter said. It concluded, 
"We respectfully urge that no ac-
tion be taken . . . ." 
In answer, NCTA general coun-

sel Bruce Lovett drafted another 
letter to the Mayor—this setting 
out NCTA's position on cable pro-
gram origination. Lovett said the 
NAB letter represented only Mr. 
Anello's ( NAB general counsel's 
self-serving opinion." Lovett added, 
"It is appropriate for the City of 
New York to act now in this matter 
to protect its citizens." 
Although the Board of Estimate 

went ahead with its hearings, it 
had not released a final opinion at 
deadline. 

CCo mplete Local Origination Equip ment 
In Our Catalogue. 
Whatever your CATV needs . . . Alexander Electronics, Inc. 
provides complete communications products and services to 
handle the job. And, we start by offering you our big catalogue 
that gives you comprehensive listing of communications equip-
ment. Whether it's head-end gear, switching equipment, VTR's,  \ 
lighting, lenses or sound systems it's all available under our roof 
and listed in our catalogue. 

This convenient, brightly illustrated catalogue is alphabetized by 
manufacturer's name and indexed by equipment type for fast, valuable 
reference. Each item is individually priced. Order now. .. . get the only 
complete communications catalogue available today. 

Gentlemen: Please send me  copies of COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS at S1.50 
NAME   

FIRM NAME   

TYPE OF BUSINESS   

ADDRESS   ZIP CODE   

CITY   

STATE   

ALEXANDER 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

4747 WYANDOTTE 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64112 
PHONE A.C. 816/JE 1-4390 

JUST S2.00 

COMPLETE TV STUDIO 

EVERY ITEM PRICED 

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTIOR:i 
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Total Telecable Costs 
Nation Wide $7 Million 
Nation Wide Cablevision, Inc., 

Los Angeles, a wholly-owned sub-
sidiary of Kaufman and Broad, Inc., 
has signed an agreement to acquire 
Seattle-based Total Telecable, Inc., 
and its systems in Washington and 
Oregon. 
Sanford N. Levine, president of 

Nation Wide, said the stock of 
Telecable, a privately held com-
pany, is being acquired from 
Richard Evanson, president, and 
members of the Norton Clapp 
family for cash exceeding $7 
million. He pointed out that the 
agreement is subject to approval 
by Kaufman and Broad's directors 
and banks. 
"With this acquisition, Nation 

Wide becomes the fastest growing 
major company in the cable TV 
field," Levine said. By the end of 
1968, Nation Wide reports that it 
will have franchised areas covering 
265,000 homes, cable in front of 
60,000 homes and 26,500 subscrib-
ers. Revenues are reported to be at 
an annual rate of $2 million and 
total value of Nation Wide's CATV 

interests will exceed $20 million. 
Levine also announced that 

Nation Wide has started a major 
construction program which calls 
for cabling 40,000 homes a year 
over the next two years. By the end 
of 1969, Nation Wide says fran-

chised areas should include 275,-
000 homes without the acquiring of 
new franchises or systems. It will 
have cable in front of 109,000 
homes, 42,500 subscribers, and pro-
jected revenues at an annual rate 
of $2.8 million. 

Sanford Levine, president of Nation Wide Cablevision, made the official announce-
ment of the pending purchase of Total Telecable systems. 

BENAVAC MARK II 
Solid State Automatic Video-Audio Control Unit 

MODULAR—ALL CHANNEL—NOW AVAILABLE 
MODULAR DESIGN 
Enables quick channel change 
and efficient service. 

64 DB A.G.C. RANGE 
Keyed to sync. tip reference. 

PROGRAMMING FACILITY 
Alternative 41-47 MHz input 
and output provided (AGC operated) 

DELAYED STANDBY CARRIER 
Crystal controlled-10 seconds 
'on', instantaneous 'off'. 

STANDBY BATTERY OPERATION 
Facilitated by built-in trickle 
charger for external battery. 

MAXIMUM CHANNEL CAPABILITY 
Processes any TV Channel 2 thru 13 
to any 6 MHz output channel between 
54 to 240 MHz. 

Banco Television Corporation 
P.O. Box 10068, Jacksonville, Florida 32207 
Telephone: 904-398-6907 Telex: 5-6203 
Canada: Benco Television Associates 
27 Taber Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 
Telephone 416-244-4296 Telex: 02-21211 
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Regulatory Problems Command 
Attention Of Mid-America Meeting 
"CATV will get more study and 

attention in the next few months 
than any problem in the history of 
the FCC. The Commissioners will 
be getting away by themselves in 
the very near future to stage a 
think-tank' on cable television. 
There they will consider the next 
phase of regulations. But I can tell 
you now that the name of the game 
is going to be compromise." 

This prediction came from Robert 
Cahill, legal assistant of FCC Chair-
man Rosel Hyde, in a speech be-
fore the Mid-America CATV As-
sociation meeting in Kansas City. 
Cahill served on a blue-ribbon panel 
with top CATV attorneys Bruce 
Lovett, E. Stratford Smith, John 
D. Matthews and John P. Cole. 
Warning that "there will be regu-

lation," Cahill assured the large 
audience of over 100 that they need 
have no fear that the FCC will 
drastically restructure cable tele-
vision. He stressed that the Com-
mission is "seeking regulatory 
policies, neither pro nor con CATV," 
but is trying to fit CATV into the 
total communications picture in an 
equitable manner. 
Besides the panel, which dealt 

with such topics as Section 214, 
commercial origination and the out-
look at the FCC, operators and sup-
pliers present heard a taped address 
by NCTA president Frederick W. 
Ford and a brief address on cable-

casting by Bob Weisberg, president 
of TeleMation Program Services. 
Several NCTA officials were pre-

sent. Director of Engineering Nor-
man Penwell opened the second-day 

.010 /1111eftp --
Outgoing and newly elected presidents of the Mid-America Association shake hands 
as officers and board members look on. From left to right: Fred McElroy, Ken 
Schuelein, former president Ray Baker, Weldon Johnson, new president Galen 
Gilbert, John Monroe and Hal Phillips. Other officials of the organization not 
pictured are Jack Chaney, Bud Williams, Bob Story, Bob Schmidt and Ernest Dixon. 

excellence could be consistently at-
tained only through use of profess-
ional engineering planning and 
services. He also cautioned op-
erators to expect some "standard 
setting" for performance and pic-
ture quality in the near future. 
Legislative counsel Chuck Walsh 

talked to operators about establish-

sessions with a warning that "more 
and more, CATV is going to have 
to rely on engineering excellence 
for its viability." He argued that 

WHEN YOU MEET AT THE LODGE ... 

you'll get 'Tip Top' Treatment ... 10,500 feet of it! You're 
that "11 41" when lunching at N.1idvail, after your Gondola 
cable car ride directly from the lodge at Vail (only 8,200' 
elevation) ... Complete meeting and convention facilities plus 
golfing, swimming, horseback riding, fishing, tennis, hiking, 
entertainment, timberline and ghost town tours ... Easily 
accessible by car 'bus (U.S. 6/1-70) and air (Vail Airways from 
Denver) ... Really there's no other year 'round resort like 

THE 
LODGE 

AT 

COMPLETE FACILITIES 
FOR CONVENTIONS 

For complete information write or call: 
Roger Larson, Manager 
Phone 303/476-5661, Vail, Colorado 81657 

ing programs for better liaison with 
legislators; public relations director 
John  Druckenbrod  discussed 
"CATV Week" and other promo-
tional activities; and managing 
director Wally Briscoe closed the 
session with a presentation of the 
film, "Your Man in Washington." 

Mid-America members also elect-
ed new officers at the second-day 
sessions. Galen Gilbert of Neosho, 
Mo. was chosen president; Hal 
Phillips, Blackwell, Okla., first vice 
president; Bob Schmidt, Hays, 
Kan., second vice president; Ken-
neth Schuelein, Elk City, Okla., 
secretary-treasurer.  New  board 
members are: Bud Williams, Neva-
da, Mo.; Ernest Dixon, Alva, Okla.; 
Vernon Wible,  Independence, 
Kans.; and Bob Story, Durant, 
Okla. Gilbert keynoted his accept-
ance speech with a plea for increased 
local origination and a closing of 
the "technical gap" in the industry. 
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Bull's-Eye 

A precisely centered conductor helps Foamflex' 
set industry standards for performance. 

When FOAM FLEX, the original foam dielectric 
coax, was first introduced in 1955, it set very high 
performance standards for its imitators. It still does 
today. 
Mechanical perfection is the secret. On-center 

factory tolerance for the conductor is within 5% of 
core radius ( i.e. ± 0.004" for .412 FOAMFLEX ) 
...while our exclusive "micro-foaming" process as-
sures uniform foam density. 
Dielectric constant and charac-

teristic impedance remain opera-
tionally constant over a wide tem-
perature range. Specified average 
characteristic impedance is the 
best in the industry (75 ± 2 ohms). 

Structural return loss is kept to a minimum and 
attenuation is exceptionally stable, even at high 
band frequencies. 
And most important! FOAM FLEX costs no more 

than its imitators. Immediate deliveries are avail-
able in all standard sizes from our New York plant 
or one of our 7 strategically located warehouses. 
For full details, contact any of our 35 local sales 

offices... or Phelps Dodge Copper 
Products Corporation, 300 Park 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 
( 212 751-3200). 
Phelps Dodge coax for every CATV need. 
Exclusive SPIRAFIL® H air-dielectric for 
lowest loss ... and FOAMFLEX, the origi-
nal foam-dielectric cable. Both at competi-
tive prices. 

PHELPS D ODGE ANDCOPPER,  A L ALLOY YA LU M] N U PRODUCTSM  0 
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Schildhause Tells NAB 
"Cooperate with CATV" 

"Goal line stands against cable 
are not in TV's best interest," Sol 
Schildhause, chief of the FCC CATV 
Task Force, told the first National 
Association of Broadcasters fall con-
ference in New York. Schildhause 
urged the broadcast industry to 
join the cable industry in the search 
for conciliation. 

He reviewed the broadcast-CATV 
dilemma and confirmed that the 
Commission is re-examining its 

Second Report and Order, hoping to 
launch the next phase of regulation. 
Schildhause outlined his own short-
term recommendations, including 
his proposal that the top-100 market 
rule should apply only to the top-50 
markets; but he said this would 
only be a stop-gap measure. 
Despite all of the talk about "ex-

plosiveness" of the cable television 
industry, Schildhause reminded the 
audience that CATV is still a small 
industry and a small-town industry, 
only perched as of now on the thresh-
old of the big cities. 

The "TIME SAVERS" 
for any system need. 

This is the one that's practical 
no matter how small or large your 
operation —the "TIME $AVERS.-

for CATV. It's specially designed 
to meet the unique demands of 
aerial maintenance at a low initial 
cost. 

Practical both in size and op-
eration, Halline's Model EM takes 
only seconds to raise, lower and 

0 1.1 1. 11.6 1 ,  t a u t 

E 

HALLINE 
Model EM 

rotate. Equipped with electric-
hydraulic elevation and manual 
extension and rotation. 

For even greater efficiency, the 
EM offers optional elevation con-
trols at the three-plane working 
platform. The mounting is com-
pact in design to leave you room 
for other tools or bulky items. 
Halline's simplified design and 
versatility  give you  TIME 
$AVER$" when you need aerial 
maintenance. Put the EM to work 
in your system today. 

5525 S.E. 28TH AVENUE • PORTLAND, OREGON 97202 

TELEPHONE AREA CODE 503 / 236-1178 

Gentlemen: lam interested in obtaining further information on your Halline 
Model EM, the "TIME SAVERS" for CATV aerial maintenance. 

NAME   

FIRM   

ADDRESS 
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STATE  ZIP 
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"Tomorrow is coming, ready or 
not," he told the broadcast meet-
ing. "Cable and broadcast televi-
sion are one big business. We have 
to figure out how to balance it out 
and make it work together. You 
have got to come to terms with it, 

Commissioner James Wadsworth joins 
FCC's Schildhause at NAB meeting. 

join with the operators to find work-
able compromises, or get into it 
yourself. Otherwise you run the risk 
that solutions will be imposed upon 
you by forces outside our regulatory 
circle. And the answers under those 
circumstances may be neither know-
ing nor sympathetic." 
Another key speaker, FCC Com-

missioner James J. Wadsworth, told 
the broadcasters that the Commis-
sion frequently lacks deciveness in 
cases involving major policy issues, 
and its "vacillation on CATV policy 
. . . is a classic example." 
Wadsworth spoke about the delay 

of Commission procedures. which he 
said critics term the FCC's "snail-
like pace." He told listeners that the 
Commission's slowness is caused by 
legal restraints and lack of suffi-
cient funds from Congress. 
But he added that the Commis-

sion can also get bogged down in 
"policy decisions of far-reaching con-
sequences where it is difficult to 
agree on future goals and on the 
methods to achieve them." 
Citing CATV, Wadsworth went 

on to say: "A sample of failure in-
itially to exert control, CATV also 
became the cogent example to some 
critics of subsequent FCC over-
reaching." 
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Congress Gathers Data 
On Copyright Positions 
Once more, the CATV industry's 

struggles with the complex prob-
lems of copyright legislation are 
coming to the fore as Sen. John 
McClellan (D-Ark.) and his Copy-
right Subcommittee gear up to 
weigh the copyright revision bill 
when Congress convenes next year. 
With CATV at last negotiating 

from a decisive position of power— 
resulting from the U.S. Supreme 
Court decision that CATV under 
current law is wholly free of copy-
right liability—the McClellan sub-
committee last month began con-
sidering submissions from various 
groups with an interest in how the 
CATV copyright situation should 
be resolved. 
At deadline, most parties were 

still holding onto their filings, 
hoping to know what the others 
said before voina on the Senate 

( 
Calendar 

December 8-11. The 71st Annual 
Convention of the USITA will be 
held at the Fountainbleu Hotel in 
Miami, Fla. 

January 9-11, 1969. The Rocky 
Mountain CATV Assoc. will hold its 
annual meeting at the Ramada Inn 
in Phoenix, Ariz. 

January 16-18. The Florida CATV 
Association will meet at Marco 
Island. 

January 17. The Community TV 
Association of New England will 
meet at New Hampshire Highway 
Motel, Concord, New Hampshire. 

January 24-25. The Georgia CATV 
Association will hold its annual 
meeting at Macon. 

March 17-18. The Pacific North-
west CATV Association will hold its 
annual meeting at the Ridpath Hotel 
in Spokane, Wash. 

March 23-25. The Southern CATV 
Association will meet at the Monte-
leone Hotel in New Orleans, La. 

April 16-18. The Texas CATV 
Association will hold its annual 
meeting at the Marriott in Dallas. 

April 21-22. The North Central 
CATV Association will meet in 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

June 22-25. The NCTA will hold 
its annual convention at the San 
Francisco Hilton Hotel in San Fran-

record. A subcommittee source 
said that the music licensing firms 
(ASCAP, Broadcast Music Inc. and 
SEASC) and professional sports 
organizations indicated that they 
wouldn't file until NCTA, the tele-
vision networks, the motion picture 
industry and the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters made 
their positions clear. 
One group that wasn't at all shy 

about filing and making its state-
ment public was NAB, which re-
iterated its view of CATV as "an 
auxiliary to free over-the-air tele-

vision broadcasting." The NAB in 
general supports putting cable 
under the copyright law and agreed 
with the House Judiciary Com-
mittee approach decided on last 
year. 
When the Senate Copyright Sub-

committee met with motion picture 
industry  representatives,  chief 
film lawyer present was Seymour 
Peyser of Louis Nizer's New York 
law firm, representing members of 
the Motion Pictures Association of 
America and other picture com-
panies. 

WHAT MAKES EXPERIENCE WORTH MORE? 

When you want a big job done right in CATV, you call on the experienced 
man. He'll give you more than you ask, and that's why he's worth more 
to you. Swager Tower Corp. goes back a long way in experience—more 
than 40 years, (Tower Builder Co., 23 years and Swager Tower Corp., 
17 years). 

We've installed more than 
towers in the free world, designed 
wi  • - • 55,000 P.S.I. 
tubular steel members. 
enough to stay where we put 'em. 
So dependable that we guarantee 
more for your money. 

Swager gives you more than just 
a CATV tower. We make sure 
you get the COMPLETE tower 
service you need for your system. 

TOWER 
FABRICATION 
INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE 

When you want a tower that's worth more to your 
system—call on Swager. 

WE SPEAK FROM EXPERIENCE 

SWAGER TOWER CORP. 
P.O. BOX 498 • FREMONT, INDIANA 46737 • Phone 219/495-5165 
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NEED FLEXIBILITY? 
ADD TAPECASTER 

MODEL 700-P playback unit. 
Cablecaster New price S350. 

For information write 
Box 662 • Rockville, Md. 20851 

or call 301-942-6666 

Tired of Fighting 
The Duplication Bug? 

How many hours a week do you 
or your top man spend pro-
gramming for non-duplication pro-
tection? 

Let Us Do Your 
PROGRAMMING 

For You! 

We can solve your headaches. We will install 
and maintain a non-duplicating programmer 
at your head end. We will send you each week 
a programmed 'Flip Tab' wheel for a one 
minute installation. All for a small monthly 
charge. 

For quotation tell us your duplication protec-
tion needs. 

contact 
G. E. Gill 

NATIONAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE 

211 S. Main, Virginia, Illinois 
or Call 217/452-3511 

FCC "Brainstorms" CATV 
Members of the FCC set aside 

several days last month to con-
sider the overall philosophies of 
CATV regulation. No staff was 
present, though a handful of dis-
interested experts was invited to 
participate. According to reports, 
no policy papers were under con-
sideration, and none are expected to 
be issued. With CATV problems 
high on the Commission's agenda 
of unresolved policies, however, 
the theoretical discussions will 
obviously have a bearing on future 
regulation. 
First hint of the session came 

from Robert Cahill, legal assistant 
to FCC Chairman Rosel Hyde, 
when he addressed the Mid-Ameri-
ca CATV meeting (see story this 
issue). Cahill said, "CATV will get 
more study and attention in the 
next few months than any problem 
in the history of the FCC." 

System, Public Benefit 
From Marathon Cablecast 
An Illinois cable system reports 

outstanding results for both the 
system and the community from a 
marathon, 69-hour public serv-
ice cablecast kicking off the local 
United Appeal fund-raising drive. 
Before "Cable 68" was over, 

Ottawa TV Cable Company of 
Ottawa, Ill., had more than 1,130 
people before their cameras. Some 
of the programming was video-taped 
in advance to make sure there would 

be something available in the middle 
of the night and other off-viewing 
hours, but most of the performance 
was live, and manager X. W. Mitchell 
said there were people waiting vir-
tually all the time to take their turn 
on camera. 
The local newspaper helped to 

get talent by publicizing the show. 
"After we got enough for the first 
24 hours, it started snowballing," 
Mitchell said. "People in other towns 
started to hear about 'Cable 68' and 
offered to take part. One group 
came all the way from Indiana at its 
own expense." 

ACTS Charges Media 
Control by Cable TV 
In its continuing battle against 

cable television, the UHF group, 
All-Channel  Television  Society, 
has taken a new tack. The latest 
ACTS ploy is to try to get the FCC 
so worried about concentration of 
mass media control that it will for-
bid CATV importation of major-
market independent television sig-
nals beyond their Grade B contour. 

In a letter to FCC Chairman 
Rosel Hyde, with carbon copies to 
the other six members of the Com-
mission, ACTS general counsel 
Martin E. Firestone asked that the 
FCC "initiate a formal en banc in-
quiry into the affect (sic) of CATV 
carriage of major market independ-
ent television stations on the policy 
underlying the Commission's mul-
tiple ownership rules." The ACTS 

System manager X. W. Mitchell celebrates success with local celebrities. 
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thesis is that the larger independ-
ents—the prime example used was 
the New York trio of WNEW-TV, 
WOR-TV and WPIX-TV —already 
have considerable power and could 
never win FCC approval of ex-
tending their signals into the areas 
in which CATV systems carry them. 

The FCC is seriously concerned 
about concentration of media con-
trol, and has initiated rulemaking 
proceedings designed to further 
limit station ownership. The Com-
mission is also studying whether 
CATV-broadcast ownership should 
be controlled, and is obviously open 
to suggestion. 

In its all-out attempt to thwart 
CATV growth, ACTS told Hyde 
that "the New York stations be-
cause of their carriage by CATV 
systems will have an influence and 
impact (however unwittingly or un-
wantingly endowed) on an unpre-
cedented, indeed, dangerous scale. 
It takes little imagination to en-
vision the power and influence 
which could be exercised by 
WNEW-TV, WOR-TV and WPIX-
TV if their present ability to po-
tentially reach some 25 million 
people is extended by CATV 
hundreds of miles, into hundred 
(sic) of cities and towns (including 
other major population centers, e.g. 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh) with 
populations running into additional 
millions. 

Stockholders Approve 
H & B's Cooke Acquisition 
H & B American Corporation has 

completed the acquisition of Jack 
Kent Cooke Incorporated and Con-
tinental Cablevision Inc.  for 
1,600,000 shares of H & B common 
stock. The stockholders of H & B 
gave final approval to the acquisi-
tion at a special meeting. 
H & B owns 38 CATV systems 

serving approximately 134,000 sub-
scribers in 60 communities and is 
constructing four additional sys-
tems. Jack Kent Cooke Incorporat-
ed, through its American Cable-
vision division, and Continental 
Cablevision Inc., owns 20 systems 
serving approximately 82,000 sub-
scribers in 45 communities. The 
combined companies have 58 oper-
ating systems serving 216,000 
subscribers in 105 communities. 

NCTA Protests Two 
Telco 214 Applications 

Under the interim rules govern-
ing processing of 214 applications, 
NCTA has asked the FCC to deny 
two petitions by telephone com-
panies for certificates to build lease-
back facilities. The group charged 
that, "Commission approval of two 
separate 214 applications made by 
United Telephone Co. of Indiana, 
Inc., and United Telephone Co. of 
Ohio . . . would not be in the public 
interest." 

The brief said that the two telcos 
and United Transmission (who 
would lease the systems) are all 
subsidiaries of United Utilities, Inc. 
NCTA said the FCC has in its pos-
session "evidence reflecting ad-
versely" on the qualifications of 
United Utilities to furnish CATV 
service to an affiliated company. 
NCTA claimed that United Util-

ities, "through abuse of its monop-
olistic position" had gained control 
over cable service in one Ohio com-
munity and had inhibited the 
development of independent cable 

...In an age 
of 

computers... 

There are some things a 
computer won't improve! 

However, when it comes to 
designing towers. 

STAINLESS towers are built 
by computers, programmed 
the last design detail. Make 
ure your tower is computer 

designed for long-life 
dependability and low 

aintenance . . . if it is, it will 
be a STAINLESS tower. 

So, let's sit down and talk 
tower. All it takes is a phone 

call or letter. 

#.141 0.4 

North Wales, Pennsylvania 19454 

Phone area code 215/699-4871 

In Canada: Walcan Ltd., Carleton Place, Ontario 
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TV service in communities in 
Missouri and Pennsylvania. 
United's record, they said, raised 

"serious questions of violation of 
the Antitrust Laws of the United 
States," adding that the FCC has 
the "affirmative responsibility to 
determine whether it is in the public 
interest to allow any operating sub-
sidiary of United Utilities, Inc. to 
offer leaseback facilities to an af-
filiated CATV company  

PCATA Members Hear 
National Speakers 
The Pennsylvania Community 

Antenna Television Association, at 
the annual fall meeting in Pitts-
burgh, heard addresses by FCC's 
CATV Task Force chief Sol Schild-
hause, as well as several NCTA 
officials. 
Frederick W. Ford, NCTA presi-

dent, spoke to the group of 118 at 
the banquet; and Norman Penwell. 
director of engineering, and Wally 
Briscoe, NCTA managing direc-
tor, al so spoke during the two-day 
session. 
At the business meeting, associa-

tion members re-elected current 
officers for the coming year: presi-
dent, Joseph Gans, Cable TV Co. of 
Hazleton; secretary, Jay Sedwick of 
Armstrong Utilities, Inc., Butler; 
treasurer, Art Reagan, Valley TV 
Cable Co. of Sayre. The only new 
officer elected for the forthcoming 

BEAVER 
TELEVISION 
ASSOCIATES 

• BEAVER LOG C.A.T.V. 
ANTENNAS 
• BEAVER AR WLIC 
ANTENNAS: 

• ANTENNA ENGIN RING 
• TOWER 
MANUFACTURERS 
• "TPNKETz 
CO ‘TRUCTION 
HEAD  D -SY 

"Last year Beaver representatives 
traveled 150,000 miles serving the 
North American Continent." 

BEAVER TELEVISION ASSOCIATES 

288 EODYSTONE AVENUE 
DO WNSVIE W,  ON T CANADA 
TELEPHONE  417 635-0320 

year was John Rigas of Coudersport 
TV Cable Co., Cutler, who was 
named vice president. 

Cypress Expands in Ohio 

Cypress Communications Corp., 
New York, has purchased the Har-
din Cable TV Co., serving Kenton, 
Ohio, according to Leon Papernow, 
president of Cypress. 

Cypress also announced that it 
had purchased the minority in-
terest in its subsidiary operating 
company,  Shardco  Cablevision, 
which operates a system at Ottawa, 
Ohio, and holds franchises for two 
other Ohio communities. At the 
same time, it was announced that 
Shardco had acquired Reynolds 
Cable TV Corp. which serves Fort 
Shawnee, Ohio. 

According to Papernow, the ag-
gregate price for the transactions 
was approximately $810,000 in 
cash. These acquisitions bring to 
approximately 5,700 the number 
of subscribers served by Cypress 
in five  Ohio  communities—St. 
Marys, Delphos, Wapakoneta, Fort 
Shawnee and Kenton. 
Don F. Shuler, former minority 

shareholder and president of Shard-
co, has joined Cypress as regional 
manager, responsible for operations 
in Ohio and Pennsylvania. 
Cypress Communications sys-

tems serve approximately 44,000 
subscribers in five states. A public 
company since March, 1968, Cy-
press is presently engaged in an 
active media acquisition and is also 
constructing a UHF station to 
serve  the  Stockton-Sacramento 
area of California. 

Expert Urges Cable Television, 
Land Mobile To Join In Common Cause 
"A common antagonist, regu-

lator, goal and a means to achieve 
the goal conjoin to make the 
CATV and mobile interests natur-
al allies." So writes Arthur Bloos-
ton, Washington, D.C. attorney. 
Blooston and Jeremiah Courtney, 
with whom he is associated in 
practice, have been deeply in-
volved in the land mobile radio 
fight for spectrum space. 
In a special report appearing 

in CATV Weekly, November 11, 
Blooston outlines the possibilities 
of land mobile and cable tele-
vision forces joining to achieve 
their mutual goal: to gain free-
dom from FCC restrictions on 
both industries—restrictions pri-
marily concerned with UHF in-
terest and only secondarily with 
public interest. 
The FCC, Blooston says, "has 

taken the first large step (toward 
solving land mobile problems) by 
issuing its proposal to reallocate 
a part of the UHF television 
space to the mobile radio ser-
vices." But before a plan can be 
adopted pursuant to this pro-
posal, "it may be necessary to 
relegate to the scrap-heap some 
long-entrenched concepts and as-
sumptions." 

While UHF is cherished by the 
present Federal Communications 
Commission, Blooston questions 
whether additional cable tele-
vision service would not better 
"promote maximum television 
service to all people," at the same 
time allowing UHF frequencies 
to be put to better and more im-
mediate use. 
Blooston calls for the formation 

of a joint Land Mobile Communi-
cations Council-NCTA committee 
to formulate and present a com-
mon position on three fronts: to 
the FCC, to the Congress and to 
the public. Working together, the 
industries could demonstrate the 
feasibility of a plan which would 
eliminate the waste of unused 
spectrum while best benefiting 
the public interest. "The results 
to be produced by such an alliance 
of CATV and mobile interests," 
he concludes, "certainly would be 
greater than the sum of the re-
sults which could be secured by 
individual actions." 
Reprints of Arthur Blooston's 

article, "The Natural Alliance— 
CATV and Mobile Radio," are 
available from TV Communica-
tions, 207 N.E. 38th Street, Okla-
homa City, Oklahoma 73105. 
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New Firm Serves Cable 
Industry Exclusively 
The formation of a new firm, 

Improved Design Products, Inc., 
serving the CATV industry exclu-
sively, has been announced by 
chairman Rear Admiral R. S. 
Mandelkorn, U.S.N. I Ret. I and pres-
identJ. H. Scheinman. The company 

Chairman Mandelkom 

will specialize in design, marketing 
and sales of a growing range of 
products. 
Operations will be geared par-

ticularly to the development, in-
cluding financing, of technically 
oriented CATV equipment manu-
facturers. As a company policy, the 
firm will not acquire interests in 
CATV franchises. 
Administrative offices of Im-

proved Design Products, Inc. are at 
Bel-Air Building, 310 Northern 
Boulevard, Great Neck, New York 
11021. Sales offices and warehouse 
facilities are located at 4 Armstrong 
Road, New Hyde Park, New York 
11041. 

Canada Tightens CATV 
Ownership Requirements 
More than 300 Canadian cable 

systems are facing tighter Cana-
dian-ownership requirements. 
The government, in a move that 

affects cable TV operators as well 
as radio and TV broadcasters, has 
announced that: 
All directors and chairmen of 

corporations engaged in broadcast-
ing in Canada must be Canadians: 

Gulf Coast Television, Naples, Ha.,  a Pipe Piper to 
install CATV. Every buried CATV system in Florida has one 
or more PIPE PIPER. 

...the only totally satisfactory 
way to lay service cable! 

Pipe Piper will up-date your entire cable 
and pipe laying operations, eliminating 
costly trenching, filling, and turf repairs. 
Lays cable and flexible pipe at a rate of up 
to 110 feet per minute! A model for every 
type and size of job. 

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE 

SOD  ASTER 
3456 NO. WASHINGTON AVE., 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55412 

• No turf or earth is removed. 
• No damage to the finest lawns. 
• You save at least 80% on burial time. 
• Complete customer satisfaction— 
no call-backs. 

• Machine can be operated by one man. 

Cable or pipe is 
pulled through 
tunnel formed 
by patented os-
cillating forming 
element at con-
stant depths of 
from 5 to 12 
inches. (Even 
deeper under 
certain condi-
tions). 

To help you realize the many benefits of having 
and FM-1B PORTABLE FIELD STRENGTH METER 
at your system, we will be happy to send you 
one for a FREE TEST. Backed by a 90 day 
warranty and a reputation as one of the very 
finest portable field strength meters available... 
the Model FM-1B ensures that your system's 
level stability will always be accurately main-
tained See for yourself .. Send for your demo-
test model now. Don't delay! 

Video Xnstrument Corp. 
121148 OIMP.011 OW. • /gnomical. 111•••• York 1141 • (212) 291-02211 

Gentlemen: Please send us a VIDEO INSTRUMENT Model FM-1B Field Strength 
Meter immediately for a 10-day FREE DEMONSTRATION! 
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eighty percent of the voting stock 
of any such corporation must be 
Canadian owned  (previously  it 
was 75 percent); forty percent of 
the total investment (including 
voting and non-voting shares) must 
be Canadian owned (there was no 
similar restriction before). 

Secretary of State Gerard Pel-
letier said the licensees will have 
a year to comply with the new 
regulation and extensions beyond 
that deadline may be granted in 
exceptional circumstances. 

CRTC Proposes Stiff 
Raise in License Fees 
The Canadian Radio and Tele-

vision Commission has scheduled a 
hearing in Ottawa for discussion of 
proposed revised license fees for 
cable systems and broadcast sta-
tions. 
The CRTC has proposed that 

every licensee (for broadcast or 
CATV licenses) shall pay the CRTC 
an annual fee based on the firm's 
gross annual revenue. (Cable sys-
tems now pay a $100 flat fee.) 

System Sales 
The Milaine Corp., Inc., holder of 

the franchise and pole rights for 
Kansas City, Kan., has been pur-
chased by Jerrold Corp. The system 
has a potential of approximately 
40,000 subscribers. 

Malcolm York and Owen Hannigan 
have sold their interests in Houlton 
TV, Inc., of Houlton, Me., to E. 
Nicholas Sanquinetti and Richard 
E. Davis. The new owners operate 
systems in New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, and Fredericton, N.B. 

Pioneer Valley Cablevision, Inc. 
has been purchased by Fred Lieber-
man of Glenside, Pa., and Jack R. 
Crosby of Del Rio, Tex. Pioneer 
Valley operates systems in Green-
field, Shelburne, Turners Falls, Mon-
tague, Ware, Palmer and Amherst, 
all Mass. 

Howard Sharpley has sold Twin 
Valley CATV, serving Hillsdale-
Jonesville, Mich., to Lamb Com-
munications, Inc. of Toledo, Ohio, 
for an undisclosed sum. 

Cable TV Signal, Inc. of Soldier's 
Grove, Wisc., has announced ac-
quisition of International TV Cable 
Corp. of International Falls, Minn. 
Rebuild of the system is planned. 

Vikoa, Inc., has announced it has 
agreed in principle to acquire Rock-
land Cablevision, Inc. of Haverstraw, 
N.Y. 

Hardin Cable TV Co., serving Ken-
ton, Ohio, has been purchased by 
Cypress Communications Corp. of 
New York. 

Vikoa, Inc. has contracted to ac-
quire the remaining two-thirds of 
Lawrence Cablevision. Vikoa already 
owns one-third of the firm which 
serves approximately 2,500 sub-
scribers in New Castle. Pa. 

American Television and Com-
munications Corp. has acquired 
Clear Vision TV Co. and its two sub-
sidiaries which serve Savannah and 
Union City. Tenn. 

Jerrold Corp. has announced the 
acquisition of Cablevision of Vir-
ginia, a system serving 3,500 sub-
scribers in Clifton Forge and Coving-
ton, Va. 

How much money 
would your system lose, 
if your tower was downed? 

Money doesn't grow on towers, but if you suddenly lost yours 
to a disaster, how long could your system afford to lose the 
profits that went down with it? Disaster can strike your tower 
ANYTIME—tornadoes, hurricanes, sabotage, vandalism or an 
aircraft gone astray. 

EMERGENCY RESTORATION SERVICE (ERS) can restore 
your profit picture quickly. Within 72 hours ERS can have 
you operating again, by erecting a temporary tower at your 
site, complete with antennas and lead-ins. And, you can leave 
it in place until a permanent tower can be constructed. The 
cost is a modest annual fee under contract. Performance is 
backed by experienced personnel, by performance bond and 
by ERS Vans loaded and ready to go at all times. Protect your 
system and your system profits against sudden disaster. 
Write today or call us collect at 314-966-2116. 

ERS DIVISION OF 
J. C. BARNARD & ASSOCIATES 

10121 Manchester Rd. • St. Louis, Mo. 63122 
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The plus value CATV head-end 

Hetercdyne Signal Processor 

Origination Modulator 

Duplication Channel Processor 

Remotely Operated Emergency 
Alert System 

/ ..i -11:  

You get all these functions from ONE VERSATILE UNIT! 

CAS solid state CC-213 Channel Control is ... 

a heterodyne signal processor 

+ a complete origination modulator 
when switched from OFF AIR to ORIGINATE condition either automatically when 

the station goes off the air, by remote control or manually. 

+a duplication channel processor 
when switched to ORIGINATE condition for microwave feed, or by use of an external 

tuner (ET-213) for OFF AIR duplication switching. 

+ a remotely operated alert system 
when switched remotely to ORIGINATE condition through CAS telephone system 
(REAS-12) for telephone audio announcements and antenna site video feed. 

Check these features!  ./ 44 mc IF system 

all band adjacent operation  optional audio or 4.5 mc sound inputs 

solid state modular construction i simple 19" rack mounting 
I compatible with simi'3r tube equipment  passes full color 

operates on 117 vac, +30 vdc or remote power 
regulated power supply I front panel controls and test points 

CAS G CO 
Write or call today for full pricing and technical information! 

P. 0. BOX 47066 • DALLAS TEXAS 75247 

214/51. 3•36I 



FOCUS 
. . . O n People 

Systems 
George Green, former vice presi-

dent and general manager of Jef-
ferson-Carolina Corp., has been 
named president of Continental 
CATV, Inc. He succeeds John Gault 
who resigned last month to head 
Commonwealth United  Corpora-
tion's entry into CATV. 

The election of Donald N. Frey, 
former group vice president and 
chief operating officer of General 
Cable Corporation has been an-
nounced by A. Leon Fergenson. At 
the same time, Fergenson, who had 
served as president, was elected 
chairman of the board and will 
continue as chief executive officer. 

American Television & Communi-
cations Corporation president, 
Monroe M. Rifkin, has announced 
that Gerald F. Humphrey has 
joined the firm as controller. 
Humphrey, a certified public ac-
countant, has been controller and 
treasurer of Silvestri Art Manu-
facturing Company, subsidiary of 
Eckman Corp. 

James T. Luker has been ap-
pointed manager of the Winchester 
G'TEC Cable system of GT&E 
Communications, Inc. Luker suc-
ceeds J.C. Woods who was recently 
named manager of G'TEC Cable 
TV in Brownfield, Tex. 

Mr. Woods  Mr. Searle 

Sheldon W. Searle is president 
of West Valley Cablevision, which 
is building a CATV system in un-
incorporated suburbs of Yakima, 
Wash. Vice president of the firm is 
Charles E. Clements, cable tele-

vision consultant and veteran 
Northwest system operator. Named 
construction supervisor was James 
Stewart. 

James 0. Marlowe has been 
named local manager of Pioneer 
Valley Cablevision Inc., Amherst, 
Mass. Marlowe has been with Pio-
neer since March, 1967 as director 
of marketing. He was previously 
vice president in charge of pro-
gramming at Springfield Television-
Broadcasting Corp. and manager 
of its Ch. 32 station in Greenfield. 

Jerrold Electronics has promoted 
three system managers to serve as 
district system managers. They are: 
Mark Weber (eastern), Clarence 
"Mickey" Ross (central) and Erwin 
Sharp (western). Weber, former 
manager of Perfect TV, Inc., Jer-
rold's largest system, is responsible 
for the operation of Perfect TV and 
systems and complexes in Mel-
bourne and Ormond Beach, Fla.; 
Pleasantville, N.J.; Cortland, Penn 
Yan and Wellesville, N.Y.; and 
Petersburg, Va. ROSS, former man-
ager of the Ottawa (Ill.) TV Cable 
Co., Inc. is in charge of the Ottawa 
system plus systems and complexes 
at Pontiac and Streator, Ill.; La-
fayette, West Lafayette and Lo-
gansport, Ind.; Middlesboro, Ky.; 
and Clifton Forge and Covington, 
Va. Sharp, formerly manager of 
McAllen (Tex.) Cable TV, is in 
charge of the Rio Grande Valley 
Cable TV complex. 

Cecil M. Sansbury, president of 
Canterbury Cablevision of Colum-
bus, Ohio, has also joined Barcroft 
Advertising Agency as executive 
vice president. 

The appointment of Daniel R. 
Notaro as general manager of Ser-
vice Electric Cable TV, Inc., Allen-
town, Pa., has been announced. 
Notaro was previously assistant 
manager of Clear-Pic Cable TV Co., 
of Easton. 

Mobile (Ala.) Cable TV, sched-
uled to be activated in the near 
future, has appointed Leon V. 
Hance to their staff as chief en-
gineer. 

Earnest E. Bliss Jr. has been 
named new general manager by 
Shenango Cable TV, Inc. Bliss, 
formerly general manager of Houma 
Cablevision, Inc., succeeds William 
Perfett. W. R. "Bo" Bowman, form-
er CATV promotions manager for 
Entron, Inc., replaces Bliss as man-
ager at Houma Cablevision. Both 
the Shenango and Houma systems 
are operated by Entron, Inc. 

Suppliers 
F. W. "Derry- Cook has been 

named advertising manager of Cas-
cade Electronics. He is an ex-
perienced advertising man and has 
held posts with advertising agencies 
and newspapers in Australia and 
Canada. Cascade has also promoted 
Gerry King to chief field engineer 
for U.S.A. and Canada. In this 
capacity, King will control all field 
services, provide liaison between 
customers and the Cascade Engi-
neering Group and assist with Cas-
cade's technician training school 
program. 

Mr. Cook Mr. Steadman 

Berkey-ColorTran, Inc., has an-
nounced the appointment of Loren 
E. Steadman as executive vice 
president. In this new post, Stead-
man will be responsible for the man-
agement and operation of the com-
pany. Before joining Berkey-Color-
Tran, Steadman had been with the 
Convair Division of General Dy-
namics Corp. for eleven years in 
various capacities. Most recently 
he was manager of television sys-
tems/special programs for the di-
vision. 

The appointment of Daniel W. 
Hunter as manager of engineering 
has been announced by Henkels & 
McCoy, Inc., Hunter joined the 
staff in 1964. 

John A. Pranke has joined Kaiser 
CATV as chief engineer. Formerly 
with Ameco, Inc., Pranke's back-
ground also includes 12 years with 
Rome Cable. . . . James C. Scott 
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THE MOST IMPORTANT 
NUMBERS IN A CAN 
OPERATOR'S DIRECTORY 

EMERGENCIES: 

FIRE   311-6111 
POLICE   311 5111 

CATV EQUIPMENT. . . . 206-325-6662 
Seattle 

CATV EQUIPMENT. . . . 415-479-5910 
San Rafael 

Emergencies are as routine to us as to police and fire-

men. A dozen times a day we take collect calls for im-

mediate delivery of every conceivable CAT/ equipment 

item ... saving you Western CATV operators the need 

to stock anything more than you J se today ... saving 

you the slightest operating delay for lack of a part. 

OVERNIGHT DELIVERY SERVICE 
The $300,000 stock in our two West Coast warehouses 
contains every most-needed CATV operation part ...all 

lab-tested, professionally pre-evaluated ... and mere 
hours from your door. So keep those numbers handy... 

Ed Foust 

CALL COLLECT 

Royce Busey  30b 

(1.11111 1 

SEATTLE  SEATTLE  SAN RAFAEL 
(206) 325-6662  (206) 325-66E2  (415) 479-5910 

EQUIPMENT 
COMPANY 

1422 34TH AVENUE, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 
150 MITCHELL BLVD., SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA 

lip 

At Berkshire 
we're celebrating our 
17th anniversary 
I in CATV. 

Here are 5 good reasons. 

October 1968 marks our 1701 year of manufacturing 

top-notch quality CATV cables, installed in the finest systems 

in the United States, Alaska, Canada, and five foreign 

countries. We manufacture a complete line of CATV cables 

including aluminum, 59/U, 6/U, and 11/U types. Conductors 

are solid copper, copper covered steel, or copper covered 

aluminum. We draw and fabricate our own copper in our 

completely integrated plant. Insulations are solid polyethylene 

and cellular polyethylene. Jackets are of High Molecular 

Weight polyethylene, High Density polyethyene, Polyvinyl 

Chloride, and non-contaminating Polyvinyl Chloride. 

We'd like to tell you about the finest coaxial cable available 

for your system. Contact us ... you'll receive full information 

and specifications by return mail, without obligation. 

Write or call us! 

ELECTRIC CABLE CO. 
LEEDS, MASSACHUSETTS 01053 

TEL  413/584-3853 
TWX  710/355-1354 
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comes to Kaiser as central regional 
sales manager. Scott's territory will 
include Texas, New Mexico, Colo-
rado, Louisiana, Arkansas, Okla-
homa, Kansas, Missouri,  Iowa, 
Nebraska, Minnesota, North and 
South Dakota. He will headquarter 
in Dallas, Tex. Scott came to Kaiser 
from Louisiana Cable TV, Lake 
Charles, La., where he was manager 
. . . . Ben W. Forte also has joined 
Kaiser as area salesman. In this 
position, Forte will cover Ohio, 
West Virginia, Illinois, Indiana, 
Michigan and Wisconsin. 

El 
Mr. Pranke  Mr. Faye 

American  Electronic  Labo-
ratories, Inc., has announced the ap-
pointment of I. A. Faye to the post 
of director, commercial marketing. 
Faye has been with AEL for over 
six years as commercial marketing 

manager. In his newly created cor-
porate position, he will have full 
marketing responsibility for AEL's 
commercial product lines. 

Jerrold Electronics Corp., has 
announced a major realignment in 
its staff personnel. Paul Garrison 
has moved to General Instrument 
Co., Jerrold's parent company, to 
become vice president, corporate 
development. Garrison will head 
GI's merger and acquisition team. 
Lee Zemnick, as the new executive 
vice president of Jerrold, will be 
responsible for the control and co-
ordination of all operating divisions. 
Clark Engle has been selected field 
sales manager of the government 
and industrial division. Jack 
O'Neill has been promoted to man-
ager of systems sales and construc-
tion for the educational and com-
munications systems division. With 
his transfer to company head-
quarters in Philadelphia, O'Neill's 
responsibilities will include sale, 
installation and servicing of turn-
key contracts for microwave and 
instructional television fixed ser-
vice. O'Neill has been with Jerrold 
since 1966. 

Craftsman Electronic Products, 
Inc., has appointed Joseph J. Os-

tuni to the position of supervisor 
of test design in the research and 
design development center. 

Professional 
Galen Gilbert, operator of the 

Neosho, Mo., system, has been 
chosen president of the Mid-Ameri-
ca CATV Association. Other new 
officers are: first vice president, 
Hal Phillips, Blackwell, Okla.; sec-
ond vice president, Bob Schmidt, 
Hays, Kans.; and secretary-treas-
urer, Kenneth Schuelein, Elk City, 
Okla. . . . New board members of 
the association are: Bud Williams, 
Nevada, Mo.; Ernest Dixon, Alva, 
Okla.: Vernon Wible, Independence, 
Kans.; and Bob Story, Durant, 
Okla. 

Roland Hieb has been named ex-
ecutive administrator of National 
Cable Television Institute INCTI 
which provides correspondence 
training courses for CATV person-
nel. He was previously adminis-
trative assistant to the president 
of Los Angeles Baptist College and 
has held engineering positions. ri 

Everyone likes to know about the weather! it's a high-interest topic that 
can be made to work for your system. And a time/weather channel is a proven way to build subscriber interest and 
add new hook-ups. R. H. Tyler time/weather units are especially designed for CATV . . . and only R. H. Tyler offers 
a full line of 3 different units. Select yours from a price range of $2,195 to $4,575  . with equipment options ranging 
from a basic 4 time/weather gauges to seven, plus message panels and automatic slide programming. Your profit 
picture will brighten with time/weather service . . . call us for full information! 
1405, 15th St., Wellington, Texas, (806) 447-5841 

The Originator of Time/Weather Equipment for Cable Television.  CO M PANY 

WEATHER-SCAN II . . . 
The economy-minded all-purpose unit. 
Available with up to 7 gauges, plus 
many camera and message options. 
Specify it to suit your budget. Base 
price (less stand) is $2,/95. 

ROTO-SCAN . . . 
Built for small spaces—measures only 
44" by 20" by 20" Fully enclosed for 
dust protection. Features a unique one-
way circular scanning. Several camera 
options available. A quality leader for 
$4,200. 

R. H.TYLE R 

U.S. U.S. Patent, 3,226,476 

WEATHER-SCAN . . . 
Extra-large Texas Instrument gauges 
for special applications. This versatile 
unit is sized right for public display of 
your weather channel. It's the best-
selling original RHT unit, and it's priced 
at just .84,575. 
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Line-guard No. 2 permits re-

moval of the pressure - tap 

when disconnecting. Since it 

looks like a normal connec-

tion, freeloaders can't cheat 

Disconnected drops like this 

invite cheaters to hook up 

the connections for free ser-

vice.  The openings to the 

main cable and the house 

line let water seep in thus 

causing damage. 

LINE-GUARD 

For multiple-tap situations where 

the pressure-tap can't be removed, 

line-guard No. 1 effectively discon-

nects service, and keeps wires 

from dangling. Damage from water 

or corrosion is minimized. 

LINE-GUARD WILL SAVE YOU MONEY 

12% of your disconnected house drops ar?. reconnected by free-
loaders — you lose money 

Hanging disconnected drops let water enter openings causing 
damage to main cable and house drops 

Line-Guard heads off both these problems 

Line-Guard is a resistor-like device that is installed between the 
line block and the house drop connecttons 

Line-Guard  1 is simply screwed on to th3 pressure-tap or multi-
taps  The house drop screws on to the other end of the Line-
Guard, thus not left dangling as a temptation for someone to 
hook up for free service  Also the open ngs to the main cable 
and house drops are sealed by the "0" nrig an  boot. 

Line-Guard .tt- 2 is milled at both ends to join the house drop to 
the line block  This allows removal of the barrel or pressure-tap 
where service to a home has been discont nued  Since the barrels 
or pressure-taps are expensive items, Line-Guard #2 can save 
you a substantial amount of money in capital outlay  Like Line-
Guard  1. it stops non-customer freeloaiing and reduces main-
tenance costs  To renew service to a home, you simply unscrew 
the Line-Guard and screw in the pressure-tap 

LINE-GUARD 1 AND LINE-GUARD it 2 HAVE BEEN DESIGNED 
TO FIT ALL STANDARD LINE BLOCK AND HOUSE DROP 
CONNECTORS  THEY HAVE BEEN TESTED AND PROVEN 
COMPLETELY EFFECTIVE IN AN ONTARIO PILOT STUDY 

Cut down on your costs and improwe your profit margin 
with Line-Guard  To place your orcer, write to: 

Line-Guard 
Kelco Engineering Ltd. 
21 Heather Crescent 
London, Ontario, Canada. 

Line-guard No. 1 is inserted 

between pressure - tap an 

house drop connector to dis 

connect service. 

QUANTITIES  LINE-GUARD 1  LINE-GUARD 2 

25 - 199 
200 - 499 
500 - 999 
1000 - 1999 
2000 - Over 

26 4c Each 
22 7c Each 
21 Oc Each 
19.4c Each 
17 7c Each 

264c Each 
23 7c Each 
22 Oc Each 
204c Each 
187c Each 

THE ABOVE PRICES ARE ALL FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDED 

F.O.B. LONDON. ONTARIO. CANADA. PROVINCIAL SALES TAX EXTRA IF APPLICABLE. 



Staggered Coupon Billing 
Eases Collection Pains 
This and the follo wing article describe two relatively 

ne w m ethods for accurate and dependable subscriber billing. 

As C ATV syste ms gro w in size, use of these and other 

m echanized m ethods will undoubtedly beco me m ore widespread. 

By W. E. Wade, Vice President 
Rentavision of Brunswick, Inc. 
Brunswick, Georgia 

Bankers have taught us a lesson at Rentavision of 
Brunswick, Inc. By following the lead of their 

consumer credit departments, we have set up a sched-
ule of staggered monthly payments that permits a 
relatively small office staff to keep pace with a sub-
stantial number of growing accounts. As a result, col-
lections have not been permitted to lag. 
Traditionally, CATV firms establish their billing 

procedures so that payments for all accounts are due 
on the first of each month. If we had adhered to the 
same policy, it would have been virtually impossible 
for our three-girl office staff to handle our 4,500 ac-
counts between the first and tenth of every month. 
And, since it is necessary to continually "work" ac-
counts to insure prompt payments, we probably 
would have fallen behind in collections, unless we 
added personnel or paid overtime. 
Instead, we patterned our operations after a 

bank's consumer credit department and established 

W. E. Wade, vice president and general manager of Renta-
vision, originated the staggered payment system patterning 
the set-up after a bank's consumer credit department. 

four different due dates-1, 8, 15, and 22. In this way, 
we can "work" a few accounts at a time and it gives 
us a week to get in payments. 

Rentavision, a subsidiary of Fuqua National, Inc., 
Augusta, Georgia, is unique in that it is licensed by 
the City of Brunswick. We also have a lease-back 
agreement with the Southern Bell Telephone Com-
pany. When service is requested by a new subscriber, 
we notify Southern Bell personnel, who connect the 
customer to the line. Upon completion of the hook-
up, Southern Bell notifies us and we make the final 
connection that night. At the same time, we collect a 
$10.00 installation charge and the first month's fee of 
$4.95. We charge $1.00 for each additional television 
set. 
The following day we set up a ledger card for the 

account and prepare a 24-month coupon book. Our 
coupon books are pre-printed and furnished by Alli-
son Coupon Co., an affiliate of Cummins-Chicago Cor-
poration. We selected a 24-payment book so that re-
issues occur just once every two years. Even if we 
have a disconnect before the end of the 24-month 
period the cost to us is just a penny more than a 12-
payment book. Also, it permits us to stock just one 
type of book. 
The due date is selected according to installation. 

If a television set is connected on the 13th, for in-
stance, then the date of the first coupon book pay-
ment will be the 15th of the following month. 
The due date of each payment, area location of 

the customer, account number, and payment amount 
are perforated into the 24-payment coupons in a book 
by means of a Cummins ODP Perforator. After the 
perforated information is verified with the other rec-
ords, the book is mailed to the subscriber. 
The coupons are machine-readable as well ag vis-

ually readable and can be automatically converted to 
punched cards for entry into a computer. For the 
time being, however, we are maintaining our accounts 
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manually. Thus, when the coupons are received with 
the payments, they are matched to the ledger cards 
in our files and the amounts are posted. 
The coupon books, which are similar in size and 

shape to payment books issued by banks, serve sev-
eral purposes: 
First, they are a reminder to the subscriber when 

payments are due. And, since they are handy to carry 
in a lady's purse, many customers make over-the-
counter payments at our downtown Brunswick office. 
Being a constant reminder, the books also save us the 
cost of mailing monthly bills, a job which would cost 
us around $500 every month. 
Second, the books give us an opportunity to regu-

larly communicate with our subscribers. On the in-
side cover, we've printed the office hours and pay-
ment instructions. The back cover is a continual re-
minder that we provide 10-channel coverage. It also 
provides a number to call for repair service. The in-
side of the back cover urges subscribers to install ad-
ditional TV outlets. 
On the coupons themselves, we instruct the cus-

tomers to include a $1.00 late charge if payment is 
five or more days late. About 10 percent of payments 

A member of Rentauision's office stab- inserts coupon payment 
book into perforator ( top), which gang punches the due date 
of each payment, area location, account number and payment 
amount into the 24 coupons. 

are received with the late charge added. Finally, we 
have included 20 pre-printed stickers with our name 
and address for use in mailing payments. Some 30 to 
40 percent of the mailed payments have these stickers 
on the envelopes. 
Third, the first 23 coupons in our payment books 

are a light green, which makes them easier on the 
eyes of our clerical staff, who work with them every 
day. The 24th coupon, however, is buff-colored and, 
on receipt of it, the office staff knows that a new book 
should be prepared and mailed to the subscriber. 
As for the books themselves, purchasing them 

pre-printed and bound and then filling them in with 
the perforator costs us 25 to 30 cents each, including 
the books, the labor and the equipment. Had we se-
lected a system where we assembled our own books 
and attached and stapled a pre-printed cover, the 
cost would have been 50 to 60 cents each. 
In addition, the combination of the pre-assembled 

coupon books and the ability to cycle bill is enabling 
us to process our 4,500 accounts without the peaks 
and valleys in workloads that usually accompany 
single due-date systems. We also feel it will help us 
absorb a steady increase in subscribers. 

..711111111101 W., 
11111111M1411 

For each of Rentavision's 4,500 subscribers, there is a ledger 
card on file. Accounts are cycle billed, enabling the CATV 
firm to supervise collections effectively with a minimum of 
clerical labor. 
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Careful, your income 
tomorrow may be 

limited by the cable 
you install today. 

Buy Superior Continental's 

Spectrum Coaxials 
and take the lid off! 

Loommiok l'Enow mtmm Mimmih 



Standard ComaIs 
have limited range 
with many areas of 
hidden discontinuities 

SUPERIOR 
E-X-T-E N-01-13 

SPECTRUM 
COAXIALS 

cover the full 
range to 300 MHz 
and beyond with 

NO DISCONTINUITIES 

Because these coaxials cover the continuous range 
to 300 MHz and beyond with no discontinuities, 
you get more transmission space than with stan-
dard cables. 

The additional 84 MHz segment from 216 to 300 
MHz, together with full frequency utilization from 
216 MHz down, opens up many opportunities for 
new services when you want to add them. 

• CATV, new channels 
• ETV and ITV programming 
• CCTV for business and industry 
• Data transmission 
• Remote control telemetering 
• Alert and alarm systems 
• Traffic and highway control systems 

Install Superior Continental's Extended Spec-
trum Coaxials, Coppergard®  or  Alumagard®  aerial 
or direct burial types. This way, your system won't 
outgrow the capability of your cable. Means molt 
revenue because you can provide more services, now 
and later. 

Superior Sales and Service Division 
P. 0. Box 2327 Hickory, North Carolina 28601 

Phone 704/328-2171 

SUPERIOR 
4' CONTINENTAL 

CORPORATION 

"sarir 
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Computerized Billing 
For CATV Systems 
Although the application of co mputer technology to 
custo mer invoicing has beco me a well established practice, 
syste ms designed especially for CATV billing, such as the 
one described below, are relatively new. 

By 0. E. Nemitz, President 
Computer Research, Inc. 

The CATV industry has been 
beset by one problem after an-

other since its inception. The in-
dustry's attention has chiefly been 
focused on such troubled areas as 
governmental jurisdiction, copy-
right, pole usage, and relations 
with broadcasters. 
Behind the scenes, however, is 

another kind of problem, that of 
handling accounts receivable sys-
tems to take care of the volumi-
nous paper work that has resulted 
from successful cable operations. 
Although the pioneers in CATV 
were expert engineers and special-
ists in installing the complex, high-
performance cable systems, they 
were often not as adept at design-
ing good accounts receivable sys-
tems. 
The results often were account-

ing procedures and billing systems 
which varied widely from one com-
pany to another and an overall 
lack of standard procedure. This 
led to a general hodge-podge which 
included some inefficient proce-
dures. 
In response to a request made 

several years ago by the staff at 
Centre Video, a CATV system in 
State College, Pennsylvania, Pitts-
burgh-based Computer Research, 
Inc., a computer service bureau, 
set out to find a solution. The 
company developed a system de-
signed to offer CATV firms com-
plete accounts receivable control 
plus a broad range of supporting 
computer services. 

Considering that most industry 
visionaries foresee great expansion 
of CATV, (some estimate that 
within a few years CATV will be 
serving 69 million homes and earn-
ing $1.5 billion a year) it is appar-
ent that the need for a systems 
approach to accounting procedures 
will be even more pressing. 
As it originated four years ago, 

the Computer Research system 
operated with a punch card used 
in conjunction with standard cou-
pon books. While results were ac-
ceptable, the method was subject 
to the high cost and general inac-
curacies normally associated with 
punch card computer input. 
However, the computer has 

come a long way. Also, within the 
four years that the Computer Re-
search system has been in opera-
tion, the procedures have under-
gone a series of refinements de-
signed to take advantage of new 
computer technology. 
The resultant system utilizes 

information obtained from an 
adding machine by the use of an 
optical journal reader. This opti-
cal journal—a $100,000 machine— 
has the ability to read ordinary 
adding machine tapes, printed in 
a slightly stylized manner, on a 
specially-designed, low-cost com-
puter input adding machine. 
These special machines were de-

signed by Computer Research and 
built by National Cash Register 
Company. They are installed in 
each CATV office for preparing 

input to the computer and can be 
used as a standard adding machine 
when not in use as a computer in-
put device. All that is required to 
set the system in motion is an ad-
listing of payments and a corre-
sponding subscriber account num-
ber. The tapes are sent to the 
nearest Computer Research office 
as they are completed. 
Speed is one of the big advan-

tages to the system. A single add-
ing machine operator can process 
approximately 1,000 payments an 
hour through this device. The low-
cost coupon method of pre-billing 
subscribers is retained. 
One feature of this adding ma-

chine is a small, cable-connected 
box which is an "account number 
verifier." It has been designed to 
eliminate the possibility of index-
ing the wrong account number 
which would thereby credit the 
wrong subscriber for the payment. 
When the operator has indexed an 
incorrect account number, the 
adding machine locks, preventing 
any further operation, and a red 
light comes on indicating that an 
error has been made. The machine 
can be released for continued use 
only by the correction of the error. 
Those errors that manage to get 
on the adding machine tapes are 
corrected as easily as drawing a 
line through them. 
After Computer Research re-

ceives the tapes, the computer as-
sumes the functions of the ac-
counts receivable reporting, ac-
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counting and dunning. It is then 
in a position to issue a number of 
reports. 
The first report, a "payment 

• listing report," is a feedback of 
the payments that were recorded 
on the adding machine tapes to 
the cable system. The report is is-
sued in account number order by 
payment date and by branch. It 
shows the amount of pay ment— 
subtotals by payment date and 
totals by branch. It is useful in 
making corrections before updat-
ing the accounts receivable master 
file. 
The second report generated is 

the actual "master file update re-
port." This report is organized in 
account number order by branch. 
It shows the actual payment, the 
day of the payment and the ac-
count that was credited with that 
payment. Combined with the pay-
ment listing report, it provides an 
almost foolproof method of error 
detection. 
The third report in the system 

is called the "aged trial balance." 
Essentially, this shows what bills 
are out of balance, and includes 
the name of the subscriber, his ac-
count number, his monthly billing 
rate, and hook-up or other charges 
which might be included in his ac-
count. It also indicates the bills, if 
any, that are in arrears, as well as 
those currently due for payment 
and the total amount paid. It indi-

COLOR IT GREEN . 

cates whether these bills are one, 
two or three months overdue for 
payment. 
Since all reports are presented 

with totals by branch, multiple 
system operators have complete 
information on each branch. Along 
with this, they have the advan-
tage of using a central accounting 
office rather than separate branch 
offices. 
One of the unique features of 

the system is the creation of dun 
letters for accounts in arrears. The 
master file is updated three times 
a month (the cable system oper-
ator selects the dates he wishes 
his file to be updated). As a result, 
dun letters can be issued three 
times a month. It works as fol-
lows: Typically, a company might 
decide to have its files updated on 
the 10th, the 20th and the last 
day of the month. If a subscriber's 
account is overdue on the 10th, he 
will receive a mild reminder pre-
pared by the computer informing 
him of this situation. If the sub-
scriber is still not paid up by the 
20th of the month, he receives a 
second reminder warning him of 
impending discontinuance of serv-
ice. Finally, if he has not paid by 
the 30th of the month, a notice 
that service will be discontinued 
within the next five days is mailed 
to him. 
Since these letters are computer 

printed, the wording is subject to 

the cash, that is, that vve pay for 
photos of CATV subjects. TV 

Communications pays S20 for 
any color photo published as the 

magazine's front or tech cover 

subjects. 

Photos may include any subject 
matter related to the cable tele-

vision industry, and may be 
submitted in the form of posi-

tive transparencies (TA" square 
or larger) or as color prints 

(please include negatives with 

prints when possible). 

Send materials (carefully pack-
aged) to Stan Brooke, Assistant 

Managing Editor, TV Communi-
cations, 207 N. E. 38th Street, 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma } 

the discretion of the system oper-
ator and may be changed as cir-
cumstances warrant. The dun let-
ters can be either mailed by Com-
puter Research directly to the 
customer, or they can be forward-
ed to the user for mailing. In ad-
dition, it is not necessary that all 
three dun levels be used by a cable 
company. Indeed, some of them 
have elected to use only two, and 
in some instances, only one of the 
three is utilized. As these letters 
are processed, a dun letter listing 
is prepared which includes all cus-
tomers to whom dun letters have 
been issued and the amount in 
arrears. 
As cable television expands 

throughout the country, this sys-
tem is expected to be adopted by 
more and more CATV firms, and 
to help alleviate one of the inter-
nal problems the industry has 
faced. 
Computers, moreover, are not 

the thousand-leg monsters many 
people think they are. They have 
become a vital part of the finan-
cial and administrative segments 
of a modern corporation as well as 
essential in smoothing the dis-
tribution, marketing, manufactur-
ing, research and development 
phases of company expansion. 
Ranging from giant installations 
to simple desk models, they have 
become a must for sophisticated 
management. 

THE COLOR LINE 

LINDSAY's NEW BREED 
CATV ANTENNAS 

UHF/VHF 

LOG PERIODIC YAGIS 

LOG PERIODICS 
YAGIS 

• Proven performance. 

• Greatest choice of models. 

• Most rugged construction. 

• Electrical superiority. 

• Best picture quality. 

14 LPH 10  LINDSAY offers the discriminating CATV 
operator 5 Antenna Series with 126 
models—all with advanced structural and 
electrical designs. Free antenna engineer-
ing survey. 

CALL  US  TODAY  AT  705-324-2196 
or write for complete catalogue and prices 

LINDSAY SPECIALTY PRODUCTS LTD. 
50 MARY ST. W., LINDSAY ONTARIO, CANADA 
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Part 1 

Basic Lighting Techniques 
For CATV Programming 
Proper lighting is a pri me consideration for the 
production of a first-quality cablecast. It requires 
careful selection of the correct lighting syste m 
and fixtures and the skill to use the m well. 

By Kenneth M. Palius 
Vice President, Berkey ColorTrutt, Inc 
and Thomas R. Myers 
Systems Engineer, RCA 

The system operator who would produce truly 
professional cablecasts must take into account 

the fact that the television screen is a limited means 
of expression. It has been given the task of reproduc-
ing a three-dimensional experience in the viewer's 
mind, yet its capacity is limited to only two dimen-
sions. Consequently, the programming technician 
must depend on optical "tricks" to enable the viewer 
to perceive a certain amount of realism in that which 
is seen. 
The perception of depth and field is controlled 

almost entirely by lighting effects. Shadows and high-
lights, along with relative size, tell us how distant an 
object is, what its size and shape are, and whether or 
not it's moving. Lighting may also be used to estab-
lish a mood or place emphasis on a performer or ob-
ject to achieve various dramatic effects. The CATV 
programming technician cannot produce a top-quality 
program without careful attention to these and other 
effects of lighting. 
Good lighting is, in fact, the key to accurate tele-

vision reproduction. Since cable subscribers compare 
your programming with that of broadcast stations 
and the networks, it is paramount that good lighting 
requirements be met. Fortunately, basic lighting skills 
can be learned in a relatively short time, and can 
readily be refined with greater experience. 

A System Approach to 
Television Lighting 
As a guide to effective television lighting, com-

plete lighting plans for four representative studios 
are shown later in this article. A systems approach is 
used in each plan to assure the proper balance of 
lighting fixtures, control systems, and power distribu-
tion equipment. 
Each plan is designed to incorporate the latest 

lighting equipment and to provide for a wide variety 
of programming. Power distribution, electrical serv-

ice, and equipment recommendations have been speci-
fied for easy, economical expansion to color operation. 
Highly specialized programming requirements, studios 
of unusual size or shape, and other special situations 
may require changes in the equipment. 

The Tungsten-Halogen 
"Quartz" Lamp 

The major advantages of tungsten - halogen 
"quartz" lamps are that color temperature and light 
output remain constant throughout the operating life 
of the lamp. Also, the bulb life is longer than that of 
an equivalent standard incandescent lamp at a given 
color temperature. 
These new lamps have made possible the design of 

smaller, lighter, and substantially more efficient light-
ing fixtures. In many cases, the fixtures are nearly 
twice as efficient as those using conventional incan-
descent lamps. 
Since the peak sensitivity of vidicon tubes is in 

the green region of the visible spectrum, lamps with 
high relative blue-green output (higher Kelvin tem-
peratures) render a better picture. For this reason, 
3200-degree Kelvin lamps have been specified for the 
equipment listed in the studio systems recommenda-
tions. While the life of conventional incandescent 
bulbs is shortened when they are operated at this 
temperature, single and double-ended tungsten-halo-
gen "quartz" lamps are specifically designed for eco-
nomical operation at this rating. Although many sys-
tems use fluorescent lighting, it is not suitable for 
quality program production. A hotter, more easily 
controlled light which can be used to produce high-
lights and emphasize certain aspects of the set or per-
formers is needed. 
The descriptions of television lighting functions 

presented in this section are not absolutes. Experience 
and experiment will dictate when the "rules" should 
be broken. 
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INTERVIEW WITH A 

TRUNK AMPLIFIER 

Q. 
A. SKL/7037K TRUNK AND BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 

WITH AUTOMATIC LEVEL AND SLOPE CONTROL. 

Q. 

Please state your full name. 

That's quite a trunkful! What is your job function? 

A. WELL, WHENEVER LEVEL AND TILT GET OUT OF 
LINE, I FLATTEN 'EM. 

Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

You mean you have aggressive tendencies? 

NOT EXACTLY. ACTUALLY, I'M EXCEPTIONALLY 

STABLE; BUT IF LEVELS AND TILTS STEP OUT OF 

LINE, I REALLY SOCK IT TO 'EM. 

I see. How well can you do your job? 

YOU MUST BE KIDDING! LOOK, WITH MY TWO 
PILOTS I CAN STRAIGHTEN OUT ANY LEVEL OR 

SLOPE CHANGES UP TO 4 dI3, CONTROL EVERY-

THING FROM 50-220 MHz, WORK IN TEMPERA-

TURES FROM  40°F TO  140°F, DROP INTO 

ANY SYSTEM . . . 

S KL3 

O.K., O.K.! Do you have any problems connected 

with your work? 

A. YES. I GET LONELY. 

Q. Lonely? Would you mind explaining? 

A. WELL, IT'S LIKE THIS. UNTIL I CAME ALONG, 
TECHNICIANS USED TO COME OUT TO FONDLE 

AND ADJUST AMPLIFIERS FOUR OR FIVE TIMES 

A YEAR, SOMETIMES EVEN MORE OFTEN. AND 

ME, — THEY JUST CONNECT ME UP AND FORGET 

ALL ABOUT ME. 

Q. Well, from where I sit, that's good. 

A. DO YOU MIND IF I ASK YOU A QL ESTION? 

Not at all 

A. DO I GET THE JOB? 

Q. 

For more information on the above and other SKL products for better CATV, 

please write or call us. 

S PE N CE R- KE N NE D Y L A B O R AT O RIE S, IN C. 
1320 S OL DIE RS FIEL D R O A D  •  B OST O N, M ASS. 0 2135  •  TEL. 617- 254- 5400 
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Base Lighting 

A base light is characterized as a broad area fill 
light with very uniform diffusion. It may, under cer-
tain circumstances, be desirable to approach a vir-
tually shadowless condition with the base lighting. 
Typically, soft-lites, scoops, and broads may be used 
for this purpose. 
The uniform diffusion of this type of light makes 

it especially useful in specialized situations such as 
lighting a performer with sharp facial features. It is 
invaluable in lighting glossy objects or items wrapped 
in plastic. And, due to its low source brightness, it 
does not distract performers. 

Key Lighting 
Key lighting is usually described as being "hard" 

in character, i.e., it casts a distinct shadow and ap-
pears to come from a single source. It is usually ac-
complished with a fixture which is capable of a wide 
range of beam angle and intensity variation. Barndoor 
control is also needed, since it is often important to 
light only those areas of the subject which are to be 
"keyed." 
The key lighting level is normally 25 to 50 percent 

higher than the base light level. The key light fixture 
is placed to one side of the camera, thus producing 
shadows which give depth to an object or performer. 

Fill Lighting 
Fill light is utilized to control the contrast range 

which would be too great with the key light alone. It 

FOCUSING BACK LIGHT 

is applied to set areas and set pieces, as well as to 
performers. 

This type of lighting is generally "soft" in nature, 
and either broads or scoops can be used. The focusing 
scoops and broads shown in the systems recommenda-
tions should have adjustable beam characteristics to 
provide greater control over spill light and fill-to-key 
level ratios. Beam intensity of these fixtures may be 
adjusted by as much as three-to-one. Horizontal spill 
light may be further controlled with barndoors. 
While typical fill light level is approximately two-

thirds that of the key, the ratio of fill to key light 
varies widely with the effect being sought. In a dra-
matic scene, for example, it may be desirable to use 
fill light at less than two-thirds of the value of the 
key light in order to obtain a higher contrast ratio. 

Back Lighting 

Back lighting is applied from behind a performer 
or set piece to establish a degree of separation from 
the background. This lighting function is the one 
which adds the greatest illusion of depth to the total 
picture. It puts a highlight on the performer's hair 
and can be said to "rim light" the subject. 

It is important that some degree of barndoor con-
trol be available on the fixtures used in back lighting 
to control the spill light. Further, barndoors prevent 
the lamps from projecting light directly into the cam-
era lens. The fixture used for backlighting is usually 
angled rather steeply downward, typically about 
forty-five degrees. 

TEN-LIGHT CYCLORAMA STRIP 

FOCUSING 

SCOOP LIGHT 

FOCUSING  MULTI-BROAD 

Figure 1: Various lights which can be used for program origination 

FOCUSING KEY LIGHT 
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INSTANT HEAD-END BUILDING 

BACK IT UP . . . SLIDE IT OFF . . . 

It took just 90 minutes to finish the job at West Valley Cablevision's new 
plant in Yakima, Washington. And the same corvenience, economy, and 
quality can be built into your system with a new MOBILT Head-End Build-
ing from Fort Worth Tower Company. Designed expressly to house CATV 
and microwave electronic equipment, MOBILTS withstand any climate 
or location problem . . . house electronic equ.pment according to the 
most rigid standards. 

• INSTALLED IN MINUTES 

Your MOBIL I car) be ready to work fur you in minutes. You have no rig-up 
delays on arrival because your building comes with supporting I-beams 
Simply drop on your site, connect the service inlet, and you're in 

business. 

• REDUCED COST AND WAITING TIME 
MOBILTS save you time dtid money because complete wiring is installed 

BOLT IT DO WN! 

at the factory. Unlike conventional buildings, equipment can be delivered 
w,th t rithor  n'l 

• QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 
MOBILTS are designed expressly to house electronic equipment. Result? 
Problems like inadequate tightness, poor ventilation and improper seal-
ing of doors are non-existent. And . . . an absolute minimum of main-
tenance is required. 

• FAST DELIVERY 

No matter what the weather conditions, site or local labor situations, 
MOBILTS offer fast delivery and uniformity. We promise delivery on time. 

Many options are available in size, outside finish, wiring and ventilation. 
You owe it to yourself to write for full specifications on these rugged, 
versatile head-end buildings. You'll find one exactly suited to your 
needs ... at an economical price. 

Fort Worth Tower Co., Inc. 
P 0 BOX 8597 5201 BRIDGE STREET / FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76112 
FORT WORTH PH. 1817) JE 6-5676 • DALLAS PH 1214) AN 4-2822 
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Backlighting levels may range from one and a half 
to two times the fill or base light level on the set. 
This will vary with the specific situation and must be 
determined through experience. 

INTERCONNECTIONS 

A 

CEILING JUNCTION BOX 

A 

WALL BOX 
WITH TWO 

(2) 
PIGTAILS 

INTERCONNECTIONS 
'I  

CONNECTOR STRIP 
WITH SIX (6) PIGTAILS 

PIGTAIL 

LOAD PATCH PANEL 

IN  

LIGHTING 
FIXTURE 

DIMMER 

MODULE 

CONTROL 
CONSOLE 

go o po 

1ff\ 

CONTROL 
CABLE 

INPUT POWER LINE 

DIMMER PACK WITH SIX (6) 
PLUG IN DIMMER MODULES 
AND MAIN CIRCUIT BREAKER 

Figure 2: A Complete Lighting System 

Set Lighting 

Set lighting describes the lighting of individual set 
pieces, cycloramas and backings. It should be estab-
lished in terms of the character of the set piece and 
the effect which is desired. The size, shape, texture, 
gray scale value, and the mood or effect being sought 
are some of the elements which help to determine the 
type of fixture to be used. 
The cyclorama or backing light permits the illu-

mination of cycloramas or backings from distances of 
approximately three feet. This makes it possible for 
illumination of these surfaces to be virtually indepen-
dent from the lighting in the rest of the set. 
The cyclorama or backing light may be used from 

above or below. Where it is possible to light from be-
low, it is helpful if a "ground row" can be used to 
hide the fixtures, unless the set is designed so that 
the fixture can be concealed without this device. A 
light pit can be installed below the level of the studio 
floor and approximately three feet in width. This per-
mits the installation of cyclorama lighting strips be-
low floor level. 

The use of these fixtures permits some unusual 
lighting effects. As an example, if only the cyclorama 
or backing lights are on, and they are located close to 
the cyc or backing, performers or set pieces in the 
foreground are sharply silhouetted against this illumi-
nated surface. 

(To be continued next month) 

NOW AVAILABLE! 
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEMS 

DIRECTORY EVER PUBLISHED 

The all new 1968 Systems Directory and Map Service gives 
you the latest, most complete system information available 
• CATV Associations, • U.S. Systems, • Canadian Systems and 
Multiple System Owners, • a map section showing the location 
of all U.S. systems. Send for your copy of this valuable refer-
ence work today! 

Gentlemen Please send me _copies of the SYSTEMS DIRECTORY at S8 95 

NAME   

FIRM NAME   

TYPE OF BUSINESS   

ADDRESS  ZIP CODE   

CITY   

STATE   

COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORP. 
207 N E. 38th St • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105 

S8 95 

ce 

CATV SYSTEMS 
DIRECTORY & MAP SERVICE-1968 EDITION 

Ai> 
A ft, 

TV Co....c.tom 
207 NB 341 .  Okle 73.01, 

JUST $8.95 
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on a fifteen-minute delayed basis. Your own locally 

originated messages—all are available to you for 

your subscribers. 
And, as additional selling strength, Alphamatic News 

keyboard input gives you the potential of paid 

sponsorship—local advertising with no 

additional costs to you. 
Put this uniquely flexible CATV 

selling tool, the "news power" 

of a custom Alphamatic News 

System, to work for you. Write 

for details and a complete 

Alphamatic News selling kit that 

helps you sell more CATV 

subscribers. 

7'4 

• o 

gives CATV"news power" 
... at home, at work, on the go, 

wherever people are within reach or range of the 

television screen, Alphamatic News reaches their 

special interests—through CATV. Alphamatic News 

is the unique news-carrying system designed 

especially for CATV origination. 

It brings subscribers on 

additional value—instantanems, 

24-hour news. You can originate 

every important announcement 

of news as it's happening— 

around the world or around the 

corner. United Press International 

news flashes as they come off tile 

wire. New York and American 

Stock Exchange quotations 

•  • 

ALPHAMATIC NEWS LOOKS LIKE THIS 
ON CATV SUBSCRIBERS' SCREENS 
-BRINGING NEWS AS IT HAPPENS 
FROM UPI TO THE NEW YORK STOCK 
EXCHANGE TO YOUR OWN LOCALLY 
ORIGINATED MESSAGES. 

NYSE-PRICES DELAYED FIFTEEN MINUTES 
T ZE  CBS  N  RCA PEP 
523  3,554  527  2,1122  60  382 

THIS SEGMENT BROUGHT TO YOU BY... 

television presentations inc 
A iubsidiary of Sterling Communications, Inc 
375 Park Avenue. New York. N.Y.  (212) 421-9666 

4. • . . .v. * W e 

• . ..Aim . 

e•-••• 

0 .11k 

••• ••••• • 
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The Inviting Office: 
Key To System Gro wth 

W hat is your cable television 
office besides a place in which 

to conduct your business, the nerve-
center of your enterprise, a nec-
essary, functional facility which you 
must have? Properly viewed and 
properly used, your office can be-
come much more. . . it can be one 
of your most effective merchan-
dising tools. 
Aside from yourself and your 

employees, your physical plant has 
perhaps the greatest potential im-
pact on the public. The wise, public 
relations-conscious operator  will 
devote as much thought and 
planning to his building as he does 
to his other advertising and mer-
chandising. 
In addition to personal satisfac-

tion, a tastefully decorated, pleas-
ant-appearing office will pay big 
dividends in conveying to the com-
munity a prestige image of your 
service. Present subscribers find it 
a pleasure to do business in bright, 
well-furnished surroundings. And 
potential  subscribers—which  in-
clude nearly every passer-by—will 
be favorably impressed by dis-
tinctive decor and an attractive 
appearance. It's a fact of business 
life today that the buying public 
has been educated to expect modern, 
efficient, inviting surroundings. 
Gone are the traditional chilly vault-
like banks and the helter-skelter, 
cluttered corner stores. Business-
men are taking a note from psychol-
ogists who know that customers are 

pre-sold by attractiveness and buy 
more, and more often in an agree-
able setting. 
Using your building as a mer-

chandising tool, you can and should 
feel free to express something of 
your own personality in its design 
and decoration. In that way, it will 
reflect an individuality of its own to 
the public. But it is good public 
relations, too, to reflect the "per-
sonality" of your area. That is, 
your building should blend with 
and complement its neighbors. You 
want it to be a credit to the com-
munity —not a sight-seeing attrac-
tion. 
If you are building your own 

office/studio facility, you are, of 
course in the best possible position. 
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You can then choose your design 
color and materials with an ey( 
toward doing the most effective job 
of merchandising. If you are using 
an existing building, but are able 
to remodel extensively, you ar( 
still nearly as free to create your 
own "image- for the public. But 
even if present plans do not provide 
the leeway you would like to have— 
even if you have to settle for an 
office that falls considerably short 
of the ideal—there are still relative-
ly inexpensive ref urbishings for 
doors, windows and interiors that 
will make a distinctive cable office. 
In the final analysis, you are 
limited only by your own imag-
ination. taste and wish to please. 

Simplicity and wise use of color are 
blended in the inviting offices of 
Chatham (Ontario) Cable TV System 
(left and right). 

The Temple, Texas cable office (below 
top) incorporates a drive-in window, as 
well as modern design. 

A colonial door and matching trim, in 
addition to a special canopy have trans-
formed the Pocahontas, Ark, cable 
system office (below bottom). 

Wood, glass, and bright accent colors 
have been utilized extensively in the 
Colorado Springs, Colo, cable office 
(below right). 
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Do Your Ads Pay Off? 

Measure The Results 
Ho w can you be sure you are putting your advertising 
dollars where they are getting the best results? 
The following article lists practical pointers which you 
can use to check your advertising payoff. 

By Craig W. Janes 

H ow much good is your adver-
tising actually doing? As with 

any expenditure which a cable 
television operator makes, adver-
tising must stand on its own feet 
and prove its value, or it's money 
and effort wasted. 
Measuring the results of adver-

tising basically means comparing 
sales volume with advertising 
costs. Before you get to that stage, 
however, you have to know what 
you expect your ads to do. 
Most advertising can be divided 

into one of two basic types: imme-
diate response in terms of new 
hookups and attitude advertising. 

Advertising For 
Immediate Response 

When you use immediate re-
sponse advertising, that's just what 
you want: action right now. You 
want new customers to sign up for 
your services, or you want existing 
subscribers to renew their sub-
scriptions. And you want them to 
do this right now. There are many 
incentives which you can offer 
customers for taking action imme-
diately. You could give a simple 
discount on your charges, or throw 
in a year's subscription to a TV 
magazine, or make the initial in-
stallation free, or at a reduced fee. 
Regardless of what incentive you 

do offer, you must make it clear 
that the prize is dependent upon 
the customer or prospect taking 
action very quickly. If he waits 
until next week or next month, 
the incentive will not be available. 
Immediate response advertising 

should be checked frequently to 
see how it's doing. Preferably, this 
checking should be done on a daily 
basis—how many leads or sub-
scribers did we get today as a re-
sult of advertising—or weekly, if 
a daily check is too time consum-
ing. Because all advertising has 
some carry-over effect, you should 
also check your results for several 
days after the offer has expired; 
inevitably you'll get some busi-
ness then. 

Advertising For 
Changed Attitudes 

Attitude advertising is not quite 
so dynamic. With it you are try-
ing to build business, certainly, 
but your primary goal is keeping 
your system's name before the 
people you want to reach. For ex-
ample, you could carry on a direct 
mail campaign to present sub-
scribers. These mailings would 
likely be low pressure vehicles, 
mainly intended to keep your 
company's name in front of sub-
scribers so that when renewal time 

rolls around they will renew their 
subscriptions. Remember, it is al-
ways easier to keep the subscribers 
than it is to get them back after 
they have cancelled. 
In this category, you might also 

want to sponsor public relations 
advertising. This could be used to 
appeal to local or state legislators 
to help prevent restrictive laws 
which would affect your business, 
or to appeal to municipalities to 
have them pass the laws necessary 
for you to begin operations there. 

Every Advertisement 
Should Build Image 

These two categories of adver-
tising are not all encompassing, of 
course. Every ad you sponsor 
should build your image (and thus 
be an attitude ad), and every ad, 
to some degree, should sell your 
services (and thus be an immedi-
ate response advertisement). The 
point to keep in mind is that each 
particular ad should be mainly de-
signed to do one thing well. 
It is difficult to measure the ef-

fectiveness of attitude advertis-
ing. Unlike immediate response 
promotion, where your phone may 
begin to ring right after your di-
rect mail circular is delivered or 
after your radio or TV message is 
aired, response to attitude adver-
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PLASTOID AND NBC 
GOT TOGETHER ON THE 
FIRST DUAL CABLE SYSTEM AND 
VALENCIA GOT THE PICTURE. 

There's a whole new community abuilding 
in California. It's called Valencia! And it is the 
achievement of an advanced concept in total town 
planning. 
Plastoid helped develop for this town of the 

future the CATV system of the future: A unique 
dual coaxial cable system with an extremely wide 
channel capability. 
NABCAT, a National Broadcasting Com-

pany community antenna television subsidiary, is 
installing in Valencia the first underground dual 
coaxial cable system with a 40 channel capability. 
Four new types of cable were developed for this 
system by Plastoid and NABCAT engineers, in-
cluding Heavy Jacketed aluminum cable for direct 
burial and Siamese house drop cables. 
If you are installing a new CATV system or 

extending an old one, remember the Valencia 
story. NABCAT was pioneering the first new 
dual cable concept. And they chose Plastoid. Find 
out all the reasons why. 
Callus: (212) 786-6200. 

PLaSTO ID 
C O R P O R A TI O N 

42 61 24TH ST  LONG ISLAND CITY. N Ì 11101 
TELEPHONE AREA CODE (212) STellw•II 6-6200 
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tising may take weeks or even 
months or years to rear its head. 
And even when apparent response 
does occur, how much of it is due 
to your advertising alone? And 
how much is due to your sales-
men's efforts, or to the personal 
visits you've made calling on influ-
ential government officials? 
But just because you can't meas-

ure its effectiveness easily is no 
reason to omit attitude advertis-
ing. Just spend an evening watch-
ing some of the high cost pro-
grams your cable is carrying into 
the homes of subscribers. You can 
be sure that the largest adver-
tisers in the country have faith in 
its value when you see the num-
ber of commercials which are pure 
attitude ads. The companies are 
trying to build their reputations, 
not sell specific products. 

How to Plan for Results 
Success will accrue depending 

on how well you've planned your 
advertising. And your success in 
evaluating your advertising will, 
to a large degree, depend on the 
number of points you've used 
which can later be verified or 
checked with whatever group of 
people you're trying to reach, 
whether it's customers, potential 
customers or legislators. 
Here are some of the points 

which will make your task of eval-
uation easier: 
Humor can be extremely effec-

tive. Unfortunately, it is also the 
hardest type of advertising copy 
to write, and if it is not expertly 
done it will invariably bore or an-
tagonize many of the people you're 
trying to influence. As a general 
rule, unless you have an expert 
humorist on staff, stick to serious 
messages. Stress the service you 
have available, your experience, 
your affiliations. Leave the jokes 
and puns for parties. 
Before you create an ad, know 

what you want to accomplish. Are 
you trying to boost business, im-
press your name on prospects, or 
explain a service charge hike? 
Keep that purpose in mind as the 
advertisement is prepared. It's al-
ways a temptation to cover a num-
ber of things—" We're paying 
plenty for the space (or time); 
let's get our money's worth"—but 

that reasoning hurts your efforts. 

If the general concept you're 
trying to get across is just too 
complex for easy handling, use a 
series of ads. Stress one point in 
each ad. For example, if you're 
trying to explain a healthy hike in 
cable fees, and this hike is caused 
by several factors—increased wage 
costs, higher local taxes, etc.—use 
one ad exposure for each major 
point, rather than trying to cover 
all bases in a single ad. 

Clearly identify yourself. In 
printed ads make sure your logo-
type or signature is clean and un-
cluttered; and provide your ad-
dress and phone number. With 
radio or TV commercials, allow 
sufficient time for identification, 
and spot it through the message 
so that dial switchers and late ar-
rivals know who's sponsoring the 
message. 
Check for response. Use coupons 

in your printed ads and keys in 
your radio-TV commercials. An 
example of the latter would be to 
ask prospects to phone Miss Ash-
ton at your office for additional 
details on a special offer you're 
promoting. All calls received for 
Miss Ashton—whether you have 
such a lady on your staff or not— 
can reasonably be allocated to a 
specific message. 

How to Test 
Immediate Response Ads 

Coupons brought in. This tech-
nique makes it easy to determine 
just how well a particular ad pulls. 
If the same ad is running on dif-
ferent dates, or in different publi-
cations, key it so you'll be able to 
separate the replies. Perhaps ads 
in the Sunday paper are best for 
you, or maybe ads in the televi-
sion supplement pull most replies. 
You won't know until you key the 
ads. You can use department num-
bers ("Reply to Desk 23, or Drawer 
11, or Dept. 100"), names ("Mail 
to Miss Brown") or office numbers 
("Send this coupon to Ste. 20, or 
Office No. 66"). 
Phone or mail requests. Rarely 

will people use key numbers such 
as desk or department numbers 
when phoning or writing. So, if 
you're offering a pamphlet on your 
services, give it a title or number, 

and display this prominently. Most 
people will ask or write for "Book-
let B" or "Date Brochure." 

Split runs. Most publications 
can split your ad. In some of their 
press runs they will run "Ad A," 
in the balance "Ad B." This is an 
excellent way to determine the re-
spective merits of two different 
types of ads. In "A," for example, 
you might want to use a coupon 
which requests one of your sales-
men to call. In "B" you might 
stress that no salesman will call. 
Many people are wary of being 
bothered by salesmen, and will 
not answer coupon ads unless the 
latter assurance is given. But there 
are many exceptions, and the peo-
ple in your system's area may ac-
tually prefer talking with a sales-
man rather than just reading a 
brochure. 

Limited offers. If you have a 
special offer available for a limited 
time, and your ads proclaim this, 
you can gauge effectiveness by the 
amount of business you do. You 
might, for instance, offer free in-
stallation of your cable for a one-
week period, provided the sub-
scriber signs up for a minimum 
one-year period. You might fur-
ther specify that this bonus will 
be given only to those customers 
who actually request it. It won't 
be difficult to see how effective 
your ad was. An advantage of this 
method is that you can have sev-
eral different offers running at the 
same time, sort of a split run sit-
uation. In your radio ads, offer a 
free magazine subscription. In 
print ads, offer the free installa-
tion. By direct mail offer a low-
priced TV lamp, and so on. In all 
offers specify that the buyer must 
actually request the premium. 
You'll have an excellent indication 
of the pulling power of the various 
media, and because you're making 
the offers available only to those 
who ask for them, your promotion 
costs won't be too high; many cus-
tomers won't see the various ads 
and will sign up at the regular 
rates. 

How to Test Attitude Ads 

Attitude advertising is generally 
spread over a longer period than 
immediate response ads. You try 
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to measure the results of each ad 
and the cumulative effect of all 
ads. 
Because immediate response ad-

vertising is easiest to measure, you 
can easily determine sales made 
by it. The rest of your sales can 
be said to represent the contribu-
tion made by attitude advertising. 
(Direct business written by sales-
men, and not as the results of ad-
vertising leads, can also be de-
ducted.) 
Make your comparisons accord-

ing to the same frequency as your 
attitude ads. If you run them 
weekly, for example, at the end of 
the week after the ad appears, 
compare that week's net business 
(gross volume less immediate re-
sponse and salesmen's volume) 
with sales for the same week a 
year ago. At the end of the second 
week, compare your sales with 
those at the end of the first week 
as well as year ago figures. Repeat 
this process each week. This will 
give you the cumulative value of 
your attitude advertising as well 
as the results of single ads. 
Remember to make allowances 

for unusual situations. If a large 
employer in your area has a shut-
down, or suffers a strike, this will 
affect your new business. 
If a specific ad really pulls, try 

repeating it as long as business 
volume warrants it. Some large 
advertisers use the same ad for 
years before diminishing results 
make it unprofitable. 
Immediate response ads can be 

tested in a vacuum; they either 
pull or they don't. But your atti-
tude ads must be checked over a 
period of time. Each specific ad is 
a building block in the message 
you're trying to get across. If 
you're advertising with skill, your 
total volume from this type of ad-
vertising will climb up almost con-
tinually. 
Measuring advertising results is 

not a science. It is as accurate, 
say, as the television ratings. Both 
leave quite a bit to be desired. But 
both are much better than noth-
ing, and, if they do nothing else, 
they indicate trends before a soli-
tary falling stone turns into an 
avalanche. And an avalanche of 
poor advertising can literally bury 
your cable television system. 

A new $4.25 switch 
turns subscribers' sets into 
24-channel receivers. 
Simply mount the new Amphenol CATV switch on the back of the set 

with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The switch connects dual-cable lead-in 
with the antenna terminals. Subscribers can switch between two sets of 12 
CATV channels by moving the slide from Cable A to Cable B. 

Amphenol's CATV switch provides superior performance in dual-
channel systems. Crosstalk for the new unit is —55 db at 250 MHz. Units 
are available with a common output of either 75 or 300 ohms. The high 
impact polystyrene case protects against shock. 

The price of Amphenol's switch is amazingly low—the 75-ohm version is 
only $4.25 each in quantities of 5,000 or more. 

Talk to Amphenol about doubling the number of channels you can de-
liver with this new CATV switch. Amphenol RF Division, 33 E Franklin 
St., Danbury, Conn. 06810. 

AMPHENOL 
THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION 
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Head-end Packages Custom 

Made; Custom Shipped 
To the list of head-end equip ment revie wed in the 
pages last month must be added the head-end packages 
produced by Davco Electronics Corporation. While the fir m 
does not manufacture the co mponents, Davco-built head-ends 
are a distinct product, in use in many syste ms. 

The Batesville, Ark. plant of 
1 Davco Electronics Corporation 
has produced many signal proces-
sing systems to order for CATV'ers 
around the country, and continues 
to make the assembly and installa-
tion of custom designed head-ends 
a major part of Davco's operations. 
Having installed one of the first 
five-channel head-end control units 
in January, 1955, Jim Davidson's 
national CATV supply firm now 
designs and builds equipment 
packages for head-ends carrying 
up to 12 channels video plus taped 
and FM music channels. 
A unique aspect of Davco's 

operation is the use of the firm's 
twin-engine Aztec aircraft for 
delivery of assembled head-end 
equipment racks, as well as the 
other CATV products marketed by 
the Batesville-based supplier. 
In addition to producing the 
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Signal processing equipment is shown being assembled in Davco's plant. Similar 
equipment is in use at systems throughout the nation. 

\pfb4 
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Davco's "Functional Design" head-end packages are completely assembled and 
checked out at the Batesville plant. Above is a 12-channel signal processing system 
which also provides for two taped-music and two FM channels. 

"Functional Design" head-end 
packages, the firm also supplies 
and installs head-end hardware, 
including towers, antenna arrays, 
buildings and associated materials. 
The flexible approach which Davco 
pioneered in the CATV supply 

business, that is supplying any-
thing from small accessories to 
completely installed systems, is also 
the basis upon which the firm's 
head-end services operate—an ap-
proach for which the firm is well 
known throughout the industry. 

Head-end equipment is shown after 
unloading from Davco aircraft at 
Grenada, Miss. airport for processing of 
five video signals in that community. 
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Light in Weight. 
Heavy in OnoIv... 

TYPE HUZ 
VHF FIELD STRENGTH 

INDICATOR 

F E A T U R E S 

C O VE R S F M, T V, AI R C R AF T, 

P O LI C E, M O BI LE B A N D S 

11 4 7 T O 2 2 5 M Hz 

1 u V —1 0 0 n.n V 

• AIN/1/FIV1 D E TE C TI O N 

• P O R T A BL E — O N L Y 9 L B B. 

111 B ATTE R Y O PE R ATE D 

• S ELF C ALI B R ATI N G 

II S EL E C TI VE V OL T M ETE R 

Get The Extra Capability, 
Greater Reliability, and 
Longer Useful Life Of ... 

A P P LI C A TI O N S 

Type HUZ VHF Field Strength Meter being 
completely portable and light weight is an ex-
cellent instrument for both field and labora-
tory. Make survey measurements to determine 
propagation conditions, polarization, and radi-
at;on patterns. Find the most effective location 
for receiving antennas. Tile HUZ also is a se-
lective voltmeter. Measure antenna voltage, 
and compare to the field strength, computing 
the effective height and gain of the antenna. 
Measure antenna cables for attenuation. Thus 
determine the overall efficiency of the receiv-
ing system. Make measurements under various 
weather conditions to determine effects of 
icing, humidity, etc. With the directional capa-
bilities of the HUZ, it is used in the field or 
laboratory for locating and measuring interfer-
ence or surveillance. Use of the special ignition 
probe permits measurements of automotive 
noise. 

ROHDE & SCH WARZ 
111 LEXINGTON AVENUE, PASSAIC, N. J. 07055 • 201-773-8010 

Inquiries outside the U.S.A. should be made to: Rohde & Schwarz, Muehldorfstrasse 15, Munchen 8, West Germany. 



Developing Effective 

Public Relations 
Dozens of opportunities to build your syste m's 
public image are available. Outlined below are specific 
methods and techniques which you can use to develop an 
effective public relations progra m for your fir m. 

By Robert E. Cowley 
Flagstaff Television and Cable Co. 

M uch confusion exists in the minds of many sys-
tem operators concerning the relationship be-

tween advertising and public relations. Many do not 
realize that public relations encompasses all methods 
available for influencing public opinion, and that paid 
advertising is only one of these methods. 

Most cable system managers have developed 
direct advertising programs which are fairly adequate. 
Effective use of these programs enables them to tell 
the cable story exactly as they wish and under what-
ever conditions they desire. Direct advertising is an 
extensively used and highly necessary medium and 
provides a direct line of communication between 
buyer and seller. 
Too often, however, the operator who develops an 

adequate direct advertising program tends to relax, 
and feels that he is fully utilizing the available meth-
ods to "sell" his system to the public. There are many 
other "indirect" advertising channels to public opin-
ion however, which can prove to be as valuable as 
ads. The story in the newspaper, the opinion of the 
editorial, the news item on radio or television, the 
newspaper picture, all carry their messages deeply 
into the awareness of the public. 
It is surprising that this has not been recognized 

more widely by cable operators. Systems with adver-
tising budgets of thousands of dollars frequently make 
little effort to develop any aspect of public relations 
except paid advertising, and small systems are almost 
totally devoid of effective P.R. programs. 

John Q. Public Is a Rare Bird 
What can be done to develop a complete public 

relations program for your system? First, it must be 
realized that John Q. Public has several specific char-
acteristics. Those wishing to make effective use of all 
aspects of P.R. should be aware of these character-
istics, and ready to capitalize on them. The average 
American for instance, reads on a sixth grade level, 
so concepts must be simply stated and clearly worded. 
Second, he believes virtually everything he sees in 
print or hears via communications media except ob-

viously paid advertising. He is not a critical reader. 
The story that appears in the news or feature columns 
of a respected publication is usually accepted by a 
reader at its face value. He assumes it has passed the 
close scrutiny of a capable editor and has received his 
approval. He assumes that the editor would not have 
used the story had he had any doubts about it. On 
the other hand, the material placed in the advertising 
section is admittedly "axe-grinding" and has been ac-
cepted for publication only because it has been paid 
for by you. Third, John Q. reads or listens only to 
what interests him. And his interests are determined 
by four criteria of news value: timeliness—did it just 
happen or is it last month's news?; proximity—was it 
close to home?; size—was it very big or very small?; 
and importance—to "me." Fourth, "one picture is 
worth at least a thousand words." All of these consid-
erations should be kept in mind when an operator 
seeks to publicize his system. 

Are You Getting "Free" Advertising? 
Is the job you're doing in securing free coverage 

and publicity for your system as effective as possible? 
To see if this is true, let's combine a short test with 
some concrete examples of where you, as a system op-
erator, should be receiving free coverage. 
(1) Did your local newspaper run a series of 

stories, with pictures, on the construction of your sys-
tem? Was it covered by the radio station? 
(2) Was there newspaper and radio coverage when 

your system was officially energized or of your grand 
opening ceremonies? 
(3) Were there newspaper and radio stories as you 

reached subscriber levels? 500, 1000, 2500, etc? 
(4) Did stories and pictures appear on the ap-

pointment of key personnel? Do they appear now as 
someone advances within your system? 
(5) Do stories of personnel and corporate changes 

of your parent company appear in your local press, 
with mention of your system? 
(6) As you add new equipment, extend your sys-

tem, or add channels, do stories appear? 
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TRANSFORMERS.  Wide  band 
matching transformers. Special 
materials and construction extend 
usefulness to future 12-plus chan-
nel systems. Metal cases with plas-
tic covers for RFI shielding and 
shock prevention. MODEL X5. Bal-
anced on secondary . . . low loss 
. . . high isolation. MODEL X10. 
Symmetrical  secondary  winding 
precisely balanced to ground . . . 
highest off-air signal reje.ction. 

2. WAY SPLITTER 

MODEL E102 

AQUA 

C•TV 

4-WAY IPLITTER 
21 k RO M VOA  el. 

CO WAN,/ soC 

CATY  vrs•o,  ) 
&w ave  Ver.  131011 

SPLITTERS. Two and four way. 
Compact . . . lightweigh . . . uni-
form power division . . . over 30 
DB isolation across ertire band. 
Either model useable as a com-
biner. Sealed weatherproof hous-
ing for eaves mounting. Pressure 
sensitive backing for simple, rapid 
installation on any flat surface. 

In a class by the mselves 
... all new, radically different, vastly superior, 
thoroughly reliable CATV accessories by 
Aqua . . . the precision name in the TV field 

A 
Engineered by 
S. W. PA!, 

vice-president, 
Aqua CATV Division 

A   VERSATAP 

An important major breakthrough in CATV 
directional tap design and only Aqua has it. 

Versatap requires only one model for both metropolitan and rural installa-
tions . . . totally weatherproof . . . gives uniform signal level at each set 
location . . no conductor pi.11out . .. no RFI leakage. Two o- four ports . . . 
six values, permanently color-coded for instant identification. Plus many 
other advantages. 

VERSATAP is versatile. Add any iesired number of  VERSATAP DUAL UNIT. Two taps on 
outlets by using two or more Versa-aps together, end-  one support. Cuts cost of installing 
to-and. No additional mismatch. Anodized slim line  two wire systems. Eliminates cross 

housing is only 11/2  in diameter, 81/4" long.  talk. Handles up to 19 channels. 

W re or phone today for further information about the rapidl, growing line of 

Aqua better engineered, better made, totally reliable CATV products. 

A 
109 Leo Avenue 

A 
Phone 315/463-4531 

IN S T R U M E N T 
CO MPANY,  INC. 

CATV DIVISION 

Syracuse, N.Y. 13206 



jusi 
swallowed 
the greatest 
thing going! 

it 

TRIMLIN  
Its the only connector that gives you one installing 
operation, captivates the aluminum cable sheath, 

center conductor, activates two seals to give you 

complete water protection and has a pressure stop. 

IT WA rZA  RE 
CONNECTORS 

1051 Clinton St., N.Y. 14240 (716)854-5442 

3650 Weston Rd., Ontario, Canada (416)742-3577-78 

(7) Do FCC, court or legislative decisions impor-
tant to CATV appear in local press coverage? 
(8) Do important events which your system stages 

receive at least three spreads in newspaper and on 
radio (i.e. when plans are announced, just prior to the 
event, and a follow-up article with pictures)? 
(9) Have feature stories on CATV ever appeared 

in your local press? 
(10) Has an editorial on CATV or your system 

ever appeared? 
If the answer to any of these questions is "no," 

you are not taking full advantage of public relations 
opportunities. 

For Best Results: Work With the Press 
To obtain the best possible coverage for your sys-

tem you must develop both an understanding of, and 
a close working relationship with, the press of your 
community. The working relationship will come 
through continuous personal contact and special 
treatment afforded newsmen who come to cover any 
aspect of your system. The understanding of your 
local press is, however, a primary necessity for the be-
ginning of an improvement program. 
There are particular problems and characteristics 

of local newspapers and radio stations. A working 
knowledge of these will be of help to you in increas-
ing your press coverage. 
Most cable operators will be dealing with so-called 

"small-town newspapers" and radio stations. It is im-
portant to realize that most dailies and stations in 
cities with populations of 50,000 and under face a se-
rious shortage of staff members. They would prefer to 
use more local news, but do not have the staff to pro-
vide it. So, they rely on "canned," third-rate stories 
from the wire services to fill their column space or 
time. They do this, not of choice, but of necessity. 
They welcome and desire local stories, but must rely 
on companies and institutions with public relations 
departments for the majority of such material. Ed-
itors realize that a relatively insignificant local story 
will pull more readership or attention than a more 
important story half a continent away. 
However, in spite of the editor's need and desire 

for local items, many firms still fail to get their news 
releases published or broadcast. The rejections are 
usually due to poor writing. A basic knowledge of 
radio-newspaper writing is essential to a successful 
news release program. The lack of staff strength men-
tioned before, along with constant deadlines, prohibit 
the reworking or rewriting of most news releases by 
editors. Either a story is suitable to print or broad-
cast when received or it ends up in "file 13." 

A Word About Commercialism 
Too many writers tend to become over-eager in 

their first news release efforts. The thought of free 
publicity for their system causes them to include a 
great deal of commercialism in their press releases. 
This can be fatal to a release. Editors do not like to 
be taken advantage of and they can spot a conuner-
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Our total product line consists of two items: 

Complete CATV System Design 
and Complete System Construction. 

VW 

We offer highest quality in each for new systems 
or rebuild of existing systems. 

Our constant objét1 1 are to design and build 
the best CATV systems possible, and to provide 
you with every possible service during your pro-
ject. We know that total integration of system de-
sign and construction, including complete head-
end surveys, assures top efficiency in building, 
highest system performance. CSC specializes in 
total CATV design and construction . . under-
stands your problems . . . knows how to solve 
them. 

PRECISE PLANNING 

Detailed pole maps showing house count by street 
and pole line inspection for make-ready re-
arrangements provide you with accurate infor-
mation to determine overall system cost per 
home. Minimum down time in system rebuild, 
whether your present plant consists of a thousand 
or twenty thousand subscribers, assures you the 
best public relations. 

EXPERIENCE 

CSC backs every project with 7 year's nationwide 
experience in CATV system construction, includ-
ing both aerial and underground techniques. 

6 . 

Only full-time permanent personnel— people who 
know CATV—form CSC's crews. Surveyors . . . 
linemen . . . technicians . . . all are craftsmen 
whose only standard is to give you maximum 
quality. 

INDEPENDENCE 

Benefit from the unique services cf an in-
dependent contractor. No direct ties with equip-
ment manufacturers or suppliers assures selec-
tion of equipment based on maximum return for 
your investment. CSC is completely ob.ective in 
this vital function. Selection is made for your 
system's requirements .. . and with your unique 
problems in mind CSC works full time with you 
as well as for you. 

COMPLETE SERVICE 

CSC handles the entire system design and con-
struction project for you. Every detail is planned 
to remove the worry from your shoulders. If 
you're looking for total CATV experience that 
guarantees superior workmanship in every phase 
of construction, contact us for courteous con-
sultation. 

Let CSC handle your turnkey project . . . 

we'll make your problems our problems. 
i r 

Call Jim Nishimur 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
•  140 EAST MAIN STREET  • HUNTINGTON, N.Y. 11743  • 

CORP. 
516) 271 1262 

CO MPLETE  SYSTE M  CAPABILITY 
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We'd like to 
Work for You! 
We're one of the largest, most experienced 
CATV construction firms in the nation ... 
and we'd like to help you build or 
modernize your system! We're independent, 
we're nationwide, and we have the know-
how to build the finest quality and highest 
profitability into your system. We'd like 
the opportunity to review your proposed 
project. For experienced, professional 
counsel without obligation—call us— 
collect! 

I Stan Social 
Corporation l 

217 W. Houston, Tyler, Texas 
Area Code (214) LY3-0911 

cialistic item immediately. If you have something 
newsworthy to say, say it, mention your system by 
name, and stop. Flowery adjectives or subtle sales 
messages have no place in news releases. What too 
few operators realize is that simply keeping their sys-
tem and personnel before the public is the most val-
uable advertising possible. 
Include good quality, glossy, black and white 

photos with newspaper releases whenever possible. 
More readers "read" pictures than stories and editors 
like them for this reason. Be sure to include caption 
information for the editor's use. Such information 
should include the names and titles of persons in the 
photo and a brief summary of the event or activity in 
which they are involved. 
Keep your releases timely. If something happens 

today it should be in tomorrow's paper at the latest. 
Most papers have early morning deadlines, so be care-
ful to help the editor meet them. Old news is no news. 

Be Considerate: Coordinate Your Program 
In many cases a problem of coordination between 

radio and newspapers will be encountered. No news-
paper editor likes to hear a local item on the 7 a.m. 
news which he has appearing in that evening's paper. 
For this reason, it is best to maintain good relations 
with both segments of the press by releasing prepared 
stories to newspapers somewhat before broadcasters 
receive them. 
Most small newspapers use prepared editorials 

from wire and other services. For this reason, some 
systems have found it possible to prepare editorials 
for the local paper. Or you might want to use a par-
ticularly good editorial from a trade magazine. This 
is a delicate area, however, and no editorial should be 
submitted to a newspaper without a prior conference 
with the newspaper editor and with his full knowl-
edge of what you intend to do. It is also important 
that the writer's approval be obtained. 

How's Your Attitude? 
Finally, attitude is a vitally important aspect of 

working with the press. Never adopt the attitude 
that you are providing them with an indispensable 
service. True, you are helping them do their job bet-
ter, but they are helping you far more by giving you 
a type of publicity which you could not buy for any 
amount. 
News release type of publicity should be a co-

equal partner with paid advertising in a comprehen-
sive public relations program. Both newspaper and 
radio news editors are influenced by your commercial 
advertising program and will be much more likely to 
give your release good treatment if you are a regular 
advertising account. 
In addition to paid advertising and a good P.R. 

program, you need to use other tools such as special 
promotions, paid public-service advertising, etc. But 
never feel you have fulfilled your system's public re-
lations potential with only a successful direct adver-
tising campaign.  0 
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Solve signal transmission problems 
by calling Pruzan, now. 

A quick collect call to 206 624-6505 will deliver to 
your front door products from the leading CATV manu-
facturers. Products selected by Pruzan to give you the 
best solution to a particular signal transmission problem. 

Need product solutions to other CATV problems? 
Need them fast? Good. Pruzan has the answers and the 

SIGNAL TRANSMISSION PROBLEM SOLVERS 

large stocks to back them up. Products from over 100 
manufacturers for CATV keep our shelves full. These 

well-stocked shelves provide assurance that your order 
will be shipped the same day it is received. So, whether 
your need is a problem one or not, try Pruzan for all your 
CATV supplies. 
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Blonder-Tongue 
Model CVB-45P 
A new, solid-state VHF/FM broad band indoor 
amplifier with an extremely flat bandpass for 
best color signal transmission. Tilt and gain 
controls for low and high bands for more accu- 
rate signal balancing. A direct replacement for 
B-T's MLA-FM and other tube type models, 
the CVB-45P is designed for continuous use in 
distribution systems. Specifications: Band- 
pass: 54-108 and 174-216 MHz + 0.5 db. Gain: 
43 db minimum, channels 2-13 and FM. Maxi- 
mum Output: + 56 dbmv (7 channels) for  57 
dbmv cross modulation. Power Requirements: 
117 VAC. 
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Craftsman Model 
This modular amplifier tap 
nal losses in long drop cables 
the need for additional booster 
It provides 18 db gain for one 
low insertion loss from the 
line. All-channel solid state 
vides for one, two, three, or 
tap outputs. Tap changes are 
proof. .412 through fittings 
strand mountings are standard. 
fittings are available on special 
fications: Gain: 18 db with one-way 
plate; 14 db with two-way 
11 db with three or four-way 
Bandwidth: 50 MHz to 220 
Capability: 40 db minimum. 
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four modular 
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SKL 7300 Line Extender 
Use this model for quality color transmission. 
This sophisticated unit comes housed in a 
waterproof cast aluminum box. It mounts easily 
on the messenger and comes equipped with 
seized-center connectorless fittings for direct 
insertion of the distribution cable—an installa-
tion that takes only minutes. The extraordinary 
flexibility of the SKL 7300 is facilitated with 
fixed plug-in pad and wide-range manual gain 
and tilt controls for precise adjustments. Speci-
fications: Bandwidth: 50-220 MHz. Response 
Flatness: +1.0 db. Gain at 216 MHz: 24 db 
minimum. 

On orders of 150 lbs. and over. Pruzan pays the freight to anywhere in the continental U.S.A. 

CATV, Communication & Power Line Supplies 

P RLIZAN CO MPANY 
Phone 206 + 624-6505 1963 FIRST AVENUE SO. SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98134 

. . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . 

PRUZAN COMPANY • 1963 First Avenue South  • Seattle, Wash. 98134 

Please send me more information on: 
SKL 7300 Line Extender 
1 Blonder-Tongue CVB-45P 
; Craftsman MAT-I8 

Firm Name 

Address . _ 

City_ . 

Your Name 

State  Zip 

Title 

MORE INFORMATION 

For full catalog information 

and prices on these products, 

or any of your CATV supply 

needs, mail this coupon today, 

or call us collect at 

206/624-6505. 

Please send me your complete "In Stock" catalog. 



The Case For Buried Plant: 
Some Specific Advantages 
Buried plant is traditionally thought of as more 
expensive than aerial. The following article presents an 
argu ment to the contrary, listing several specific financial 
and technical advantages for going underground. 

By Steve Nicol 
Engineering Associate 
Systems Design Engineering 

There are definite financial and 
1 technical advantages in the 
use of buried cable for CATV. Any 
problems which may be encoun-
tered by burying CATV facilities 
would be outweighed by the tech-
nical, economic and safety advan-
tages. The use of vibrating plows 
and the development of new ma-
terials, are gradually bringing costs 
down. 
From an economic standpoint 

there are two main consideration:, 
when designing a CATV trunk sys-
tem; low first cost (capital cost) 
and low operation and mainte-
nance cost (annual charges). The 
simplest way to satisfy these re-
quirements is to keep the number 
of amplifiers used in a system at a 
minimum and to provide a cable 
system which is relatively free of 
troubles. Annual charges, of course, 
are made up of taxes, interest, de-

TABLE I Aerial Buried 

Tax 2.0% 2.0' 
Interest 6.0% 6.0 
Depreciation 5.8% 3.3% 
Maintenance 2.38% 2.03% 
Administration 5.0% 5.0% 

Total Annual 
Costs 

21.18% 18.33% 

predation, maintenance, and ad-
ministration. The tax, interest and 
administration charges depend on 
local conditions and would be con-
stant for either aerial or buried 
facilities, whereas, the mainte-
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Figure 1 Samp e CATV Trunk System Design 

TABLE II Aerial Buried 

a.  number of amplifiers in cascade 34 34 
b.  amplifier gains + 22 dli +22 dB 
c.  total ga,n 748 dB 748 dB 
d.  equipment insertion losses 168 dB 154 dB''' 
e.  available gain for cable attenuation @ 70°F 
f. % of attenuation change due to temperature 

fluctuation (.11% per degree F change in temp.) 

580 dB 594 dB 

3.3% 
aerial -40°F to +140 'F 19.8"; 
buried + 20'F to +50°F 20.0 dB 

g.  temperature change in dB (per Graph III) 116 dB 
h.  number of agc units required to compensate for 3 

"g" g., 8 dB agc unit 15 
i.  maximum trunk distance @ +140°F 58 KFT 67.5 KFT 

(per Graph I) @ +50°F 1.980 ft. 
I.  average distance section 1.700 ft. 2.8 dB 
k.  dB advantage section (temp.) 

dB advantage section (insertion loss) 
total dB advantage section 

2 dB 

3.0 dB 
I.  total advantage in feet section 300 ft. 

* less insert on loss for buried facility as fewer thermatic equalizers requred 
"g" shows stability advantage 
-k" shows dB advantage 
-I** shows distance advantage 

TV Communications 



nance and depreciation would vary 
with the type of facility. 
The maintenance figures used in 

this paper were obtained from op-
erating American systems. The 
annuity depreciation was calcu-
lated as follows: Annuity deprecia-
tion rate = (future worth to an-
nuity factor) x (100% of first cost 
— net salvage). Depreciation of 
buried cable was based on techno-
logical obsolescence rather than 
physical deterioration; whereas 
the aerial cable depreciation was 
based on physical deterioration 
alone. No salvage value was as-
sumed. 
Aerial cable was depreciated 

600 

over a 12 year period and buried 
cable over 18 years. Table I shows 
the calculated annual charges for 
3/4 inch coaxial cable. 
In CATV cable transmission 

systems, cable attenuation and 
slope changes are the two most 
important factors requiring com-
pensation.  Cable  attenuation 
changes 0.11% per degree F, and 
has the same effect on cable slope 
as the changing of the physical 
length. Temperature compensating 
amplifiers, thermatic equalizers, 
and automatic gain control cir-
cuits, that have been developed, 
do an efficient job of restoring the 
stability of the cable. This loss of 
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Figure 2: CATV Trunk Design for 3/4 
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CURVE 

A 8 

NO. OF AMPS 34 34 
AMP GAINS 22 dB 22 dB 
NO OF AGC AMPS 14 3 
NO OF THREMATIC 
EQUALIZERS 11 2 

MAX. DISTANCE 41 KFT, 46.5KFT 

AN ADVANTAGE OF 135 dB IS INCLUDED IN -B 
CURVE THIS IS DUE TO LESS INSERTION LOSS NEE[ 
ING ONLY 2 THERMATIC EQUALIZERS 

Fig 
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ure 3: CATV Trunk Design for 1/2"  Coax Aerial vs. Buried Construction. 

stability due to ambient tempera-
ture fluctuations would be almost 
eliminated if the cable were buried. 

A disadvantage common to all 
AGC systems, using a pilot car-
rier, is that no distinction is made 
between carrier level variations 
due to temperature change and 
those due to a system malfunction. 
A drop in gain in a defective am-
plifier would be compensated for 
by the succeeding AGC unit, re-
sulting in an increase in noise 
level. If this increase in noise level 
is not noticed, a defective ampli-
fier may be in the circuit for some 
time, resulting in a system which 
is not operating at peak per-
formance. 

Figure 1 is a sample section of 
an aerial trunk system showing 
normal operating levels. It should 
be noted that for normal design of 
aerial systems, every third ampli-
fier requires an AGC unit (SA-1A 
with AGC). A thermal equalizer 
(STE), which is usually placed at 
the input of the amplifier preced-
ing each AGC unit, is required and 
compensates for approximately 58 
dB of cable slope. 
When designing a CATV sys-

tem, the length of the facility, or 
the number of amplifiers which 
can be cascaded, is determined by 
the system's design parameters. 
To establish the design para-
meters, the following must be con-
sidered: amplifier inputs, amplifier 
outputs, amplifier gains, signal-to-
noise ratio, cross-modulation prod-
uct hum, phase, echo and stability. 
By designing a large dedicated 
system for approximately 70,000 
subscribers, it was found that the 
average 22 dB amplifier section was 
1700 feet, for 3/4 inch aerial design. 
This includes cable loss, equipment 
insertion losses for thermal and 
slope equalizers, splitters, direc-
tional couplers and bridging am-
plifier losses. 
The example being considered 

here uses 34 amplifiers in cascade. 
This satisfies our design para-
meters of 45 dB S/N and 57 dB 
X-mod figure (these are not over-
all system parameters but for the 
trunk portion only). Main line am-
plifier gains of 22 dB were used, 
with inputs of +12 dBmv and 
outputs of +34 dBmv. 
The comparison shown in Table 
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This was the E-V Model 635. 
It started a tradition 

of excellence in 
dynamic microphones. 

•  This is the new 
E-V Model 635A. 

It's better  41-eft. 
in every way! 

How can a microphone as good as 
the E-V Model 635 be made obso-

lete? By making it better! It wasn't easy. 
After all, professional sound engineers 
have depended on the 635 since 1947. 
During this time, the 635. earned a 

reputation for toughness and depenc.-
ability that was unrivalled by other 
omnidirectional dynamics. And internal 
changes through the years have kept the 
635 well in the forefront of microphone 
design. 
But now the time has come for an all 

new 635: the Electro-Voice Model 635A. 
It's slimmer, for easier hand-held use. 
Lighter, too. With a slip-in mount (or 
accessory snap-on Model 311 mount) for 
maximum versatility on desk or floor 
stands. The new, stronger steel case re-

duces hum pickup, and offers a matte, 
satin chromium finish perfect for films 
or TV. 
The new 635A is totally new inside, 

too—and all for the best. A new four-
stage filter keeps "pops" and wind noise 
out of the sound track, while guarding 
against dirt and moisture in the micro-
phone, completely eliminating any need 
for external wind protection. Of course 
you still get high output (-55db) and 
smooth, crisp response. And you can 
still depend on the exclusive E-V Acou-
stalloy* diaphragm that is guaranteed 
against failure for life* (it's that tough)! 
We expect to see plenty of the "old" 

635's in daily use for years. But more 
and more, the new 635A will take over 
as the new standard. It's easy :o find out 

YON 

6.35A  Microphone T82.00 List. (Normal trade discounts apply.) 

why: just ask your E-V Professional 
Microphone distributor for a free dem-
onstration in your studio. Or write us 
today for complete data. We'll be proud 
to tell you how much better the new 
Model 635A really is! 

*The E-V Professional Microphone Guarantee: All E-V pro-
fessional microphones are guaranteed UNCONDITIONALLY 
against malfunction for two years from date of purchase. 
Within this period, Electro-Voice will repair or replace, at no 
charge, any microphone exhibiting any malfunction, regard-
less of cause, including accidental aluse. In addition, all E-V 
microphones are GUARANTEED FOR LIFE against defects 
in the original workmanship and mwerials. 

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 1281 TV 
697 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

gLeret cc 
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES. INC 



II is for aerial vs. buried 3/4 inch 
cable, over 34 sections, for the 
above design considerations. 
The comparison shown in Fig-

ure 2 represents a distance advan-
tage, per section, of 15%. Calcula-
tions were also made for 1/2 inch 
coax per Figures 3 and 4, curve 
"A." The computations were, how-
ever, not tabulated as the results 
were the same as for buried 3/4 inch 
coaxial cable. Besides the distance 
advantage of 15%, we achieve a 
stability advantage which cannot 
be measured in dollars. 
Since we have now established 

the spacing per amplifier section, 
we can now calculate the capital 
costs for major items of equipment 
and cable. The calculations shown 
in Table III are for an eleven mile 
system which is equivalent to 34 
amplifier sections, using 34 inch 
aerial cable. 
Note that the cost spread per 

mile, between aerial and buried 
facilities, for equipment and cable 

REPRINTS... 

J
Dual Cable Construction 
For More Then 12 Channels 

. . . of articles and advertise-
ments can be an effective 
method of promoting your 
services and products. 

FOR FULL INFORMATION 

WRITE TO: 

TV COMMUNICATIONS 
207 N.E. 38th STREET 

OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73105 
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40  —20  0  +2 +40  +60 . 68 .,. an . 100  .. 120 . 14 
TEMPERATURE 

'A" Coax @ 1 dB/100 70 F. 

TEMPERATURE CHANGE AERIAL  -40 TO • 140 F. BURIED • 20 TO • 50 F. 

58 KIT .a -40 F. 580 dB x .88 (from graph), 510 dB 

a + 20 F. 580 dB x 0.94 (from graph) = 545 dB 
a + 140 F. 580 dB x 1.08 (from graph)= 626 dB 
.a +50 F. 580 dB x 0.97 (from graph),_ 565 dB 

FLUCTUATION IN dB(STABILITY) 116 dB 20 dB 

1/2 " Coax @ 1.4 dB/100' 70 F. 

TEMPERATURE CHANGE AERIAL BURIED 

41 KFT (a: -40 F (410 x 1.4)x .88(fromgraph1= 504 dB 

4, + 20 F (410+1 4) , 0 94 (fromgraph),610dB 

4 +140 F. (410 x IA) x 1.08 (from graph)= 619dB 

(CE, +50 F. (410.1 .1  ' •.', fromgraph)= 58888 
RUCTUATION•IN dB (STABILITY) 115 dB 22 dB 

Figure 4: Temperature Correction Factor. 

TABLE Ill 

Aerial Buried Difference 

11 miles 3/4" coax 30.700 40.800 

AGC units @ $100 1.300 (15) 270 (3) 

Thermatic equalizers 620 112 
Main line amplifiers 24,000 (34) 20.000 (29) 

Totals for 11 miles $56.670 $61.182 $4.512 
Total per 1 mile (eqpt & cable) $ 5.160 $ 5.570 $ 410 
Total cable only mile $ 2.790 $ 3,700 $ 910 

The capital cost of cable mile was made up of the following items: 

(per mile) Aerial Buried 

new strand 385 

)4 inch cable 1.685 2.000 
Labor 720 1,700 
Totals $2.790 $3.700 

the strand value was halved as it was assJmed that some strand 
existed. 

has now narrowed to $410 per 
mile, whereas, for cable alone the 
spread is $910. 
From the above estimates, using 

the charges which were estab-
lished at the beginning of this 
paper, we can now calculate the 
Total Annual Charges: 
Aerial Facilities: The total an-

nual charges = (annual charge X 
capital cost) + pole rental/annum. 
Therefore total A.C. = [(21.8%) 

X ($5160)] + ($100) = $1190. 
Buried Facilities: Total A.C. 

(annual charges) x (capital cost) 
= (18.33%) X ($5570) = $1015. 
It can be noted that in a few 

years, the annual charges for aerial 
cable, will exceed the initial capi-
tal cost advantage. If we again 
consider stability, cost, safety, 
maintenance, and depreciation, to 
plow or not to plow is no longer 
the question. 
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IMPROVE 
YOUR IMAGE... 

TOP 

QUADRATE CHANNELER 
ANTENNAS 

-eliminate co-channel iiterference 
with high gain, wide band, narrow 
beamwidth design. Standard con-

figurations available for VHF, 
UHF, and long distance applica-

tions. 

TO 
PREAMPLIFIERS 

-minimize adjacent channel inter-
ference with reliable solid state 
construction. Field-effect-transis-
tor front ends can accept 10 to 
20 dB higher unwanted signal 
levels than ordinary hi-polar tran-
sistor preamplifiers. 

BOTTOM 
RECEIVERS 

-optimize head-end performance 
with low-noise modular units. 
Separate AGC systems eliminate 
the effects of selective fading. 
Field-effect-transistor R F ampli-
fiers minimize spurious responses 
and cross modulation. Compati-
ble with existing commercial 

equipment. 

For further information, contact 
Toni Smith, Marketing Manager, 
CATV 

SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, INC. 
Box 13654, Atlanta, Ga. 30324 

Tel. 404-938-2930, TWX 810-766-4912. 

TV Communications 



Pressurized Coaxial Cable 

For CATV Distribution 
Pressurized cable holds great pro mise for cable 
television. The advantages gained by its use, especially 
in underground syste ms, greatly outweigh the proble ms 
encountered with pressurization. 

By J. J. Nevin, 
Manager Coaxial Cable Division 
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp. 

W hen considering trends in co-
axial cable designs used in 

the CATV industry, one must con-
sider the use and future of the air 
dielectric or air spaced cables. 
First, one should review the 

function of coaxial cable in a 
CATV system. Simply stated, the 
cable acts as a medium for the dis-
tribution of information—at the 
present time television signals— 
over a given area. A close analog 
of the coaxial cable in a CATV 
system is the water pipe in a water 
distribution system. 

Mechanical And 
Electrical Properties 
The mechanical properties de-

sired in the coaxial cable are: that 
it be mechanically strong, yet 
flexible; that it be easy to install; 
that it be inherently waterproof, 
and that it be easy to splice or 
connect. The mechanical proper-
ties are mainly dependent on the 
outer conductor of armor. It then 
follows that the mechanical prop-
erties of an air dielectric cable are 
going to be similar to those of a 
foam or a solid dielectric cable 
since the outer conductor con-
structions are identical. Air di-
electric cable does, however, offer 
an advantage because it can be 
pressurized, thus preventing water 
or moisture problems. 
Desirable electrical properties 

for cable are minimum attenua-
tion per size or per dollar and uni-
formity, presently expressed in re-
turn loss. When electrical proper-
ties are considered, the advantage 
and future of the air dielectric 
cable becomes apparent. The 
method of manufacture is such 
that the uniformity of air dielec-
tric cable is inherently better than 
that of other types of coaxial 
cables. At the present time, this 
return loss characteristic (which is 
better than foam cables by 3dB 
to 6dB) is most important in criti-
cal trunk lines. In the future, as 
CATV systems begin to carry in-
formation other than television 
signals, this advantage will assume 
greater importance. 
Lower attenuation is another, 

perhaps the major advantage of 
air dielectric cable. Table I shows 
the significance of the reduced at-

tenuation characteristic of air as 
compared to foam dielectric cables 
in a CATV system. 
Table I indicates that, for a 

given outside diameter, amplifier 
spacing can be increased by 25 
percent using air instead of foam 
dielectric, resulting in a 25% re-
duction in the number of ampli-
fiers used. Table I also indicates 
that a 1/2-inch air cable can do the 
same job as a 3/4-inch foam cable. 
This fact assumes importance in 
major cities where rental of duct 
space is dependent on cable diam-
eter. The same comparison holds 
for 0.412-inch air and 1/2-inch foam 
cables. 

Air Dielectric 
Cable for Direct Burial 
It would not be proper to dis-

cuss air dielectric cables without 

Table I 

22dB Amplifier Spacing at Channel 13 

Cable  Footage Between Amplifiers  Amplifiers/Mile 

1" Air 4,000 ft. 1.32 

3/4 " Air 3.000 ft. 1.7i', 

3/4 " Foam 2.350 ft. 

1/2 " Air 2.150 ft. 2,35 

1/2 " Foam 1.700 ft. 3.1 

.412" Air 1,700 ft. 3.1 

.412" Foam 1.400 ft. 3.8 
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some mention of the advantage 
offered in a direct burial system. 
The discussion will not cover the 
mechanical protection or armor 
which can be used and is available 
for all types of cable, but will limit 
itself to the advantage of having a 
pressutized system underground. 

The Problem of Water 
When considering the installa-

tion of a CATV system in an un-
derground configuration, one of 
the major problems to be consid-
ered is water. While this problem 
also exists in an aerial installation, 
it is compounded in a burial sys-
tem due to the fact that the water 
has a pressure head behind it. The 
problems caused by water entering 
either a cable or connector in an 
aerial system where no pressure 
differential exists are well known. 
The magnitude of the water prob-
lem increases tremendously when 
cable and connectors are subjected 
to pressures of two to five psi 
which are common in direct burial 
systems. 
The water problem has caused 

many operators to decide that the 
disadvantages due to the moisture 
problem outweigh the other ad-
vantages of buried plant. One so-
lution to this problem is to use air 
dielectric cable and pressurize the 
underground plant. By maintain-
ing a positive pressure in the co-
axial cable system which is greater 
than the head pressure of the 
water in the ground, freedom from 
water in the system can be as-
sured. 
Amplifiers, splitters and taps 

can also be pressurized. The com-
ponent connections are designed 
to allow bypass of the pressurizing 
agent when the line equipment is 
opened or removed from the sys-
tem for maintenance. Thus indi-
vidual components can be checked 
without total loss of pressure in 
the cable system. 
Another advantage of a pres-

surized system, for aerial as well 
as burial applications, is that con-
nectors can be checked out for 
proper installation before they are 
permanently set in place, thus 
helping to avoid future mainte-
nance problems. The newly-in-
stalled connector is pressurized 

and checked for leaks by the soap 
bubble or other simple methods. 
Improperly applied connections 
can thus be found and corrected 
at the time of installation, rather 
than when a failure occurs. 
In an unpressurized burial sys-

tem, waterproofing depends not 
only on the waterproofing mate-
rial, but also on the skill of the 
technicians who apply the con-
nectors and the material. There is 
no way of knowing how effective 
the waterproof seal is until a fail-
ure occurs, since no practical 
means exists of checking this seal 
before it is buried in the ground. 
A simple test can be made to 

demonstrate this problem. Make 
a splice in a piece of cable, water-
proof it and place it in a closed 
container filled with water. After 
applying a pressure head to the 
water for a period of time, check 
the free ends of the cable for mois-
ture or make an insulation resist-
ance test. This duplicates the en-
vironment of a connection in a 
buried cable plant quite closely. 

The Problem Of 
Ground Heaving 
One of the characteristics of di-

rect burial installations frequently 
overlooked is ground heaving. This 
is most critical in areas subject to 
heavy frosting, and should be con-
sidered in designing the water-
proofing for a cable connection. 
The waterproofing material must 
maintain its integrity after being 

subject to motion due to frost 
heaving. It is not uncommon for a 
system to operate for a number of 
months and then have a rash of 
failures occur as a result of a 
breakdown of the waterproofing 
material due to underground mo-
tion. In non-pressurized plants, 
any such rupture results in the en-
trance of water through the con-
nector. While it is true that frost 
heaves can also loosen seals in a 
pressurized system, water is kept 
out of the system by the escaping 
gas. The system stays operational 
until repairs can be made. 

Pressurization Systems 
The pressurization systems 

which are used in a coaxial cable 
system are very simple. One ex-
ample is the nitrogen gas method. 
This method utilizes nitrogen gas 
stored under high pressure in steel 
tanks. A standard nitrogen tank 
will contain 200 cubic feet of gas. 
The equipment to connect the 
tanks to the cable system normally 
consists of copper tubing, a regu-
lar valve and two pressure gauges. 
The cable connectors are equipped 
with pressurization ports which 
accept standard fittings. This 
method is generally used for very 
short cable runs. As replacement 
bottles cost approximately four 
dollars each, it is desirable to have 
a relatively pressure-tight system. 
The quantity of nitrogen gas re-
quired to pressurize a system to 
10 psi can be calculated by multi-

A simple by-pass device, such as illustrated on the amplifier above, can be used to 
enable the amplifier to be removed without loss of entire system pressure. 
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plying the normal volume of air 
for a given cable size by 1.67. For 
reference, a 1/2-inch air cable has 
one cubic foot of air per thousand 
feet while a one-inch air cable has 
three cubic feet of air per thou-
sand feet. 

Another method which is fre-
quently employed is the dehy-
drated air method. The dehydra-
tion and pressurization of air is 
accomplished by a mechanical de-
hydrator. Mechanical dehydrators 
consist of a dehydrating chamber, 

A typical hook-up using bottled, dry nitrogen to pressurize a system. 

Your 
Complete 
CATV 
Source 
Book! 

CAT 
Directory/ 

7968 

•  . . and more packed with vital information than ever 
before. The 1968 CATV Equipment Directory is your 
complete authoritative source of information of cable 
television equipment, services and manufacturers. This 
beautifully bound 184-page book contains thousands 
of listings of all segments of the CATV industry. It's 
ready to help you evaluate and select your equipment 
and services requirements. Send for your copy today! 

Year end Close-out price $3 00  
COMMUNICATIONS PUBLISHING CORP. 
207 N.E. 38th St.  Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105 _ } 
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a heating unit and an air compres-
sor. The dehydrating chamber 
contains a moisture-absorbing 
desiccant and is surrounded by 
the heating unit which dries the 
desiccant so that it does not re-
quire replacement. The air com-
pressor maintains cable pressure. 
The dehydrator is connected to 
the cable with copper tubing. The 
cable pressure is normally indi-
cated by a gauge on the dehy-
drator. This method will handle 
from 10 to 20 miles of cables at a 
cost of less than five hundred 
dollars. 

Conclusion 
While it is true to date that air 

dielectric cables have not found 
general application in the CATV 
industry, this has been mainly due 
to their higher cost and to oper-
ators' fears of pressurization prob-
lems. Now, air cables can be ob-
tained at a lower cost than equiva-
lent foam cables and pressuriza-
tion is proving to be an advantage 
rather than a problem. The future 
of air dielectric is bright. 0 

The Professional Journal of Cable Television 

Do you know that 
TV Communications is 
he only journal devoted 
entirely to the cable 
television industry? 

very issue is packed with incisive commentary on industry 
.evelopments, plus informative articles directed to both manager 
•ind technician. Climb aboard! Subscribe now and benefit from 
he series of special issues now running! 
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24 HOUR 
DELIVERY. 

The 0701 Line Extender Amplifier • 
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50MHz  270MHz 
Unretouched photo of oscilloscope trace showing signal 
bandwidth of C701 amplifier. Upper trace markers are 
50 MHz apart. Lower trace markers. 10 MHz apart. 

Minimum Full Gain-25 db 
Return Loss Rel to 75 ohms in-17db Min. 
Return Loss Ref to 75 ohms out-17 db Min. 
12 db cable equalization — 1/4 db 

Maximum Noise Fig. CH 13-10 db 
Maximum Noise Fig. CH 2-14 db 
(12 db equalization) 

CH 13 Output Capability-44 dbmv 
(12 channels-57 db Cross Mod) 

• 50 MHz to 270 MHz 

• linear within ±- 1/4 db 

• minimum full gain of 25 db 

Off-the-shelf delivery of the 20-channel 
C701 Line Extender Amplifier, right now! 
Unexcelled reliability of the improved 
C701 is assured by Conductron's long ex-
perience in space electronics R&D and 
manufacturing. And the mechanical design 
provides ease of installation and servicing 
that meets or exceeds any other amplifier 
on the market. 

For complete specifications of the first solid state 
line extender amplifier, in its improved form, write: 
Conductron Corporation, Marketing Dept. H, 3475 
Plymouth Road, Box 614, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48107 

com 1.I C 7-FE CIAI C O R P O R A TI O N 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 

DIVISIONS MICHIGAN ANN ARBOR • GRAND  • MISSOURI: ST CHARLES • CALIFORNIA: NORTHRIDGE • POMONA 
SUBSIDIARIES ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS. INC CHATSWORTH. CALIFORNIA • TRIDEA ELECTRONICS CO EL MONTE. CALIFORNIA 
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Micro wave Methods: 

Basic Cosiderations 
In the following, the author co mpares the for ms of 
microwave service which apply to CATV and proble ms unique 
to each method. Attention to these facts will help you 
in choosing the best service for your syste m. 

The cable system operator, 
when faced with bringing in 

distant television signals, may be 
somewhat confused because of cur-
rent rule making and the types of 
services which are available. The 
method used to obtain these sig-
nals is up to the operator, how-
ever, some facts related to equip-
ment, services, quality and relia-
bility should be known. There are 
several different methods of relay-
ing signals via microwave, and cer-

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

aaktbi 
Roland G. Yount is head of 

Trans Corn, Inc. of Denver. He 
graduated from Arizona State 
University with a B.S. degree in 
electronics and is a registered pro-
fessional engineer. For the first five 
years of his career he was chief 
engineer and director of engineering 
for several television stations in the 
Southwest including those at Al-
buquerque, Phoenix and Yuma. He 
also spent several years as manager 
of field engineering, systems engi-
neering and sales engineering for 
Collins Radio Company. 

tam n problems which can arise. 
At present visual and aural in-

formation is being relayed to 
CATV systems via common car-
rier, private user, CARS, and ex-
perimental radio distribution sys-
tems. The private user's system 
operating from 12.2 to 12.7 GHz is 
not considered here since licensing 
can no longer be obtained. 

Common Carrier Systems 

The common carrier frequency 
assignments with sufficient band-
width to handle visual information 
and retain adequate resolution are 
4, 6 and 11 GHz. Only the 11 GHz 
spectrum is now available to the 
miscellaneous common carrier, 
where previously the 4 and 6 0Hz 
frequencies could be used. How-
ever, the 4 and 6 GHz systems can 
be licensed for power splitting 
from existing transmitters. 

Although limited in spectrum, 
the microwave common carriers 
are not limited to poor equipment, 
since sophisticated remodulating 
and heterodyne equipment is avail-
able at 11 GHz. The remodulating 
system has been designed for short 
and medium-haul applications, 
where the heterodyne system has 
been designed for medium and 
long-haul applications. Long-haul 
equipment would dictate an im-
proved operational condition, that 
is an improved linearity, envelope 
delay, differential phase and gain, 
and propagation reliability with 
transmitter power up to 10 watts. 

The CARS System 

The non-common carrier Com-
munity Antenna Relay System 
has been assigned one band which 
is 12.7 to 12.95 GHz with channel 
assignments of 25 mc bandwidths. 
Both spectrum and bandwidth 
limit the capability of the system 
for high density and long haul ap-
plications. Higher density can be 
achieved with added isolation in 
the antenna systems which would 
improve cross modulation charac-
teristics caused by improper trans-
mitter and receiver frequency sep-
aration. Considerable increase in 
costs will be incurred because of 
the extra antennas, couplers, wave-
guide and heavier structures need-
ed to support the antenna system. 
The common carrier is generally 
not faced with these problems be-
cause of a greater spectrum assign-
ment and a coordinated frequency 
plan which allows good isolation 
and expansion capability. The 
CARS system now is limited to 
remodulating lower power equip-
ment, which reduces path lengths 
and limits system lengths. 

Amplitude Modulated Link 

We jump to 18.0 GHz with the 
Theta Corn Amplitude Modulated 
Link (AML) television system 
which is now being used in New 
York City and also has two links 
approved for experimental pur-
poses by the Federal Communica-
tion Commission. The exact loca-
tion where these systems will be 
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Telsta gives an old friend a lift. 
Telsta's pacesetting "SU" Aerial Lift, with new 
universal mounting system, mates perfectly with 
that long-familiar splicer body, or any other 
with similar specifications. The merger 
produces a vehicle gifted with unusual 
versatility while significantly lower-
ing costs of lift acquisition, opera-
tion, and maintenance. 

•  •  • 

Unique both in design and construction, "SU" Lifts feature: 
• Unbreakable rotation drive system — never needs adjustment 

• Electric-powered boom — extension boom telescopes on anti-
friction bearings 

• New triangular turret design produces maximum strength at minimum 
weight 

• Unique design of elevation unit places lifting cylinder at optimum geomet-
rical position on conical turret for maximum lifting leverage 
• Boom overhang eliminated —rotates fully within truck framework 
• Unitized drive assemblies with plug-in electrical connections facilitate maintenance 

New "SU" lifts incorporate other features once found only in 
other Telsta lines: Reliable, all-weather electric power from 
an independent engine generator; cadmium plating of 
critical wear areas; a self-leveling aerial basket with 
grounded power outlets and full-depth entry, to name 
but a few. 

Could be the lift you're looking for to beat 
rising equipment and labor costs. 
Write Telsta Corporation, a divi-
sion of General Cable Corp., 1700 
Industrial Road, San Carlos, 
California 94070. Or telephone 

•  (415) 591-7611. 

TELSTA cicc 
TELSTA CORPORATION 
A DIVISION OF GENERAL CABLE CORPORATION 



Over the past 3 ars 
there has been a arked 
change in the shot age of 
qualified CATV technicians. 

It's much worse. 

No one has to remind you that CATV technicians are hard to find— 
and that really qualified men are harder to find. It takes a thorough 
search and substantial training to assure the performance you want. 

That's where the National Cable Television Institute can help you. 
NCTI offers complete CATV technical correspondence courses 
ranging from Installer to Advanced Technician. Your men receive 
thorough instruction in every phase of CATV—from basic electronic 
theory to the details of system technical supervision—without 
interrupting their jobs. Every lesson is prepared by well-known CATV 
technical authorities. Courses are constantly updated to assure state-
of-the-art material. And our instructors maintain a personal interest 
in the progress of every student. 

NCTI courses can help improve your system's operation and 
employee potential through professional training. Make sure your 
technical personnel perform to their fullest capabilities ... Write 
us for information on the full curriculum of NCTI technical courses. 
Group plans are available, plus several options for individual and 
individual/employer financing. 

• um  mg 

I Gentlemen:  1 I 
I Please send me complete information of the full curriculum of NCTI 
technical courses. I am a: 
E] Multiple System Operator  System Manager 
Chief Technician  Installer/Technician 

NAME 
FIRM 
ADDRESS   
CITY  STATE  ZIP 

National Cable Television Institute 
207 N E 38TH STREET • OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105 

NMI  IIIN  I=  EMI MN 

constructed has not been decided. 
The AML system has been de-
signed for video distribution and 
relatively short-hop applications 
with 12 or 24 channel capabilities. 
Unlike the common carrier and 
CARS microwave, the VHF or 
UHF signal is not demodulated, 
but is converted to the higher 
band for relay to the distant re-
ceiver location and then converted 
back to the VHF or UHF chan-
nels. The system concept lends it-
self to a very practical urban or 
rural carrier where other micro-
wave or cable systems may be 
very costly. 

The Quasi Laser 

The Quasi Laser Link, with ap-
plication before the FCC is pro-
posed to operate somewhere around 
40 GHz. The system is designed for 
video distribution with path 
lengths up to 3 miles and it uses 
a time division modulation tech-
nique with capabilities of 12 or 24 
television channels. These chan-
nels are not demodulated, being 
treated the same as Theta Com's 
AML conversion technique. 
Choosing the best service for 

your particular application is not 
always an easy problem to solve. 
However, when reviewing the li-
censable equipment qualifications, 
the performance of the common 
carrier appears to be dominating. 
Furthermore, the common carrier 
has specialized in providing serv-
ices and has the long-term experi-
ence of operating and maintaining 
microwave systems. Small CARS 
systems have difficulty affording 
special test equipment which is of 
the utmost importance for long-
term performance. The common 
carriers can more easily afford the 
expensive equipment. 
The development of CATV, 

CCTV, etc., may be controlled by 
the further development of the 
common carrier. Already micro-
wave common carriers have been 
limited in growth because of in-
creasing activity with CARS. If 
CARS growth continues, the mi-
crowave picture may end up in a 
maze of systems without coordina-
tion and without growth capabili-
ties which will be detrimental to 
CATV in future years. 
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PRICES FOR CEDT-3 

CASCADE ELECTRONICS 

Harrisburg, Pa.: 2395 State St. 717/232-4111 

Santa Rosa, Cal.: 244 S. A St. 707/542-6054 

FRED WELSH ANTENNA SYSTEMS 

Montreal, P.O.: 90 Beaubien W.514/276-6363 
Vancouver, B.C.: 5594 Cambie 604/327-9201 

rsa t ie 

y way to 

ascade's new 

es 3 Directional Tap. 

Consider this:- install the housing in your system, then select any one of 13 different 
modules giving 2 or 4 drops, with tap values from 12 to 32 dB or the Pad Module 
Directional Tap (PMDT 310), which has no taps connected. The low purchase price of 
this module will be refunded against orders for tap modules when they are required. 
This permits completion of the system without the expense of tap modules before they 
are needed. Add a bandwidth of 40 to 250 MHz and, yes, you've got it, the Money Tap. 

MODEL  TOLERANCE  INSERTION  ISOLATION  DIRECTIVITY  RETURN LOSS 
LOSS  Tap - to - Tap  INPUT  OUTPUT 

CEDT 3-0  Nom. 1  N/A  N/A  20  20 
CEDT 3-4/12  + 1 db  2.5 db  17 db  20 db  18 db  16 db 
CEDT 3-4/16  + 1.5  1.5  17  18  20  20 
CEDT 3-4/20  + 1.5  1  17  18  20  20 
CEDT 3-4/24  + 1.5  1  17  15  20  20 
CEDT 3-4/28  + 1  .75  20  15  20  20 
CEDT 3-4/32  + 1  .75  30  15  20  20 

Note: Specifications shown are for the 4 drop CEDT 3-4. Similar figures apply to 
the 2 drop CEDT 3-2. Measurements, 41/2" x 33/8" x 21/8". 

DHDT-3 Housing with 412 Connectors $5.95  PMDT-3/0 Zone Top $1.50 
PMDT-3/4 Four Tap Outputs $8.90  PMDT-3/2 Two Tap Outputs $7.60 

el m 
C ASC ADE 
CASCADE ELECTRONICS LTD. PORT M OODY, B.C. 



Fundamental Concepts 
Of Multi-Channel Systems 
In the follo wing, the author outlines basic concepts 
about 12-80 channel CATV syste ms. The relative merits of 
set-top converter syste ms, dual-cable syste ms and various 
single-cable syste ms are co mpared. 

By Roger Wilson 
Director of CATV Engineering 
TelePrompTer Corporation 

To set the scene for a discussion of 12 to 80 chan-
nel systems, some basic and rather obvious state-

ments are in order: (1) Any communication system, 
of which CATV is just one type, has a certain maxi-
mum capacity to transmit information. This capacity 
is determined by the characteristics of the various 
components of which the system is constructed. (2) 
Any communication system has some form of final 
display device which makes the transmitted informa-
tion available for human use. 
Notice that the final display device is a part of 

the overall communication system and therefore must 
be completely compatible with the rest of the system 
if it is to display all the information transmitted. 
Of course, this final display device in a CATV type 

of communication system is a television receiver se-
lected, purchased, and more or less maintained by a 
private citizen who is not directly associated with the 
rest of the communication system. Therefore, one es-
sential and necessary element of the system, which 
ought to be compatible with other components, is 
outside the control of the people who build and oper-
ate the rest of the system. 
It's easy to see that when information is added to 

a CATV system by adding channels, it should be done 
in a manner that is compatible with the ability of 
subscribers' TV receivers to receive the added chan-
nels. However, to carry more than 12 channels on a 
CATV system and maintain compatibility with TV 
receivers as they are presently constructed would call 
for distribution in the UHF TV broadcast spectrum 
from 470 to 890 mc. Such distribution is not practical 
yet for the large areas CATV systems must cover. 
Yet, there is solid evidence that more than 12 chan-
nels can be carried on a CATV system, by using spec-
trum space not employed in TV broadcasting, and 
hence not compatible with TV receivers. 
Obviously, something must be altered in this sit-

uation, and the subject of alteration must be the 
CATV system. It must provide every subscriber with 
a thing commonly called a converter so the channels 
in the non-standard spectrum can be viewed on the 
TV receivers served by the system. 
Converters cost money to purchase, install, and 

maintain and many TV viewers don't like the com-
plication of a couple of more knobs in a box whose 
color doesn't necessarily match the decor of the room 
it's in. On the other hand, in some localities it may be 
possible to charge a higher rate for the additional 
channels provided by the converter, provided the re-
quired broadcast channels carried on the CATV sys-
tem can be viewed without the converter. So much 
for the problem of adapting the TV receiver to non-
broadcast spectrum space. 
The matter of carrying more than 12 channels to 

TV receivers can be accomplished by building two 
electronically separate but physically parallel CATV 
systems. If each system had 12 channels in conven-
tional channel position, 24 channels would be avail-
able to each subscriber without the use of converters. 
The subscriber would simply operate a two position 
switch in order to select either group of 12 channels. 
Such a system is more costly to install and maintain 
than a single system, of course, but converters also 
cost money to install and maintain on the single sys-
tem. 
Single cable systems for 12 to 80 channels fall 

basically into two categories: single octave systems, 
in which the top frequency in the spectrum is no more 
than 2 times the bottom frequency, and one plus 
octave systems, in which the top frequency is more 
than 2 times the bottom frequency. 
The thing that distinguishes these two types of 

operation is second order distortion products: the 
sums and differences of the various combinations of 
carriers taken two at a time, and second harmonics of 
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A-15 5 CHANNEL 
AUDIO CONSOLE 
• Modestly priced, 
yet offers a wide 
range of features 
usually found only 
in larger consoles 
• Speaker muting 
• Self contained 
monitor 'cue speaker system 
• 14 audio inputs 

SHURE MICROPHONES 
• A wide range of types 

and styles to fit all 
requirements for faithful 

sound reproduction 
• Tested for flawless performance 

RA-5 REMOTE MIXER 
• Extremely light weight solid 
state remote amplifier with 2 

mixing channels and 
3 inputs • Operates 
over 30 hours on 
economical 9 volt 
transistor batteries 

• Complete with rugged 
carrying case 

• AC power supply optional 

800 C SERIES CARTRIDGE SYSTEM 
• Ultra modern table top design 

• Advanced transistorized 
circuitry • Exclusive SPARTA 

direct motor/capstan 
drive tape transport 
• Records and plays 
back any size endless 

loop NAB tape cartridge 

SEE ALL OF SPARTA'S NEW LOOK! 
Write or call for complete product brochure 

plA kTA 
ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
. N of COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

5851 FLORI N-PERKI NS R OAD 
S ACR A ME NTO, C ALIFOR NI A 95628 

(916) 383-5353 

all carriers. In a single octave system these distortion 
components land above the top frequency and are 
therefore attenuated by the cutoff of amplifier re-
sponse. In a one plus octave system, effort is made to 
make the amplifier sufficiently distortion free to 
avoid creating the distortion products. 

An 80 channel system, with all channels adjacent 
to conserve amplifier band-width would require 
80 x 6 = 480 MHz of spectrum space. To maintain 
a single octave would require a spectrum of 480 to 
960 MHz. This is obviously a bit difficult for CATV 
use at this time. A narrower spectrum (fewer chan-
nels) would call for lower frequencies. An example 
would be 25 channels in the octave from 150 to 300 
MHz, which is closer to present reality. 

At present a single octave system, in order to 
achieve a significant amount of channel capacity, can-
not use the low band channels 2 through 6, although 
it can handle channels 7 through 13. This means that 
in order to provide even the 12 VHF channels to TV 
receivers, a converter must be supplied each sub-
scriber. Otherwise, only 7 channels, 7 through 13 
could be viewed, as all others would be in non-broad-
cast spectrum space. 
A one plus octave system could carry the present 

12 VHF channels, making them directly available to 
subscribers. Additional channels in non-broadcast 
spectrum could be supplied via a converter with per-
haps some fixed increase in the monthly service charge 
for the additional channels. 
Increasing channel capacity of an existing 12 chan-

nel system without making all the presently installed 
amplifiers obsolete might be accomplished by making 
the existing amplifiers parallel with others and using 
input/output filters to divide up the spectrum be-
tween them. The 12 VHF broadcast channels could 
be carried as always with converters only necessary 
for added channels. 
Ideally, all TV sets would be sold with tuners that 

would handle a large number of channels in a spec-
trum compatible with CATV requirements. Unfor-
tunately the set manufacturers aren't interested in 
building more expensive tuners in all their sets for 
the small percentage of their market that CATV pres-
ently represents. Also, for quite awhile in the future 
the spectrum used in CATV work may be changing, 
thereby making built-in tuners obsolete. This would 
be to the dismay of the set manufacturers who may 
have built-in tuners for CATV use. Of course, CATV 
supplied converters may also be made obsolete in this 
manner. 
The final form an 80 channel cable TV system 

may take is obscure at present. It may well be con-
structed of components that are either laboratory 
curiosities or completely undreamed of as yet. 

In the meantime there will no doubt continue to 
be various approaches to system design for more than 
12 channel use. The approaches will be determined by 
system economics, user acceptance and sources of pro-
gram material for the additional channels, plus spe-
cial applications that will develop as time goes by. E) 
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Amphenol wraps solid aluminum around the dielectric 
and bonds it to the jacket. You get a house-drop cable 
with: 
( 1 ) 30 db structural return loss and 1.065 VSWR 
( 2 ) 100% shielding that shares flexing stresses with 

the polyethylene jacket without fracturing 
( 3 ) 90 (lb isolation 
( 4 ) 35% lighter weight 
( 5 ) Complete moisture-proof seal. 

0. 

Choose the house-drop cable that suits your CATV 
system needs best. *Amphenol Bonded Cable 

BC-59 
BC-6 

Attenuation (db/ft.) nom. 

3.00 (Ch. 6) 
1.85 (Ch. 6) 

4.92 (Ch. 13) 
3.00 (Ch. 13) 

V.P. NOM. 

67 % 
79 % 

For a demonstration, call or write Jack Aylward, 
Amphenol Cable Division, 6235 S. Harlem Ave., 
Chicago, Illinois 60638. ( 312 ) 586-3000 

AMPHENOL 
Specify Amphenol electtonic components .. produced in Canada, England, 

France, Japan, Mexico, United States, West Germany. 
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NE W COMPONENTS FOR CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS 

AMPEX ONE-INCH TAPE 

A new one-inch-wide video tape said 
to offer improved dropout performance 
and reduced recorder head wear has 
been placed on the market by Ampex 
Corporation. Ampex 161 Series video 
tape features a new binder formula 
and is manufactured with new coating 
and finishing techniques. As a result, 
recorder head life of up to 1,000 hours 
is claimed in normal operation. Greater 
resistance to clogging also is provided 
by the improved binder formulation. 
The tape is compatible with all Ampex 
helical scan, closed circuit videotape 
recorders using one-inch-wide tape. 
It is available on a 7-inch plastic reel 
which holds up to a half-hour of tape; 
a 9-Y4-inch metal reel which holds an 
hour of tape; and a 9-Y4-inch plastic 
reel which holds an hour of tape. A 
new accessory offered is a square 
plastic storage canister for 9-3A -inch 
reels. Designed for both color and 
monochrome closed-circuit recording 
applications, 161 Series tape replaces 
147 Series tape in the Ampex line. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Ampex Corporation, 
401 Broadway, Redwood City, Cali-
fornia 94033, Phone (415) 367-4151. 

JERROLD PRODUCES 
NEW ANTENNA SERIES 

New CATV antennas for VHF-TV, 
UHF-TV and FM radio have been intro-
duced by Jerrold. For VHF, Jerrold has 
a series of log-periodic, low-band yagis, 
each designed to provide co-channel 
rejection for the entire angular range 
from 90 to 270 . The antennas are 
said to provide a high gain of 18.5 dBi 
and have a return loss of 12 dB. Back 
radiation is more than 20 dB below the 
gain in the forward direction. The cut-
to-channel yagis are compatible with 
modern CATV systems. 
For UHF, the company is producing 

Model PB-81-BB, an eight-foot dish 
that includes a trapezoidal-tooth, log-
periodic antenna as a broadband UHF 
feed. The antenna is designed for 
minimal element displacement under 
snow and ice loading. It is tuned at the 
factory and is said to require no re-
focusing to cover the UHF band. 

For FM, Jerrold now has single- and 
dual-bay, broad-band antennas. 
For further information on these 

new products contact CATV Systems 
Division, Jerrold Electronics Corpora-
tion, 401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 19105, Phone (215) WA 2-4808. 

CATV POWER SUPPLY 
AND METER COMBINED 

All elements of neighborhood pole 
mounted equipment—meter, power 
supply, circuit breaker and test block— 
are said to be combined in a fully-
integrated CATV power supply module 
now made by Glentronics. Advantages 

claimed are reduced installation costs 
(installation time is reduced by 75%), 
reduced fitting costs, improved pole 
appearance, and safer climbing for 
utility linemen. Power supply Model 
CT 23544 features 110V convenience 
outlet, input-output test points, and 
other standard features—all within 
easy access under the hinged cover of 
the UL approved utility box. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Glentronics Inc., 748 
East Alosta, Glendora, California 
91740, Phone (213) 283-5930. 

C-COR DEVELOPS 
NEW 8-PORT TAP 

C-COR is offering a 8-port tap unit 
with new design and specifications. 
Developed through a contract from a 

metropolitan CATV operator, the unit 
is said to feature low insertion loss, 
high isolation specifications to combat 
interference problems between TV 
receivers located in closely-coupled 
environments, and low cost. A band-
pass of 50 MHz to 300 MHz is provided. 
The unit is priced at $21.95, in 
quantity. 
For further information on this new 

product contact C-COR Electronics, 
Inc., 60 Decibel Road, State College, 
Pennsylvania 16801, Phone (814) 
238-2461. 

CASCADE ANNOUNCES 
PAD MODULE PMDT 3/0 

Cascade Electronics has announced 
the marketing of the Pad Module Di-
rectional Tap, Series 3, without taps. 
The Pad Module is designed for system 
operators who wish to complete their 
system line, but have yet to complete 
house connections. The unit will sell 
for $1.50 and when it becomes nec-
essary to convert to a 2 or 4 point tap, 
the $1.50 will be credited against the 
order for tap modules. Of the same 
"snap-in" configuration as the other 6 
modules available for the CEDT Series 
3, the P.M. represents an extension 
of Series 3 directional taps. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Cascade Electronics 
Ltd., Port Moody, B.C. 

CRAIG INTRODUCES NEW 
COLOR VIDEO RECORDER 

The new Craig Model 6403 helical-
scan video tape recorder, a color re-
cording rotary two-head system 
utilizing 1-inch wide longitudinally 
oriented tape, has been introduced by 
the Craig Corporation. The unit has a 
tape speed of 7.5 inches per second, 
uses 9.5-inch diameter (Standard NAB 
Hub) reels, and delivers up to 96 
minutes recording or playback time on 
3600 feet of tape. Craig's 640 is said 
to record NTSC (National Television 

Standards for Color) directly, and 
play-back color with use of an ac-
cessory adapter. Operational features 
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include a double capstan drive de-
signed to improve .picture stability by 
eliminating horizontal "jitter," and 
skew control for correcting differences 
in tape tension and improvement of 
interchange of tapes from machine to 
machine. As an added convenience, all 
functional controls (start, stop, fast 
forward, play, record and rewind) are 
engineered for operation with the 
cover of the unit in place. Other fea-
tures include recording of audio and 
video portions independently of each 
other: built-in remote control capa-
bility: slow motion and still picture 
playback. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Craig Corporation, 
Products Division, Attention Video 
Products Department, 2302 E. 15tn 
Street, Los Angeles, California 90021, 
Phone (213) 623-2421. 

ELTECH ANNOUNCES 
RIGHT ANGLE CONNECTORS 

Eltech Laboratories has announced 
production of a right angle connector 
designed to fit flush on amplifier boxes 
and seal against moisture, air and 
deteriorating elements. With this con-
nector, coaxial cable enters or leaves 
amplifier housings in straight up and 
down lines. Space is said to be saved 

by eliminating the need for shaping 
gradual bends in cable at right angle 
connecting points to avoid kinks. Elec-
trically and mechanically, impedance 
characteristics are held constant be-
cause of the fixed spacing of the coaxial 
line. Physical attachment is made by a 
special tool that spins the connector 
into place. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Eltech Laboratories, 
Inc., Smithtown, New York. 

IMPROVED ZOOM LENS 
FOR PLUMBICON CAMERA 

Zolomatics Corporation has an-
nounced the development of a new 

Zoom lens for use with black and white 
Plumbicon television cameras. The 
lens has a focal range of 22.5-225 mm. 

Want an effective 
sales tool? Use 

REPRINTS! 

TV Communications 

Manufacturers and system owners alike benefit from quantity reprints of 
articles or display advertising appearing in TV Communications or CATV 
Weekly. We'll supply highest quality reprints for convention distribution, 
subscriber promotions, or public relations programs. We'll print'em, 
fold'em, rearrange the graphics, use any color you want, or change'em to 
black and white ... and whatever you need, we'll do in a hurry! 

It's an effective way to make your advertising dollars go farther or to help 
promote your system to subscribers. Sound interesting? Then just fill out 
the coupon and mail it. We'll supply quotes without obligation. 

It's a good idea...do it now! 

(10-1) and a maximum aperture of F/ 
3.5. It is supplied by Zolomatics with 
the Zoofo rotary controls for operating 
from the rear of the camera. The com-
pany offers neutral density filters as 
optional items. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Zolomatics Corpora-
tion, 941 No. Highland Ave., Holly-
wood, California 90038, Phone (213) 
HO 3-2181. 

JFD ANNOUNCES 
NEW MATV FILTERS 

Two new filters and a mixer for bal-
ancing MATV head-ends have been an-
nounced by JFD Electronics. The 
model 8285 covers the low VHF band. 
It is supplied factory tuned to channels 
2, 4 and 5, however, it can be field 
tuned to combine any two or three non-
adjacent low VHF band channels, in-
cluding 2. The model 8286 is pre-
tuned to VHF channels 7, 9, 11 and 13, 
but can be field tuned to any four non-
adjacent high VHF band channels. The 
model 8287 mixing coupler is used to 
combine the outputs of an 8285 and an 
8286 into a single cable. Both high and 
low band filters are designed to pro-
vide at least 15 dB rejection of ncn-
adjacent channels (9 dB from center 
frequencies), and insertion loss of less 
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than 1.5 dB. The mixing loss of the 
8287 coupler is said to be less than 
1.0 dB. The new units are engineered 
for a variety of uses including com-
bining the outputs of single channel 
antennas into a single downlead for 
use with a broadband head-end ampli-
fier; splitting the output of a broad-
band antenna into separate inputs for 
single channel amplifiers; and in con-
junction with pre-amplifiers and atten-
uators, balancing the relative signal 
strengths of channels carried on an 
MATV system. 
For further information on these 

new products contact JFD Electronics, 
15th Avenue at 62nd Street, Brook-
lyn, N.Y. 

TOP MOUNTED COMPARTMENTS 
FROM PIERCE AUTO 
PTM utility compartments for top 

mounting on pick-up trucks, both 
fender side and closed side, are avail-
able from Pierce Auto Body Works. 
Mounting kit and instructions are fur-
nished with each unit. Standard 
lengths of the compartments are 78" 
and 96" for 1/2, 3/4 ton and compacts, 
108" for one ton pick-ups. Each unit 
has pan type doors with flush paddle 
lock handles and chain supports. One 
key locks all doors. Available options 

include: extra compartments and 
bumper steps, ladder racks, radio 
compartments (built into pick-up box), 
steel tops and sliding steel tops. 

For further information on this new 
product contact Pierce Auto Body 
Works, Inc., Box 616, Appleton, Wis. 
54911, Phone (414) 733-9461. 

75 OHM PLAXIAL COAXIAL 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR CATV 
Plaxial coaxial cable with a charac-

teristic impedance of 75 ohms is now 
available for use in CATV. The new 
Plaxial type 1-75 cable features a fully-
shielded, flexible design. The new type 
cable is 0.125 inch in diameter and 
consists of a No. 28 AWG copper cen-
ter conductor covered by a polyethy-

lene dielectric that is scored with a 
helical groove designed to improve 
flexibility. The grooved dielectric is 
covered, in turn, with a thin, electro-
deposited film of copper that serves 
as the cable's outer conductor. Groov-
ing the dielectric is said to permit the 
cable to be bent to radii as small as 1/8 
inch without cracking the outer copper 
coating. 

For further information on this new 
product contact Plaxial Cable Depart-
ment, United-Carr, Inc., 70 Jaconnet 
Street, Newton Highlands, Mass. 
02161. 

ILLUMINATED "PANELITE" 
MESSAGES FROM SIERRA 
New wall plates with illuminated 

messages for television and radio sta-
tions have been developed by Sierra 
Electric. The illuminated units, called 
Panelites, are installed in standard 
one-gang outlet boxes, and come with 
nine standard messages. The units 
are said to require no special wiring 
and can be controlled with a standard 
switch or installed as a permanently 
burning unit. 
For further information on this new 

product contact Sierra Electric, 15100 
S. Figueroa Street, Gardena, Cali-
fornia 90247. 

WE SOLVE STEREO 
FM PROBLEMS! 

Electronics Development Corporation solved the 

stereo FM problems for the Mt. Vaca, California 

cable system and we can and are ready to solve 

your FM problems. 

As the letter testifies, our services will give you 

the superior performance demanded for quality 

stereo reproduction. Begin today . . . Call us. 

ELECTRONICS DEVELOPMENT CORP. 

1533 Monrovia Ave. • Newport Beach, Calif 92660 • Phone 17141 6469611 
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Fairchild's TVF-177 Camera gives 
this program a network look. 

Fairchild TVF-177 viewfinder 
television camera is the result of 
recent advances in engineering 
and Micrologic circuitry. It 
produces remarkably stable, 
crisp, high-contrast pictures— 
the kind of images that give your 
programming a network look. 

You also get a choice of valuable 
options with the TVF-177. Its 

modular design permits you to 
select from various sync options: 
random interlace, self-contained 
2:1 interlace, externally driven 
2:1 interlace or EIA external 
drive. Other options include a 
high-resolution module for 
8507A vid icons, self-contained 
R.F. output for standard receiver 
operations and integrated zoom 
lens control. 

The most remarkable thing 
about the TVF-177 viewfinder 
television camera is its price. 
You'll find it is much lower than 
any camera that even comes 
close to its performance. 

For specifications 
and performance  pick IR C HI 

data, contact 

SPACE AND DEFENSE SYSTEMS 
A DIVISION OF FAIRCHILD CA MERA AND INSTRU MENT CORPOPATION 

30 PARK PLACE, PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY 07652 
TEL. 201- 262 - 7000 / TWX  710- 990- 6610 
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IMPEDANCE M ATCHING? 

NO PROBLE M! 

DO IT WITH  DELTA 

0 O  SWITCH MATCH 
ci, A  
OFF  A flick-switch selects the 

from the distribution signal 
ANT DELTA  system, or a local 300 ohm 

iLECTILMMICS LTD 

antenna. Built-in matching 
SWITCHMAICH  I  transformer. Mounts on the 

- ----  back of the TV set. I 

I 

TV -SIT 

SWITCH MATCH 2  ..9  ..... LINE A  LINE III 
PROPERTY OF CABLE TV 

For the dual line distri-  . 1 A 7 
bution system. With S.M.T.  ,  •;":410.: i 

k n. 50 dB isolation between 

inputs. 

1 ‘ 

SET MATCHING TRANSFORMER 

Type MT213 —High ef-
ficiency 75 to 300 ohm 
matching. VSWR bet-
ter than  1.2:1, per-
fectly balanced. DC 
isolation.  Non-con-
ducting case. 

SET MATCHING TRANSFORMER 

Type MM213 —Has all 
the quality character-
istics of the Type 
MT213, but in a shield-
ed case for strong local 
signal areas. 

Matching transformers are also available for wall installations, 
surface mounting (T372), and flush mounting (T373). There are 
back-matched taps in various isolation values. Do it with 
DELTA. 

Write or phone us for a catalogue of our complete line of CATV 
devices. 

A:  70 RONSON DRIVE • REXDALE • ONTARIO 

DELTA ELECTRONICS LTD. 

IN THE EASTERN U.S.A : 

JERRY CONN & ASSOCIATES. 1070 S. COLDBROOK AVENUE. 

CHAMBERSBURG. PA.. 17201 —(717) 263.8258 

Products Literature 

The 1968 edition handbook for lighting applica-
tions in television, containing complete technical 
information for the industry in a pocket-sized, 
simplified form, is available from Sylvania Electric 
Products, Inc. 730 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 
10017. 

Specifications and uses of the Ampex CC-327 
closed circuit studio television camera are described 
in a four-page brochure available from Ampex 
Corporation, 2201 Lunt Ave., Elk Grove Village, 
Illinois 60007. 

A bulletin describing an instant slide presenta-
tion system taking less than five minutes from the 
taking of a picture to projection has been published 
by Genarco, Inc., 15-58 127th Street, College Point, 
New York, 11356. 

Two new publications are available from Pre-
formed Line Products Company, P.O. Box 91129, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101. Their complete line of buried 
cable system hardware and data on products for 
overhead communications are described in a 16-
page, illustrated catalog. A two-page, fully-
illustrated bulletin is also available describing a 
reducing splice for permanently joining two strands 
of different diameter. 

A description of the method and use of three TPI 
converters is the subject of a new brochure from 
Television Presentations, 375 Park Avenue, New 
York, New York 10022. 

A new 16-page catalog to assist in the selection 
of coaxial cables and CATV cables for specific 
electronic applications has been made available by 
ITT Wire and Cable, Pawtucket, R.I. 02862. 

Thor Electronics Corp. is distributing a 20-page 
purchasing guide on electronic tubes and semi-
conductors listing over 7,000 items. Company ad-
dress is 741 Livingston Street, Elizabeth, New 
Jersey 07207. 

A series of quarterly bulletins, "Video Talk", 
covering a variety of subjects pertinent to video 
tape recording are available from 3M Company, 
Magnetic Products Division, 3M Center, St. Paul, 
Minnesota 55101. 

"The Truth . . .", a booklet presenting the re-
search, production, delivery, and service capabilities 
of American Enka Corp., Brand-Rex Division, 
Willimatic, Connecticut 06226, is available from 
the company. 

A data sheet listing features and specifications 
of Model AC-926 video control center has been 
produced by Ampex Corp. A brochure describing 
the new VR-5100 portable closed-circuit videotape 
recorder is also available. Write: 2201 Lunt Avenue, 
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007. 
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values are as important as frequency in CATV. 

A supportable valuation study of intangibles, including franchises, 

plus physical assets, reduces uncertainties when deciding on the 

sale or purchase of CATV systems. It also becomes a supportable 
basis for allocating the purchase price and substantiating 

depreciation for tax purposes. Experienced valuation counsel 
can be of significant service. 

Consultants in Valuation since 1896. 

M E RI C A N 

P P R. AIS A_LA 

The American Appraisal Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 U.S.A. • Canada • Philippines • Brazil • Frznce • Italy • Spain 



TV Communications ADVERTISING STAFF 
207 N.E. 38TH STREET  OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105  AREA CODE 405/528-3523 

TV Communications is published by Com-
munications Publishing Corp., publishers of 
CATV Weekly, the CATV Directory of 
Equipment, Services & Manufacturers, the 
CATV Systems Directory & Map Service, 
and the NCTA Convention Daily. 

CHAIRMAN 
Patrick T. Pogue 

PRESIDENT 
Stanley M. Searle 

DIRECTOR OF ADVERTISING 
R. Wayne Wilson 

BUSINESS & CIRCULATION MGR. 
Buford S. Marsh 

For Information About: 

SALES 
Contact Asst. Sales Mgr. Bob Titsch, Wayne Wilson or Stan Searle. 
They'll assist you with your display advertising program, specialized 
market and media information, reservation/copy deadlines. 

PRODUCTION & CREATIVE SERVICES 
Contact Advertising Services Manager Bob Lee. Bob will give you 
full production information and production assistance. If you need 
professional creative services—either copy or graphics--he'll provide 
it at a very nominal (or no) extra charge. Contact Production Asst. 
Sharon Van Horn for all traffic coordination. 

RESEARCH & PROMOTION SERVICES 
Contact Promotion Coordinator Sandy Gales. Sandy will assist you 
in combining your advertising program with special promotional ef-
forts such as direct mail. She'll also give you the general market and 
media information you require, and if you need special research, 
we'll do it. 

INDEX TO DISPLAY ADVERTISERS 
Alexander Electronics, Inc.  26 

Ameco, Inc  11,12 

The American Appraisal Co.  91 
American Electronic Labs, Inc.   C-3 

Amphenol Cable Division  85 

Amphenol RF Division  59 
Anaconda Electronics Co.  7 
Aqua Instrument Co., CATV Div.  63 
J.C. Barnard & Assoc.  36 
Beaver Television Assoc.  34 

Benco Television Corp.  27 
Berkshire Electronic Cable Co.  39 

CAS Manufacturing Co  37 
Cascade Electronics, Ltd.  81, 82 
Catel CATV Co.  23 
CATV Directories  52, 76 

CATV Equipment Co  39 

Cohu Electronics, Inc  20 
Communications Systems Corp.  65 

Conductron Corp.  77 
Craftsman Electronic Products, Inc.  9 

Davco Electronics Corp.  94 
Delta Electronics, Ltd.  90 
Dynair Electronics, Inc  19 
Electro-Voice, Inc.  71 
Electronics Development Corp  88 

Entron, Inc  4,5 
Fairchild Space & Defense Systems  89 
Ft. Worth Tower Co., Inc  51 

HTV Systems  16 
Halline Utility Equipment Co  30 

Jerrold Electronics Corp  C-2 

Kaiser CATV Corp.  25 

Kelco Engineering Ltd.  41 

Klungness Electronic Supply  13 
Lindsay Electronics  47 
The Lodge at Vail  28 

Midwest Telephone Supply, Inc.  18 
National Cable Television Institute  80 

National Directory Services  32 
Phelps Dodge Copper Products Corp.  29 
Plastoid Corp.  57 

The Pruzan Co.  68 
Raytheon  17 
Rohde-Schwartz  61 

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.  73 
Sod-Master (Federal Industries)  35 
Sparta Electronics Corp.  84 

Spencer-Kennedy Labs, Inc.  49 
Stainless, Inc.  33 

Stan Socia Corp.  66 
Superior Continental Corp.  44, 45 
Swager Tower Corp.  31 
Tapecaster TCM  32 
TV Communications/Weekly Reprints  87 
TeleMation, Inc.  14, 15 
Television Presentations Inc.  53 

Telsta Corp  79 
Trim Line Connectors, Ltd  64 
R. H. Tyler Co  40 

Video Instrument Corp.  35 
Vikoa, Inc.  3 C-4 
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LHA7v CLASSIFIEDS 

(
TV  Communications Reply Address: 207 N.E. 38th, Okla. City, Okla. 73105 

Rate for classifieds is 25 cents per word for advertising obviously of a non-com-
mercial nature. Add $1.00 for Box Number and reply service, per issue. Advance 
payment is required; minimum order is $10.00. Classified rate to commercial 
advertisers is $30.00 per column inch (2 1/4 " col.). Deadline for all classifieds 
is 1st of preceding month. 

FOR SALE 

Need in-house billing capabilities for your 
system subscribers? We have the machines 
you need to perform billing and direct mailing 
chores, automatically. These addressograph 
machines are only two years old and operate 
like new. Will sell at greatly reduced rates 
since we are converting our circulation to 
computerized machinery. Call Buford Marsh 
or Pat Pogue for further details at area code 
405/528-3523. 

Model 6381. Graphotype, metal plate emboss-
ing machine ... $1024.00 

Model 2605 Speedomat, metal plate stamping 
or addressing machine ... $1264.90. 

Model 192-26A Automatic feeder conveyer 
unit ... $1350.37. 

Cabinets and metal trays for filing metal 
plates ... $75.00 each. 

WE NEED GOOD USED EQUIPMENT 
Wanted to buy: We have request for low 

band solid state amplifiers: power sup-
plies; line extenders: line splitters and 

other used equipment in good, usable 
condition. Give amount of items, make, 
age, price, location, availability. Reply to 
TV Communications, Dept. T12-1. 

Tenn 
Tower Service 

Erection Paint Lighting 

AM—FM—CATV—Microwave 
Memphis, Tenn. 901 398-2943 

NEED "F" CONNECTORS? 

•Clee 
F 56  -RG 6 Cable 

m F 59  -RG 59 Cable 
NI F 59A  -RG 59 Cable 
F 59P0 -Push-on 
F 591  -Terminating 

F 61A  -Accepts F 59 & F 59A 
F 61P0 -Push-on 

Manufacture Wall Plates-Cable Assembles 

AVA ELECTRONIC & MACHINE CORP. 
416 LONG LANE, UPPER DARBY, PA, 19082 

215-MA 6-9100 

cm Place your own classified message before the national CATV market . . . Just fill out the coupon below and mail with your check to TV Communications. 

Do it today for quick, effective results. 

I'd like to reach the entire CATV market with the following classified message 

II  in TV Communications. My check is enclosed. 

0 Please assign a reply 
box ($1 chg. per issue) 

NAME 

This ad is to  Payment enclosed for  words 
run  month(s). at 25c per word ($10 min.) per month. 

ADDRESS   

CITY  STATE  ZIP   

TV Communications 
207 N.E. 38th STREET  •  OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73105 
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TECHNICAL SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
CABLE TELEVISION 

Television industry leader, sixteenth year, 
expanding direct sales organization, seeks 

tech reps, over 25, who like to sell on 
percentage. plus minimum guarantee of 

$8,400 annual salary plus expenses and 
vehicle. Must be profit motivated and 

sales oriented for this once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity in one of the nation's most 

exotic growth industries, cable television. 

Must be responsible self-starter, capable 
of producing sales from existing and new 
accounts within your own territory. Sales 

experience very important, preferably in 

CATV products, closed circuit TV, elec-

tronic component direct sales, or similar 
sales experience. Cable TV technical ex-

perience helpful. Paid company training 
at Arizona plant, transportation and ex-

penses furnished. Position requires regu-
lar travel working our proven sales and 

solid-state equipment demo plan. Com-
pany's electronic equipment and coaxial 

cable line used in eighty percent of na-
tion's cable TV systems. Openings in 
California, Ohio, New England. Seattle, 

Denver, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Chi-

cago, Louisville. others. Unless aggres-

sive sales personality with enthusiasm for 
making money selling your exclusive ter-
ritory accounts, do not apply. Send com-

plete resume, employers, character ref-
erences and telephone number first letter 
to John Buchanan, Ameco Inc., P.O. Box 

13741, Phoenix, Arizona 85002. Per-

sonal interviews will be held for all quali-
fied applicants in your city within two 

weeks from the date you mail your letter. 

'ik-ifERSE SPIRAL 
7m  , END. 

For CATV 59/U Drop Wire 

W E S T A Y  C O M P A N Y 

P. 0. Box 573 - Cupertino, Calif. 95014 

JANSKY & BAILEY 

BROADCAST-TELEVISION 

DEPARTMENT 

Atlantic Research Corporation 
Division of The Susquehanna Corporation 

1812 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
Phone: 202 296-6400 
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The best to all our friends 
in this happy season. 

tHerty Calitera5ttng 
and a bag-full of success 
for your new year. 

All our success the past year is 
due to you, our customers, and 
so we want to say a special 
thanks and wish you the very 
best in the coming years. 

DAVCO pledges to maintain the 
same dependable, professional 
service for your future needs, 
and to continue stocking and 
selling the finest in CATV equip-
ment. With the new year almost 
here our resolution is to keep 
you number one in our efforts 
to serve the industry. 

Merry Christmas to all and to all 
a prosperous new year of cable-
casting. 

DAVCO 
NO OTHER PLACE LIKE IT! 

P.O. BOX DRAWER 861 

BATESVILLE, ARK. 72501 

PHONE 501-793-3816 
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NOW! Be ready for all the 
channels you'll need...with 
SUPEIMANDT m 50 to 270 MHz 
Bandwidth CATV Equipment 
SUPER-BAND 50 to 270MHz 
TRUNK LINE AMPLIFIERS 

At last, 20 channels is a reality, 
with SUPER-BANDTm . . . AEL's 
complete line of CATV equipment 
...with the widest bandwidth avail-
able! Now you can have extra 
channels for time, weather, stock 
market programming,  FM  radio 
and a wide variety of local origina-
tion programs. And you get excep-
tionally clean signals — full color 
fidelity, high reliability and stability 
with AEL special circuitry, Auto-
Slope temperature compensation 
and true plug-in modularity for 
quick in-field maintenance. 

COL1711,111" 50 to 220 MHz 
TRUNK LINE AMPLIFIERS 
For high-grade color distribution, easy field maintenance 
(only two bolts open/close the housirg cover), plug-in 
modularity and moisture — radiation-p -oof construction. 
COLORVUE solid state amplifiers provide high output, 
high gain and  0.25db frequency response flatness for 
true studio-quality color fidelity. 

SUPER-BANDTM 50 to 
270MHz INTERMEDIATE 

--t • BRIDGING AMPLIFIER 
For intermediate bridging or 
line terminating. Ideal for new 

or expanding CATV systems, or replacement. 

SUPER-BANDTM 50 to 270MHz 
TRUNK EXTENDER AMPLIFIER 
Highest output available in indus-
try. Modern, stud-typE transistor. 
Cascadeable — can be used as a 
sub-trunk amplifier. 

SUPER-BANDTM 20 to 270MHz BANDWIDTH 
CATV DISTRIBUTION ACCESSORIES 
PlJg-in splitters, indoor and outdoor couplers, AC power 
supplies and other accessories round out AEL's complete 
line. WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL DATA TODAY' 

CATV DIVISION 

.421A - m eri c a n  I l e ctr o ni c  M a a boratories, Inc. 

P.O. BOX 552CA, LANSDALE, PA. 19446  • PHONE: 215/822-2929  • TWX: 510/661-4976 



"V i k a a'S 

FUTURA SERIES MODULAR CONCEPT, 

MADE OUR SYSTEM 

EXTREMELY EASY TO OPERATE, 

AND VERY INEXPENSIVE!" 

says: J. D. Burge 
Executive Vice President 
Pala Mesa Cablevision, Inc. 
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